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Abstract
For a family T  of sets, let
ex(.F) :=  {A: A  is an extremal intersecting sub-family of T }.
The Erdos-Ko-Rado (EKR) Theorem states that {A  G ( ^ ) : 1 G A}  G e x ((^ )) if 
r < n j 2. The Hilton-Milner (HM) Theorem states that if r < n /2  and A is a non­
trivial intersecting sub-family of ( ^ )  then |A| < |{A G ( ^ ) : 1 G A, A  fl [2,r +  1]
0} U {[2,r  +  1]}|; hence {{A  G ( l”]) : j  G A}: j  G [n]} =  ex ((^ ))  if r  <  n/2. Thus 
we say that a family T  is (strictly) FAR if ex(jF) contains (only) trivial intersecting 
families.
We obtain a partial solution to the following problem: for r  < n /2 , which sets 
Z  C [n] have the property that |{A G A : AC\Z 0}| <  \{A G ( ^ )  : 1 G A, A D Z  ^  0}| 
for all compressed intersecting sub-families of (^ )  ? Using the idea of this problem, we 
generalise the HM Theorem to a setting of compressed hereditary families.
For a set X  := {a;i, ...,a;|x|}, we define the family S x ,k of signed sets by
S x ,k • -  { { (s i,a i) ,...,(z |x |,a |x |)} : au ...,a\X\ G [fc]} 
and the sub-family by
$x,k := {{(^i>a i)> •••> (^m >a |X|)}: {aij "••) a\x\\ £
For a family F , let
:= U :== U
F e F  F e F
i
<5>/(n]x describes r-partial permutations of [n].
v r
We conjecture that for any F  and k > 2, Sjrk is EKR, and strictly so if k > 2. 
We prove this conjecture for families F  that are compressed with respect to an element 
f* e  U (Le- f € F € F , f * £ F = >  (F \ { f }) U {/*} € F ). We then prove 
an analogue of the HM Theorem for fc, and we show that the case r = n  of the 
result implies the truth of the conjecture for k > k0(F). We go on to prove much 
more: for any r > t there exists k0(r,t) such that for any k > ko(r,t) and any F  with 
m ax{|F |: F  G F }  < r, the largest t-intersecting sub-families of Sjrtk are trivial. We 
also provide an analogue of this result for «S£ fc.
The work on signed sets is followed by other EKR-type results for a setting that 
strongly generalises that given by <S2M,fc-
For a monotonic non-decreasing sequence {d{}i€n of non-negative integers, let
V({d i}i€N) := {{fli,...,nr } C N: r G N ,nm  > a{ +  dai for i =  1 , . . . , r  -  1}, 
F n({di}j€N) := F({di}i€N) H 2 ^ .
Let Vn := Vn({di}ieN) and Vn^ *•= {A  G Vn ’ |A| =  r}. We determine ex('Pn^) for 
d\ > 0 and any r, and for d\ = 0 and r < |  m ax{|A |: A  G Vn}.
We finally provide a graph-theoretical re-formulation to a number of results in this 
thesis and in the EKR literature in general, and, using the work for 'P({d;}j€N)j we 
show that an interesting EKR-type conjecture of Holroyd and Talbot indeed holds for 
a class of graphs studied by Holroyd, Spencer and Talbot, and much larger classes.
I hereby declare that the work in this thesis is the account of my own research.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The basic terminology and an outline of the thesis
Before giving a gentle description of the work in this thesis, we shall first set up some 
basic notation and terminology tha t will be used throughout.
We shall use small letters such as x to denote elements of a set or integers, capital 
letters such as X  to denote sets, and ’calligraphic’ letters such as X  to denote families 
(i.e. sets whose members are sets themselves). Unless otherwise stated, it is to be 
assumed that sets and families represented in this way are finite.
We refer to a set of size r  as an r-set. A family whose members are all r-sets is said 
to be r-uniform , or simply uniform if the size r needs not be specified.
N is the set of positive integers {1,2,...}. For m, n  G N, m  < n, we denote the set 
{i € N: m < i <  n} by [m, n], and if m  = 1 then we also write [n]. [0] is taken to be 
the empty set 0.
The family of all subsets of a set X , called the power set of X ,  is denoted by 2X . 
We denote the r-uniform sub-family {T C l :  \Y\ — r} of 2X by (*). For a family T  
and an integer r, we set :=  { i c f :  \A\ = r}.
A family T  is said be centred if the sets in T  have a common member c, i.e. c € A  
for all A  £ T \ c is called a centre of .A, and the family of all sets in T  tha t own c is 
called a star of T . If T  is not centred then T  is said to be non-centred.
A family A  is said to be intersecting if any two sets in A  have a non-empty inter­
1
section. More generally, A  is said to be t-intersecting if the size of the intersection of 
any two sets in A  is not smaller than t. A t-intersecting family A  is said to be trivial 
if the sets in A  have a common t-subset; otherwise, A  is said to be non-trivial. Note 
that a non-trivial 1-intersecting family is a non-centred intersecting family.
We are now able to state two fundamental results in extremal set theory, known as 
the Erdos-Ko-Rado (EKR) Theorem [25] and the Hilton-Milner (HM) Theorem [38], 
that inspired much of the work in this thesis and also many results in the literature. The 
subsequent sections of this introductory chapter provide a review of some important or 
well-known results in the literature that were primarily inspired by the EKR Theorem 
and that are directly relevant to this thesis.
It is trivial that if n /2  < r < n  then (^ )  is a non-centred intersecting family. 
The EKR Theorem states that if r  <  n / 2  and A  is an intersecting sub-family of (^ ) ,  
then the size of A  is at most thus, if r  <  n / 2  then a star of (^ )  is a largest
intersecting sub-family of (^ ) .  The HM Theorem goes one step ahead of the EKR 
Theorem and states that if r < n / 2  and A  is a non-centred intersecting sub-family of 
( ^ ) ,  then the size of A  is at most — ("T li1) +  so uni°n °f fhe one-member 
family {[2, r +  1]} and the family of sets in the star of (^ )  with centre 1 that intersect 
[2 ,r+ l]  (i.e. {A  G ( ^ ) : 1 G A, A fl[2,r-f-l] 0}U{[2, r- f  1]}) is a largest non-centred 
intersecting sub-family of ( ^ ) .  Consequently, the stars of ( ^ )  constitute the set of 
largest intersecting sub-families of ( ^ )  if r  < n/2. In view of these facts, we say that 
a family F  is EKR  if the set of largest intersecting sub-families of F  contains a star, 
and strictly EKR  if the set of largest intersecting sub-families of F  contains only stars.
Suppose we want to investigate the EKR and strict EKR properties of a certain 
family. Normally, as is often the case in this thesis, the important step, or rather 
the step involving the important ideas, is that of proving that the family is EKR, 
and proving that the family is strictly EKR would require a refinement of the main 
ideas employed for proving that it is EKR. However, this is not always the case in 
general. For example, when the families in concern are families of permutations, which 
we describe later, extending the EKR part to the strict EKR part normally turns out 
to be a significant jump with new ideas and an even harder step than proving the EKR
2
part.
One of the most powerful techniques - and probably the most commonly used - 
in extremal set theory is that of compression, also known as shifting. This technique 
surfaced in the original proof [25] of the EKR Theorem. C h a p te r  2 mainly gives a 
description of this technique and provides generalisations of certain established fun­
damental properties of compressions; these generalisations have crucial applications in 
various parts of the thesis. Chapter 2 also sets up some notation, mainly for certain 
sets and families that are defined on any given family, that is employed in the majority 
of main proofs in this thesis.
A family A  C 2 ^  is said to be compressed if for any set A  in A , replacing any 
element in A by a smaller element in [n]\A (the complement of A  relative to [n]) gives 
another set in A , i.e. A 3 A 3 j > i $ A  implies A \{j}  U {z} e  A . A  family T  is 
said to be compressed with respect to an element u* (of the union of all sets in F )  if 
replacing by u* an element of a set in T  not owning u* gives another set in T ,  i.e. 
u G A  € T  and u* £ A  implies (A\{u}) U {u*} 6  T .
Let S n>r be the star of ( ^ )  with centre 1; so <S„jr is compressed. In C h a p te r  3, we 
deal with the problem of establishing which subsets Z  of [2, n] have the property that 
|{A € A : A  fl Z  0}| <  \{A £ <Sn>r: A  fl Z  ^  0}| for all compressed intersecting sub­
families of ( ^ ) ,  where r  <  n/2. Note that if we instead have 1 € Z  then the answer 
is simply given by the EKR Theorem. We solve all the cases \Z\ > r and obtain a 
partial solution to the problem with \Z\ < r. This work was motivated mainly by 
two observations. The first is that the solution for the extreme case where Z  is an 
initial segment [2,1] (r +  1 <  I < n) of [2,n] leads to a proof of the HM Theorem, and 
the second is that the solution for the other extreme case where Z  is a final segment 
[m,n] (m > 2) of [2,n] leads to a short proof of an extension of the EKR Theorem 
due to Holroyd and Talbot; the former assertion is proved in a more general setting in 
Chapter 4, whereas the latter assertion is proved in Chapter 3 itself.
A set M  in a family T  is said to be maximal in F  if M  is not a subset of any other 
set in F . The size of a smallest maximal set in F  will be denoted by pi(F), and the 
size of a largest (maximal) set in F  will be denoted by aifF).
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A family is said to be a hereditary family (or an ideal or a downset) if any subset 
of any set in the family is also in the family.
The main result of C h a p te r  4 is a generalisation of the HM Theorem to a setting 
of compressed hereditary families. It says that if H  is a compressed hereditary family 
with 11(H) >  2r  and A  is a non-centred intersecting sub-family of (the family 
of r-sets in 7i), then A  is at most as large as the ‘HM-type’ family {A  G T t^ :  1 G 
A, A  fl [2}r  4 -1] 7  ^ 0} U {[2,r +  1]}. Note that the HM Theorem is the case H  = 2 
A question that arises immediately is whether we can do without the condition that 
H  is compressed. The answer is ‘no’. As we show in the same chapter, we cannot even 
relax the condition of having H  compressed to having H  compressed with respect to 
an element.
Families A i , ..., Ak of sets are said to be cross-intersecting if the intersection of any 
set in any of the k families with that of any other set in any other family is non-empty, 
i.e. Ai fl Aj 7  ^ 0 for any Ai G Ai and Aj G A j, i ^  j .
Sometimes a result for a pair of cross-intersecting families is needed as a stepping 
stone to a result for intersecting families. For example, in order to obtain the HM 
Theorem, Hilton and Milner [38] proved that if r < n /2  and A, B are non-empty cross- 
intersecting sub-families of ( ^ ) ,  then |A| +  |# | <  1 +  (”) — (n~r) =  |Ao| +  |i3o| where Ao 
is the one-member family {[r]} and Bo is the family of all sets in ( ^ )  that intersect [r]. 
Frankl and Tokushige [32] extended this result by showing that if r < s < n  — r and B 
is taken to be a sub-family of ( ^ ) ,  then |A| +  \B\ < 1  + (") — (n~r) =  |Ao| +  \B'0\ where 
Bq is the family of all sets in ( ^ )  that intersect [r]. In Chapter 4, we also generalise 
this result by showing that if A  and B  are taken to be a sub-family of and a 
sub-family of H ^  respectively, where H  is a compressed hereditary sub-family of 2 ^  
with nifH) > r + s, then \A\ +  \B\ <  |Ao| +  \Bq\ where Bq is the family of all sets in 
HW  that intersect [r]. The case r = s in this generalisation is used a stepping stone 
to the main result of Chapter 4 that we mentioned above.
Chapter 4 is followed by three chapters dedicated to intersecting families of signed 
sets. The ’signed sets’ terminology was introduced in [6], where a signed set on [n] is 
defined as a pair (A, / )  with A being a subset of [n] and /  being a function mapping A
4
to {1 ,-1}; informally, each element of A  is given a sign, +  or —. Also in [6], a k-signed 
r-set on [n] is then defined to be a pair (A, / )  where A  is an r-subset of [n] and /  maps 
A  to [k], k > 2; thus, instead of having just two signs, we have k points to choose from 
for labeling any element in A. Here we represent a Assigned r-set differently, and the 
formulation that we are about to present is intended for a very general purpose, as can 
be seen from the definition of a family Sjr}k below.
Let X  be an r-set {a?i,..., arr }, and let y i,... ,y r € N. We call the set {(^i, 2/i), •**, 
(xr iyr)} a k-signed r-set if \{yi, ...,yr }| <  k. For k > 2, we define Sx,k to be the family 
of Assigned r-sets given by
&X,k ' {{(*^ 1? ®l)> •••> (**Vj ®r)} • G&1, •••, flf ^  [^]}
: |A D ({x} x [A;])| =  1 for all x  € X }
(recall that the Cartesian product A x  B  of sets A  and B  is the set {(a, b) : a 6 A, b 6 
B}). Thus a set in Sx,k is obtained by giving each point in AT a label from [A;]. We 
shall set S$tk := 0.
For a family J7 of sets, we define
C^,k •= U
In C h a p te r  5, it is conjectured that for any T  and k > 2, Sjrtk is EKR, and 
strictly so unless k = 2 and T  has a particular structure. The main result is that if T  
is compressed with respect to an element then the conjecture is true. This generalises 
a well-known result supporting the conjecture for T  =  (^ )  that was first stated by 
Meyer [52] and then proved in different ways by Deza and Frankl [22], Bollobas and 
Leader [6], Engel [23] and Erdos et ai. [24]. By strengthening a result of Holroyd and 
Talbot, we also verify the conjecture for families T  that are uniform and EKR.
The main result of C h ap te r 6 characterises the extremal non-centred intersecting 
sub-families of < 5 ^  fc, hence providing an analogue of the HM Theorem for signed sets. 
In order to achieve this, we prove a cross-intersection result for sub-families of fc. 
At the end of this chapter, we first prove directly that there exists an integer koi^J7)
{ A e
X  x
5
such that the conjecture in the preceding chapter is true if k > ^ ( T ) ,  and then we 
show that by applying the main result (of this chapter) with r — n we obtain a much 
better value of ko(X).
For an r-set X  := {rri, ...,x r }, we define to be the special sub-family of Sx,k 
given by
X, k  ’ ® l ) j  ® r ) }  • ®1) •••} ^  [^]> | { ^ 1 j  •••? ® r } |  — ^ }
=  { { ( ® i , a i ) , - , ( ® r , O r ) } :  { a i , . . . , a r } e
Thus a set in k is obtained by giving points in X  distinct labels from [k]. So ^  0 
iff r < k.
An r-partial permutation of a set N  is a pair (A, / )  where A E (^f) and f : A —>N
is an injection. An |A/j-partial permutation of N  is simply called a permutation of N .
Clearly, the family of permutations of [n] can be re-formulated as 5 ^  n, and the family
of r-partial permutations of [n] can be re-formulated as n-
Let AT be as above. S W  can be interpreted as the family of permutations of sets
in (^ ) : consider the bijection j3: k —> { (A ,/): A E ( ^ ) > / : A —>• A is a bijection}
defined by (3 ({(xi,a i),..., (a:r ,a r )}) := ({a1 } ar}, f )  where, for b\ <  ... <  br such
that {bi,...,br} =  {a!,...,a r }, /(&*) := a* for i =  l , . . . , r .  can also be interpreted
as the sub-family X  := { (A ,/): A E ( ^ ) , / -  A —> [r] is an injection} of the family of
r-partial permutations of [k]: consider an obvious bijection from to S}[k)\ and
wJ>r
another one from «S/rfcU to X .
For a family /*, we define S p k to be the special sub-family of Sjr k given by
:= U  ^hk '
Chapter 7 features two ^-intersection theorems of a very general nature; one for 
signed sets and another one for partial permutations. The first one is tha t for any 
r  >  t  there exists ko(r, t) such that for any k > k0(r,t) and any family T  such that 
the maximum size of a set in T  is not smaller than t and not larger than r, the largest 
^-intersecting sub-families of S ^  are trivial. The second one is an analogous version
for /-intersecting sub-families of <S£fc.
Before describing the content of Chapter 8, we explain the meaning of the term 
isomorphic. Let Xx,X2 be two families. For j  =  1,2, let Uj be the union of all sets in 
Xj. Then I 2 is said to be isomorphic to Xx or a copy o fX \ if there exists a bijection 
13: U2 —► U\ such that for any subset I2 of U2, 12 is a member of X2 iff the set {j3{i): i E 
I2} is a member of Xx; we write X2 =  Xx. Note that X2 — Xx iff Xx =  X2. Loosely 
speaking, X2 =  Xx if X2 is simply the result of fixing Xx and "labeling" f/x differently.
In Chapter 8, we generalise the notion of a family <S2w k signed sets. We define 
a double partition P of a set V  to be a partition of V  into large sets V* (0 < i < n) 
that are in turn partitioned into ki small sets V*x, ..., Given such a partition, the 
family V(P) induced by P is the family of subsets of V  whose intersection with each 
large set is a subset of just one small set or empty. S 2[n]tk is isomorphic to V(P) with 
P given by the double partition of [kn] with large sets [(i — l)fc +  1 ,ik], i = 1, ...,n , 
and small sets {j}, j  =  1 , ...,fcn. Our main result is that if 2r is no larger than 
A*(y(P)) ~  E I L o n ^ W o h  3 C [ki]} and at least one of the large sets is partitioned 
into just one small set, then V(P)^r  ^ is EKR, and strictly so if 2r < p(V(P)). As 
explained in Chapter 11, this result can be interpreted as saying that if Xq denotes 
the family of independent sets of a graph G given by a disjoint union of complete 
multipartite graphs and singletons, then X ^  (the family of r-sets in Xg) is EKR if 
2r < p(Xg), and strictly EKR if 2r <  //(Xg). This extension of the EKR Theorem will 
be used as a foundation for a much more general result in Chapter 11.
Chapter 9 concerns a discovery of a significant and important extension of the 
EKR Theorem. For a sub-family A  of ( ^ ) ,  let A* be the family of sets in A  tha t 
intersect every set in A , and let A! be the family of sets in A  that are not in A* (so a 
set in A  is in A ' iff it is disjoint from some set in A ). We prove that if r < n / 2  then
A! =  0 or A* = 0 and A! = (^ ) .  Note that the EKR Theorem is the special case
We also prove that if r  <  n /2  then the bound is attained iff either |*4*| =  (”_}) and
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A  = A*. Using the above result, we provide a very short proof of a beautiful theorem 
of Hilton [37] that gives a sharp upper bound for the sum of the sizes of an arbitrary 
number of cross-intersecting sub-families of ( ^ ) ,  r < n / 2. A slight extension of this 
cross-intersection result, which we also prove in Chapter 9, will have an application in 
the subsequent chapter.
For a monotonic non-decreasing sequence {dj}i6N (i.e. d\ <  d2  <  •••) ofnon-negative 
integers, let Vn := 'Pn({^i}i€N) be the family of all subsets {ax,...,am}, ax < ... < am, 
of [n] such that for all i E [m — 1 ], the difference between aj+i and a* is greater than di. 
For example, suppose n = 8  and d\ =  1, d2 =  1, d3  =  3, dj =  5. If a set A in has an 
element a G [4,8 ] then, since di > d4  for all i > 4, a is the unique element of A  that is 
in [4,8]; thus, if 2 G B  G Vs and 2 <  b G B  then, since 1 £ B  (as 1 +  d\ >  2 E B) and 
b > 2 +  d\ — 3 (i.e. b G [4,8 ]), we have B  — {2,6}. If 3 G C  G and 3 < c £ C  then 
c > 3 +  c/ 3  =  6  and hence c is 7 or 8 . So consists of the sets {1 ,3,7} and {1 ,3 , 8 }.
In Chapter 10, we obtain another generalisation of the EKR Theorem by char­
acterising the extremal intersecting sub-families of for d\ > 0 and any r, and for 
di = 0 and r  no larger than half the size of a largest set in Vn (i.e. r <  a('Pn)/2). The 
definition of the family Vn and the study of its uniform intersecting sub-families are 
crucial for the proof of the main result in the subsequent chapter.
Finally, in Chapter 11, we start by providing a graph-theoretical re-formulation 
to a number of results in preceding chapters (namely Chapters 5, 8 and 10) and also in 
the literature in general, and then we prove that an interesting EKR-type conjecture 
of Holroyd and Talbot indeed holds for a class of graphs studied by Holroyd, Spencer 
and Talbot, and much larger classes. Most of the arguments in this chapter are of a 
graph-theoretical nature.
The work in Chapter 5 has been published in [9]. Chapters 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10 
have been submitted for publication, and they correspond to [12], [13], [14], [15], [8] 
and [9] respectively.
1.2 Intersecting families: the Erdos-Ko-Rado Theo­
rem and beyond
Perhaps the simplest result in extremal set combinatorics is that 2 ^  is EKR, i.e. if A  
is an extremal (i.e. largest) intersecting sub-family of 2 ^  then the size of A  is 2n_1, 
the size of a star of 2 ^ . The lower bound on |*4| follows from the fact that A  must 
be at least as large as a star of 2 ^ , and the upper bound follows from the fact that, 
since A  is intersecting, the complement (relative to [n]) of any set in A  is not in A. 
For n > 3, the set of extremal intersecting sub-families of 2 ^  does not consist solely of 
stars of 2 ^ ; for example, the non-centred intersecting family {A  G 2 ^ :  \A fl [3]| >  2} 
has size 2n_1 and is therefore extremal.
Let us next consider the uniform sub-families ( ^ )  of 2 ^ . As we mentioned in 
Section 1.1, it is trivial that if n /2  < r < n  and A  is an extremal intersecting sub­
family of (W), then A  is (^ )  itself. It is also straightforward that if r  =  n /2  then A  
is an extremal intersecting sub-family of ( ^ ) )  iff for any set A  in ( ^ ) ,  exactly one of 
A  and its complement is in A. However, for r < n /2 , the problem of determining the 
set of extremal intersecting sub-families of ( ^ ) ,  or even just the size of a family in this 
set, proved to be far from trivial, and this brings us to the classical EKR Theorem that 
we mentioned in Section 1.1 and that we now state formally.
T heo rem  1.2.1 (E rdos-K o-R ado T h eo rem  [25]) Let r < n /2 . Let A  be an inter­
secting sub-family of ( ^ ) ; and let C be a maximal centred sub-family of ( ^ )  (i.e. a 
star of i ^ ) ) .  Then
mi sici
There are various proofs of this theorem, two of which are particularly short and beauti­
ful: Katona’s [42] using the cycle method and Daykin’s [19] using another fundamental 
result known as the Kruskal-Katona Theorem [43, 46].
Getting back to our original discussion, we see that Theorem 1.2.1 does not give 
a complete characterisation of the set of extremal intersecting sub-families of ( ^ )  for 
r < n /2 . Erdos, Ko and Rado [25] conjectured tha t if r  <  n /2  and A  is a non-centred
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intersecting sub-family of ( ^ )  then |.4 | < |{A G ( ^ ) : \A fl [3]| >  2 } |, which would 
imply that (M) is strictly EKR for r < n /2 . Hilton and Milner disproved the conjecture 
and solved the whole problem with the following fundamental theorem.
T h eo rem  1.2.2 (H ilto n -M iln er T h eo rem  [38]) Let r <  n/2 . Let A  be a non- 
centred intersecting sub-family of ( ^ ) ,  and let f f  be the non-centred sub-family {A  G 
(W) : 1 € A, A n  [2,r +  1] ±  0} U {[2,r +  1]} of (W). Then
Actually, this theorem is part of a much more general result in [38], the proof of which 
is long and complicated. Consequently, shorter and simpler proofs were obtained by 
other authors; see, for example, [30, 32].
By Theorem 1.2.2, if r  <  n / 2  and A  is a non-centred sub-family of ( ^ )  or a proper 
sub-family of a star of ( ^ ) ,  then A  is smaller than the stars of ( ^ ) .  This confirms 
that ( ^ )  is strictly EKR for r  < n/2.
Also in [25], Erdos, Ko and Rado initiated the study of extremal t-intersecting 
families for t  > 2. They posed the following question: W hat is the size of an extremal 
t-intersecting sub-family of 2 ^ ?  The answer in a complete form was given by Katona.
T heo rem  1.2.3 (K a to n a  [44]) Let t > 2, and let A  be an extremal t-intersecting 
sub-family of 2 ^ .
(i) I f n  + t = 2l then A  = {A  C  [n]: |A| >  /}.
(ii) I f n  + t = 2l + l then A  is isomorphic to {A  C  [n]: |A  fl ([n — 1])| >  /}.
For the uniform case, Erdos, Ko and Rado [25] proved the following.
T heo rem  1.2.4 (E rdos, Ko an d  R ado  [25]) For t < r there exists no(r,t) G N 
such that for all n > no(r, t), the extremal t-intersecting sub-families of ( ^ )  are trivial.
For t  >  15, Frankl [28] showed that the smallest no(r, t) for which their result holds 
is (r — t +  1 ){t +  1) +  1, and that if n = (r — t +  1 )(t +  1) then the maximal trivial 
t-intersecting sub-families of (^ )  are also extremal but not uniquely so. Subsequently,
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Wilson [59] proved the sharp upper bound ("ij) for the size of any t-intersecting sub­
family of ( ^ )  for n  >  (r —t +  l)( t +  l) and any t. Frankl [28] conjectured that if A  is an 
extremal t-intersecting sub-family of (^ )  then |A| =  max{|{A £ ( ^ )  : \A fl [t +  2i]\ > 
t -t- z}|: i £ {0} U [r — t]}. A proof of this long-standing conjecture together with a 
complete characterisation of the extremal structures was finally obtained by Ahlswede 
and Khachatrian, and this may be regarded as one of the major and most remarkable 
breakthroughs in combinatorics.
Theorem  1.2.5 (Ahlswede and Khachatrian [1]) Let 1 < t < r < n, and let A
be an extremal t-intersecting sub-family of ( ^ ) .
(i) I f  (r — t  4- 1)(2 +  < n < (r — t + 1)(2 +  ^ - )  for some m  £ {0} U N  - 
where, by convention, (t — l) /m  =  oo if m  =  0 - then A  is isomorphic to {A  £ 
(M): \ A n [ t  + 2m]\ > t +  m}.
(ii) I f  t >  2 and (r — t +  1)(2 +  ~ip[) =  n for some m  £ {0} U N then A  is isomorphic 
to {A  £ ( ^ ) : \A PI [t -f 2m]| > t +  m} or {A £ ( ^ ) : \A fl [t +  2m +  2]| >  t +  m +  1}.
We conclude this section by mentioning that a vast amount of research stemmed 
out of the seminal Erdos-Ko-Rado paper [25], and this field is now rich in beautiful 
results and still very active; we have only outlined the central results. The survey 
papers [22] and [29] are recommended.
In the rest of this chapter, we discuss some of the EKR-type problems that have 
attracted most attention and that will be treated in this thesis.
1.3 Intersecting sub-families of hereditary families
One of the central problems in extremal combinatorics is the following well-known old 
conjecture.
Conjecture 1.3.1 (Chvatal [17]) I f  71 is a hereditary family then H  is EKR.
Note that this is true if H  = 2 ^  (see the beginning of Section 1.2). Chvatal [18] made 
the first significant step towards his conjecture.
Theorem  1.3.2 (Chvatal [18]) Conjecture 1.3.1 is true if 71 is compressed.
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Snevily [56] took the above result a big step forward.
T heo rem  1.3.3 (Snevily  [56]) Conjecture 1.3.1 is true if  H  is compressed with re­
spect to an element.
Many other results have been inspired by Conjecture 1.3.1; for example, the Ph.D. 
dissertation [53] is dedicated to it. The above two results are perhaps the most well- 
known in this area, and the only two that we need to refer to later on.
Before turning our attention to uniform sub-families of hereditary families, we recall 
the following. A graph G is a pair (V, E) with E  C (g), and a set I  C V  is said to be 
an independent set of G if { i , j }  £ E  for any i , j  € I.
Let Xq denote the family of all independent sets of a graph G. Holroyd and Talbot
[41] made the following interesting but also very difficult conjecture.
C o n jec tu re  1.3.4 (H olroyd an d  T albo t [41]) I f  G is a graph with p{Xc) > 2r, 
then T(f) is EKR, and strictly so if fi(Xc) > 2r.
Clearly, the family Xq is a hereditary family. The author suggested the following 
generalisation of Conjecture 1.3.4.
C o n jectu re  1.3.5 (B org  [9]) I fXi  is a hereditary family with n(fH) > 2r, then 7 i ^  
is EKR, and strictly so if p(H) > 2r.
Note that Theorems 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 solve the special case H  =  2 ^ .
Theorem 1.2.3 tells us that if t > 2 then for all n > t, the extremal t-intersecting 
sub-families of the hereditary family 2 ^  are non-trivial. Thus Conjecture 1.3.1 does 
not have an obvious extension for t-intersecting sub-families of hereditary families. It 
is therefore natural to question whether a t-intersection version of Conjecture 1.3.5 
may hold, or more precisely, whether there exists an integer no(r, t) such that for any 
hereditary family H  with ii(H) > no(r, t), the extremal t-intersecting sub-families of 
are trivial. Only very recently, the author [10] proved that such an integer no(r, t) 
exists indeed; the proof is based on the fundamental fact established in this thesis as 
Lemma 4.3.1. So Conjecture 1.3.5 is true if fi(H) > no(r, 1).
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1.4 Intersecting families of signed sets
For a signed set A  and integers q and k , let 9qk(A) be the translation operation defined 
by
9k(A) := {(a, b -f q modulo k ) : (a, b) G ^4}.
For q = 1, we also write 9k(A).
Trivially, if k = 2 then 62(A) is the unique set in SXt2  that does not intersect A  
Thus, for A  C  Sx ,2 ,
A  is an extremal intersecting sub-family of Sx ,2  iff 
for all A  G SXj2, exactly one of A  and 02(A) is in A. (1.1)
Note that stars of SXi2 are extremal intersecting sub-families of SXy2, and not uniquely 
so unless \X\ <  2. In other words, SXf2 is EKR, and strictly so iff |X | <  2.
Berge [3] showed that iS[n],fc is EKR; the proof of this result is simply tha t if A  C  
S[n]tk is intersecting and A £ A  then 9qk(A) £ A  for q = 1 — 1, and hence
H I 5: \S[n],k\/k =  \{A  G (1,1) G ^4}|. Livingston [51] made a significant step
forward by establishing the strict EKR property of £[„],& for k > 2.
Theorem  1.4.1 (Berge [3], L ivingston [51]) (i) <£[„],* is EKR, and 
(ii) stiictly so unless n > 3 and k = 2.
Other proofs of this result were given by Gronau [34] and Moon [54].
Holroyd and Talbot [41] recently showed that if T  is an EKR family of independent 
r-sets of a graph then S j . is EKR; however, their proof carries forward to the following 
generalisation of Theorem 1.4.1(i).
Theorem  1.4.2 (Holroyd and Talbot [41]) I f  T  is r-uniform and EKR then Sjrik 
is EKR.
This result follows by a slight extension of the proof given above for Berge’s result; see 
Proof of Theorem 1.4.2 in Section 5.5.
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The next generalisation of Theorem 1.4.1 is a well-known result that was first stated 
by Meyer [52] and proved in different ways by Deza and Frankl [22] and Bollobas and 
Leader [6].
Theorem  1.4.3 (M eyer [52], Deza, Frankl [22], Bollobas, Leader [6]) Forr < 
n and k > 2,
(1) 5^[n]^  k is EKR, and
(ii) strictly so unless r = n >  3 and k =  2.
The proof of Deza and Frankl is based on the well-known compression technique (see 
Section 2.2), whereas the proof of Bollobas and Leader is based on the idea of the cycle 
method used by Katona [42] in his alternative proof of the EKR Theorem. Engel [23] 
and Erdos et al. [24] gave other proofs that are also based on variants of the cycle 
method.
Note that Theorem 1.4.3(i) with r < n /2  follows from Theorem 1.4.2 and the EKR 
Theorem. Also note that the case r > n /2  in Theorem 1.4.3 provides an example of a 
family T  such that Sjr k is EKR but T  is not.
Frankl and Fiiredi [31] conjectured that if A  is an extremal t-intersecting sub-family 
of <S[n],fc then \A\ =  max{|{A G S[n\,k: \A fl ([t +  2m] x [1])| >  t +  m } |: m  G {0} U N}. 
If k > t -f 1 then the conjecture claims that |M| =  kn~l, the size of a maximal trivial 
t-intersecting sub-family of «S[n],fc- They showed that this is true if t >  15. A result of 
Kleitman [45], which was shown to be equivalent to Theorem 1.2.3 via the compression 
technique (described in Section 2.2), had long established the truth of the conjecture for 
the special case k = 2. After Theorem 1.2.5 was established, Ahlswede and Khachatrian
[2] and Frankl and Tokushige [33] were able to solve this conjecture independently and 
by different methods; Ahlswede and Khachatrian also determined the set of extremal 
structures.
Theorem  1.4.4 (Ahlswede, Khachatrian [2]; Frankl, Tokushige [33]) Let t  <
n and k > 2 . Let m  be the largest integer such that t +  2m < min{n -j- l , t  +  2 |^ |}  
where, by convention, =  oo i fk  = 2. Let A  be an extremal t-intersecting sub-family 
of [^n],fc'
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(i) I f  (k, t) ^  (2,1) and is not integral then A  is isomorphic to {A  G : |A  fl
([t +  2m] x [1])| >  t +  m }.
(ii) I f  (k, t) 7  ^ (2,1) and is integral then A  is isomorphic to {.A G S[n \A H ([;t +  
2m] x [1])| >  t +  m} or {A  G £[„],*: |A fl ([t +  2m 4- 2] x [1])| >  t  +  m +  1}.
(Hi) I f  (k,t)  =  (2,1) then the result is given by (1.1).
To the best of the author’s knowledge, no analogous results for t-intersecting sub­
families of Sj?tk with \E\ >  2  have been established (excluding the one we present in 
Chapter 7). However, some very important results have been obtained for a modifica­
tion of the problem, which we describe next.
1.5 Intersecting families of permutations and partial 
permutations
In [20, 21], the study of intersecting permutations was initiated. Deza and Frankl 
[21] showed that <S j^n is EKR (so (n — 1)! is a sharp upper bound for the size of an 
intersecting sub-family of the proof follows by the same translation argument
given in the preceding section for Berge’s result. However, Deza and Frankl did not 
proceed further to determine the extremal structures; this was accomplished only a few 
years ago by Cameron and Ku [16].
Theorem  1.5.1 (Cameron and Ku [16]) is strictly EKR.
This result was also deduced from a more general result on certain vertex transitive
graphs in [49].
Ku and Leader [48] established the EKR property of for all r  G [to], and they
I r j»n
proved that is strictly EKR for all r G [8 , to — 3]. Naturally, they conjectured
I r )>n
that S {^n]^  n is also strictly EKR for the few remaining values of r. This was settled by
Li and Wang using tools forged by Ku and Leader.
Theorem  1.5.2 (Ku, Leader [48]; Li, W ang [50]) n 25 strictly EKR for all 
r G [to].
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When it comes to t-intersecting families of permutations, things are of course much 
harder, and the most interesting challenge comes from the following conjecture.
C o n jec tu re  1.5.3 (D eza an d  F rank l [21]) For any t there exists no{t) such that 
for any n > n0(t), the size of a t-intersecting sub-family of n is at most that of a 
maximal trivial t-intersecting sub-family of i.e. (n — t)\.
This conjecture suggests an obvious extension for the extremal case. It is worth pointing 
out that the condition n > no(t) is necessary; [47, Example 3.1.1] is a simple illustration 
of this fact. An analogue of the statement of the conjecture for partial permutations 
has been proved by Ku.
T h eo rem  1.5.4 (K u [47, T heo rem  6.6.6]) For any r, t € N there exists no(r,t) 
such that for any n > no(r,t)} the size of a t-intersecting sub-family of S^[n]^ n is at 
most that of a maximal trivial t-intersecting sub-family of ^[»]j n> *-e- C-D (n^rjl  •
For further reading on problems and results of this kind, Ku’s Ph.D. thesis [47] 
(dedicated precisely to intersecting families of permutations and partial permutations) 
is recommended.
1.6 Cross-intersecting families
As we mentioned in Section 1.1, in order to obtain Theorem 1.2.2, Hilton and Milner 
proved the following result.
T heo rem  1.6.1 (H ilton  and  M ilner [38]) Let r < n / 2 . I f  A  and B are non-empty 
cross-intersecting sub-families of (^ )  then
Similarly to the case of Theorem 1.2.2, the proof was long and complicated due to 
the result being part of a more general one. A streamlined proof was later obtained
where Ao := {[r]} and Bq := {B  € ( ^ ) : B  fl [r] ^  0}.
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by Simpson [55] by means of the compression technique (see Section 2.2). Frankl and 
Tokushige instead used the Kruskal-Katona Theorem [46, 43] to establish the following 
extension.
Theorem  1.6.2 (Frankl and Tokushige [32]) Let r < s < n  — r. I f  A C  (M) and
B C ( ^ )  are non-empty and cross-intersecting then
M + |B| < 1 + (") -  (" ~  r)  = | A | + \Bo\,
where Ao := {[r]} and Bo := {B  6 ( ^ ) : B  fl [r] ^  0}.
The obvious EKR-type problem for multiple cross-intersecting families was ad­
dressed by Hilton [37]. Suppose we want to construct k  cross-intersecting sub-families 
A \ , . . . ,A k of (["]), r < n / 2, such that the sum of sizes of these families is a maximum. 
The simplest configuration one can think of is where one family is the whole of (^ )  
and hence, by the cross-intersection condition and the r < n / 2  condition, all the other 
families are empty. The second simplest configuration is where the k  families are the 
same and hence intersecting; an obvious example is where each of the k  families is 
the star of (^ )  with centre 1. Using the Kruskal-Katona Theorem [46, 43], Hilton
[37] showed that at least one of the two configurations we mentioned is optimal. More
precisely, he proved the following beautiful generalisation of the EKR Theorem.
Theorem  1.6.3 (H ilton [37]) I f r  < n / 2, k > 2, andA \, •••> Ak are cross-intersecting 
sub-families of (^ )  then
i=l I k (nrZ\) i f k >  2
Suppose equality holds and A i ^  0:
(i) if  k < n /r  then A \ = ( ^ )  and Ai =  0 for i = 2,..., k;
(ii) i f  k  > n /r  then |^4i| =  (”l j )  for i = 1,..., k;
(Hi) if k = n /r  > 2 then A i, ..., Ak are as in (i) or (ii).
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Note that if the ACs are intersecting and equal to each other then A \ , ..., Ak are cross- 
intersecting. Thus setting k >  n / r  and A \ = ... = Ak clarifies why the EKR Theorem 
follows from the above theorem.
There are many other cross-intersection results in the literature, some of which are 
mentioned in Prankl’s survey paper [29]; however, those mentioned above are the ones 
that are relevant to this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Notation and compression tools for 
proofs
2.1 Some notation for sets and families
The scope of this section is to develop some notation for certain sets and families 
defined on an arbitrary family T .  This notation will be used mainly in the proofs.
Let U{F) := \JA(zj:A. For a set V, let
T[V] : = { A e f : V  C A }, 
T]V[:= { A e  F : A C \V  =  0}.
T {V )  := {A\T/: A  G F[V]} = {B: B  fl V  = 0, B  U V  G J7},
T {V )  :=  {A e J 7: A n V  ^  0}.
For u G U^J7), we abbreviate ^"[{u}], ^({u}) and T ({u })  to ^[u], T ]u [, T(u)
and J7(u) respectively. Note that T[u] = ^ (u ) .
To illustrate an example of a family that can be defined on T  with the above
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notation, we have
F(z){X))Y[ ={A<E T ( z){X) : A  D Y  = 0}
= { A : A n X  = ®, A u X  E F (z), A  fl Y  =  0}
= {A: z e A U X  E J 7, A n l  =  0, A n  F  =  0}.
We point out that the family J7{z){X)]Y[ has only been considered for the purpose of 
making the reader familiar with the use of this notation and that no such somewhat 
complicated family will arise in any other part of the thesis.
Note that a star of a family T  is T{u)  for some u E U(.F), and u is a centre of T  
iff T{yi) =  F  (which implies u E PUe:F^)- 
We set
ex(F) := {A: A  is an extremal intersecting sub-family of .F},
and we define the subset -£/(F) of U(J7) by
L(F) := {u E U(J7): F{u) is a largest star of J7}.
So T  is EKR iff {F(u): u E £ (F )}  C ex(/*), and T  is strictly EKR iff {^ (u ): u E 
L(F)} =  ex(F).
2.2 The compression operation and compressed fam­
ilies
As we mentioned in Section 1 .1 , the compression (or shifting) technique is one of the 
most powerful tools in extremal set theory. The survey paper [29] gives an excellent 
account of many applications of this technique. The idea surfaced in the original proof 
[25] of the EKR Theorem, and Theorems 1.2.3, 1.2.5, 1.4.3, 1.4.4 are also among the 
many results that were proved by means of this technique. It must be mentioned, 
though, that it fails to work for certain interesting EKR-type problems, particularly
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the one for intersecting sub-families of «S^ j k.
A compression operation, or simply a compression, is a function that maps a family 
to another family while retaining some important properties of the original family, such 
as its size or t-intersection of its set members. The idea is that a family resulting from 
a compression or a sequence of compressions has key structural properties that the 
original family might not have.
Various forms of compression have been invented for specific problems. For example, 
the recent publications [40] and [41], which motivated a number of results in this thesis, 
feature compressions defined in a graph-theoretical setting that are, however, widely 
applicable. We now present a form of compression that is general enough for the 
purposes of this thesis and that particularly generalises the compression defined in
[40].
For a family T  and u, v G U(F), u ^ v ,  let A UyV: 2^ —> 2^ be defined by 
AU)t,(A) := -A G A} U {A G A: SUtV(A) G A},
where 8U)V: T  —» T  is defined by
x f  ( A M ) U M  X u i F , v e F ,  ( F \ W ) u W G f ;
K v ( F )  ■■= <
I F  otherwise.
The function A UjV is a compression operation; it is also commonly referred to as a shift 
operation. The very first thing to be noted is that
ia „,„(.a )| =  m .
We now prove a number of properties, given by Proposition 2 .2 .1 , of the compression 
operation defined above. These properties have a fundamental role in the work of 
this thesis. Parts (i) and (ii) are well known. Parts (iii) and (iv), which will have 
applications in Chapters 10 and 1 1 , may be regarded as new although they arise as a 
generalisation of properties - mostly discovered in [40] - of compressions on intersecting
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families of independent sets of graphs (see Chapter 1 1 ).
In the following, we make use of the notation introduced in the preceding section. 
We say that T  is (u,v)~compressed if for any F  G F]u[(v), ( P \ { u } )  u  {w} G T .
P ro p o sitio n  2 .2 . 1  Let T  be a family, and let u ,v  G U(F), u ^  v. Let A* be a t- 
intersecting sub-family of T ,  and let A  := AUjt,(.A*).
(i) A]v[ is t-intersecting.
(ii) I f  T  is (u,v)-compressed then A  is t-intersecting.
(Hi) I f t  = 1 , F[{u,v}\ =  0 a n d T  is (u,v)-compressed then A(v)UA]v[ is intersecting, 
(iv) I f  t = 1, F[{u,v}] =  0 and there exists w G C/(^r)\{u,u} such that T}w[ is (u,v)~ 
compressed then A{v) is intersecting.
P ro o f. Let B \ ,B 2 £ A.  Then, for each p G [2 ], Bp = Ap or Bp =  SU)V(AP) for some 
Ap G A*.
Suppose B \ ,B 2 £ A]v[(u). It is straightforward that \Bi D B 2\ >  t if Bp — Ap, 
p = 1,2, or Bp =  6U)V(AP) ^  Ap, p = 1,2. So suppose without loss of generality that 
B\ =  A\  and B 2 =  du,v{A2) 7^ A 2 (hence u £ A 2). Then \B\ fl B 2\ = \(Ai fl A 2) U 
{w}| =  \Ai fl ^ 2 1 +  1 >  t +  1. So A]v[(u) is t-intersecting. Now, it clearly holds that 
A]v\\u[ = .4*]u[]w[, and hence |A  fl A'\ >  t  for any A G ^4]vQu[ and A' G A.  Hence (i).
Suppose T  is (u, v)-compressed. As mentioned above, \B\ D B 2\ > t if Bp =  Ap, 
p = 1,2, or Bp = 6U)V(AP), p =  1 ,2. So suppose B 1 = A x, B 2 = 6UtV(A2) ^  A 2 (hence 
u (fc A 2) and \B\ D B2\ < t .  Then |(Ai fl  A2 )\{u}| =  t — 1  (since A* is t-intersecting), 
u £ Ai  (otherwise \Bi n  B 2\ = \Ai fl A 2\ > t) and A\ ^  bu,v{A\) G A  (since T  is 
(u,u)-compressed). But then |£U)t,(Ai) fl A 2\ — t — 1 , contradicting A* t-intersecting. 
Hence (ii).
Suppose t =  1 , F[{u,v}\ =  0 and T  is (u, uncompressed. By (i) and (ii), A\v[ is 
intersecting and A  n  B  ^  0 for any A  G ^4]u[ and B  G A(v). So (iii) follows if we 
show that A(v) is intersecting. So suppose B \ ,B 2 G A{y). Then, for each p G [2], 
Bp G A*(v) C F(v), and u £ Bp since F[{u,v}\ = 0. Since T  is (u, uncompressed, 
we must have Bp ^  Su,v(Bp) G A , which implies 6U>V(BP) G A* (since B p G A). 
So (Bi D B 2) \{ v} = Bi fl  5UjV(B2) ^  0 since u £ Bi, B i ,5u,v(B2) G A* and A* is 
intersecting. Hence (iii).
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Suppose t = 1, F[{u, u}] =  0 and there exists w G Cf(.F)\{tt,u} such that F]w[ is 
(w,uncompressed. Suppose B \ ,B 2 € A(v). Then, for each p G [2], Bp G A*(v) C .F(u), 
and u £  B p since ^[{u .v})  =  0. Thus, if u; ^ i?p for some p G [2] then, since T]w[ 
is (u, uncompressed, we must have Bp ^  SUjV(Bp) G A,  which implies 5U,V(BP) G A* 
(since B p G A)  and hence (Bi fl P 2 )\{u} =  B S- P fl 5UtV(Bp) ^  0 (since u £ B 3- p, 
B$-p, ^u,u(^p) G A* and A* is intersecting). If on the contrary w f  Bp for each p G [2] 
then trivially w G (Bi fl B 2)\{v}.  Hence (iv). □
Note that T  is compressed with respect to u (see definition in Section 1.1) if T  is 
(u , uncompressed for all u G U{^F)\{u}, and that T  C 2 ^  is compressed if A i j (T )  — T  
for any i , j  G [n] such that i < j .
If ai < ... < ar , b\ < ... < br, a\ < b\, ..., ar <  6r , A := { a i,...,a r } and B  := 
{&i,...,6r } then we write A < B, and if also aj < bj for some j  G [r] then we write 
A < B. It is easy to see that
A  is compressed &  for any A  G A  and A 1 < A, A' G A.
If i , j  G [n] and i < j  then Aiyj is said to be a left-compression. It only takes a 
finite number of left-compressions to obtain a compressed family from a sub-family of 
2 M. This is because the positive quantity 1^ 1 decreases with a left-compression
that changes A. In fact, there are compositions of all the (”) left-compressions, and 
in which each left-compression appears exactly once, that always yield a compressed 
family when applied to a sub-family of 2 M. A set of such compositions is determined 
in [29], and the following demonstrates another composition.
P ro p o sitio n  2.2.2 For A  C 2 ^ , let
A! :=  A n_ i jn o A n_2,n °  ••• °  A i )W o ... O A 2)3 O A i ;3 o A i j2(^4).
Then A! is compressed.
P roof. Let N  := {(a,b) G [n] x [n]: a < b}. We define the partial order relation -<
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on members of N  by (ai,&i) -< {0,2, b2) iff b\ < b2 or a\ < a2 < b\ =  b2. Suppose that 
for some (s,t) E N, A p>q(A) = A  for all (p, q) -< (s , t ). Let B  := A S)*(.A). Clearly, 
As,t{B) =  B. We claim that, moreover, Ap,q{B) =  B  for all (p, <?) -< (s,t). The claim 
clearly implies that A i j(A ')  — A! for all ( i ,j)  -< (n — 1  , n), which in turn implies the 
required result.
We now prove the claim. Let B  E B, and fix p and q such that (p, q) -< (s,t).
We first consider the case B  € A,  i.e. B £ A f ) B  = {A e A :  8S)t(A) E A}.  So
E  := SS}t(B) E A n B  and C, F  E A,  where C 8P,q(B) and F  := 8p>q(E). Suppose 
B  ^  C  E A \ B  = {A  E A :  5s>t(A) $ A}.  Therefore C ±  D  := ^ |t(C) E £ \A  =  
{ ^ ( A )  : A  E A\/3}. If {p,g} n  {s ,t}  =  0 then F  =  o £,,«(£) =  8S)t o 8p>q(B) =  
D E B \A  a contradiction. Now suppose |{p, g} n  {s,t}\ =  1. There are three possible 
cases:
(i) p = s < q < t: D = 5S)t o 8Stq(B) = 8s q^(B) =  C, a contradiction.
(ii) p < q = s < t: D = 53)t o 8Piq(B) =  o 8P)S(B) =  5p>t(B) E A  a contradiction.
(iii) p < s < q = t: D = 8s>t o 5Pjt(B) = 8p>t(B) = C, a contradiction.
Therefore, if B  E .An #  then 8Ptq(B ) E H.
We must now consider the case B  £ A ,  in which there exists A € A  such that 
B  = £s,t(A) 7  ^ A. Again, suppose C  := 8p>q(B ) ^  B. Since s E B  and t  £ B, we have 
p ^  s and q < t. So we are left with the following two cases:
(i) {P, q} H {s, t} =  0: C = 8Ptq o SStt(A) = 5Sjt o 5pa(A) E A 3it(A) = B  as 5p,q(A) E A
(ii) p <  q — s < £: C  o <JS^ (A) =  5P^ A )  = 5S)t(<5pf(A.)) E A s (^w/1) = B &s
$p,t(A) E A  D
We now illustrate the fact that if all left-compressions are applied on a family of 
sets exactly once (as above) but in an arbitrary order then the resulting family is not 
necessarily compressed. Consider A  := {{2,3}, {2,4}, {3,4}} C 2 ^  (note tha t A  is in­
tersecting). If the left-compressions A 2j4, A 2 )3 , A 3 )4 , A i^, A i)3, A i^ are applied in the 
given order then the resulting family is {{1,3}, {1,4}, {3,4}}, which is not compressed.
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Chapter 3
Maximum hitting of a segment by sets 
in compressed intersecting families
3.1 Problem specification and results
For the purpose of this chapter, let us denote the compressed star {A E ( ^ ) : 1 E A} 
and the compressed non-centred intersecting family {A E ( ^ ) : 1 E A, A fl [2, r +  1] ^  
0} U {[2, r - f  1]} by S n<r and Afn,r respectively. We use the abbreviations S  and J\f when 
n and r are clear from the context.
We shall make frequent use of the notation in Section 2 .1 . We stick to the definition 
of the relations <  and < for sets in 2N given in Section 2.2. Recall (from Section 2.2) 
that A  is compressed iff for any A E A  and Af < A, A' E A.
In this chapter, we are concerned with the following problem: Given r <  n / 2 ,
which segments (i.e. non-empty sets) Z  C  [2,n] obey the condition - call it (*) - that 
\A(Z) | < \S(Z)\ for any compressed intersecting family A  C  (^ )?  Note that if we 
allow 1 E Z  then S ( Z ) =  S, and hence (*) follows immediately from Theorem 1.2.1. 
As the following examples show, not all segments Z  obey (*):
1. Z  C [2, r +  1], n > 2r:
If A  = M  then \A(Z)\ =  \S(Z)\ +  1 .
2. Z  C [2,2r -  1], \Z\ < r, n  =  2r:
Let A  :=  (|2r”11) =  5]n[U B . So B  =  (i2'2^ 11), and therefore \A(Z)\ -  \S{Z)\ =
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\B (Z ) \ - \S (n )(Z ) \  =  ( ( 27 2) -  (2r- 2r- |Z1) )  -  ( ( t t )  "  F I D )  =  W ) "  
(2r-2-|Z|) >  0.
3. 2r € Z, 0 ^  Z \{2r} C [2,r], n =  2r:
For each « € [r], let A{ := [2,r] U {r +  i} and A\ := [2r]\;4j. Let A  := 
A'r}) U {Ai , ..., Ar}. Note that A'r is the unique set in {Ai,. ..,Ar} U 
{Aj, that does not intersect Z. So |.4(Z)| =  |*S(^)| +  1.
Note that in each of the three examples above, A  is non-centred, compressed and 
intersecting.
By Theorem 1 .2 .2 , if Z  C ( ^ )  then |«4.(Z)| <  |.4| < \Af\ < \S(Z)\ for any non­
centred intersecting family A  C (^ ) .  So this settles the case \Z\ > r; however, we will 
also prove this directly. We will also settle the special case \Z\ = r. The case \Z\ < r  is 
far more challenging, and we will not determine fully which of these segments obey or 
disobey (*); however, many such segments obeying (*) are captured by the following 
result.
T heo rem  3.1.1 Let A  C (^ )  be a compressed intersecting family, 2 < r <  n j 2. Let 
0 7  ^Z  C [2,n] and Y  := Z  fl [2r]. Suppose
(a) Y  =  0, or
(b) \Z\ < r and Y  > W  := [2r]\([2r -  2\Y\] U Y), or
( c ) \ Z \ > r .
Then \A(Z)\ < \S(Z)\.
Moreover, if  A  is non-centred then \A(Z) | =  |tS(Z)| if  and only i f  
(%) r = 2, and Z = Y  ^  {4} or {2,3 } c Z e  ([2'n>), or
(ii) r > 2, n — 2r, Z  fl [2,r +  1] ^  0, |.4| =  |£ | and A]Z[ = S]Z[ (such a family A  
exists).
We shall make two remarks that should make the statement of Theorem 3.1.1 easier 
to grasp:
- Consider (b). Let U [2r]\[2r — 2|F|]. Clearly, W  C U. By definition of <  on 
members of ( ^ ) ,  we must have Y  C U, otherwise \W\ = 2r — (2r — 2 |T |) — \Y  D U\ = 
2 |Y |- |Y n tf | > |Y |,i.e. Y and W are incomparable. So \W\ =  \Y\ = \U\/2, W H Y  = 0,
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and hence
Y U W  = U. (3.1)
- Clearly, if a compressed family is centred then it must be a sub-family of S. Therefore, 
A  is non-centred iff A  ^  S. We now show that in some cases, |^4(2')| =  \S(Z)\ holds for 
proper sub-families A  of S, and we determine these cases exactly. Let m  := max{z E 
Z }  and S* :=  <S\{/1 6  S:  ^4\{1} C  H \[m ]}. S* ^  S  iff m  <  n — r -f-1; also, S* is 
compressed and S*(Z) = S (Z).  It is easy to check that for any A E S* \S (Z )  there 
exists B  E S(Z )  such that A < B. This implies that if A  C S  and A (Z ) — S (Z )  then 
S* C A.
For X\ < ... <  xnj X  := {a;*: i E [n]}, m  < n, we call the set { x i : i E [m, n]} a final 
(n—m+l)-segment of X .  The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1.1.
Corollary 3.1.2 Let A  C  ( ^ )  be as in Theorem 3.1.1, and let Z  be a final segment 
of [n]. Then |.A(Z)| <  \S(Z)\, and i f  A ^  S  then |^4(2’)| =  ^ (Z )!  only i f  n — 2r and 
\Z\ > r.
The next theorem settles our problem for the special case \Z\ =  r.
Theorem  3.1.3 Let Z  € (|2;n|), 2 < r  < n / 2 . Let A  be a compressed intersecting 
sub-family of (^ )  such that A (Z )  is of largest size. I f
(a) {2,3} C  Z  and r < 3 , or
(b) n — 2r and [n]\Z Z, or
(c) Z =  [2 , r  +  1 ]
then I.A(-Z’)! = \S(Z)\ +  1, otherwise |.A(Z)| =  \S(Z)\.
We now present an application. In Section 3, we show that the following extension 
of the EKR Theorem follows from Corollary 3.1.2 1.
Theorem  3.1.4 (Holroyd, Talbot [41]) Let X \ ,  . . . ,X P be distinct sets such that
l X i  X* and X j  C X k =  flSLi Xi for any j , k E \p}. Let H  := (Jl=i %Xk- Suppose
1Theoreras 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 are proved in [7] by a method that ’extends’ the original proof of the 
EKR Theorem and that is yet different from both the method used in this chapter and the one used 
in [41]; however, the material in [7] is not included in this thesis.
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4 < 2r < fJ’i'H)- Then:
(%) T&} is EKR, and
(ii) strictly so if  2r  <  fi.
We remark that, in the literature, a family consisting of sets Xi  as in Theorem 3.1.4 
is called a sunflower or delta-system. The Erdos-Rado Theorem [26] is an example of 
a well-known result about sunflowers. Sunflowers are used in the kernel method intro­
duced by Hajnal and Rothschild [35]; a brief review together with another application 
of this method is given in [27]. The maximal independent sets of a union of a complete 
multipartite graph and an empty graph form a sunflower; Holroyd and Talbot expressed 
Theorem 3.1.4 in these graph-theoretical terms (see Chapter 11).
In Section 3.3, we also apply Corollary 3.1.2 to sharpen Theorem 3.1.4 with 2r =  \x.
Theorem  3.1.5 (Extension o f Theorem  3.1.4) Suppose that in Theorem 3.1.4 we 
have 2r  =  p((H) and p > 1. Then Ti^  is not strictly EKR if  and only if p(H) = a(7i) 
and 3 <  i f | f = i^ l  ^  r -
We conclude this section by mentioning that in the next chapter we obtain a gener­
alisation of the Hilton-Milner Theorem by employing the idea of the problem we have 
presented here; see, for example, Proposition 4.7.2.
3.2 Proof of main results
We begin with the key lemma concerning ordered pairs of subsets of ( ^ ) .
Lemma 3.2.1 Let A , B e  ( ^ ) ,  4  ^  B, and let C  C  A n  B. Then
A \C  < B \C  & A < B .
Proof. Let D  := ^4\C, E  := B \C .  We have D < E  and must prove D  U C < E  U C.
Suppose C — {c}. Let D := {d i,...,ds}, E  := { e i,...,e s}, each set listed in in­
creasing order. If c < d\ or c > es then the result is immediate; so we may as­
sume c G [di +  l ,e s — 1]. Let j  := max{?: di < c}, k := min{i: c < ei}. Then
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D U {c} =  { d |, ..., d*+1} and E  U {c} =  {e^,...,e*+1}, where d* := d* for i = 1 , 
dj+1 := c, d* := di_i for i = j  +  2 ,..., s +  1, e* := e* fo ri =  l , . . . , / c - l ,  ej := c, e\ := e*_i 
for i =  A; +  1, s 4-1. Note that A; <  j  +  1 since D < E. It is straightforward that if 
k = j  + l  then d\ < e j , i  =  l , . . . ,s  +  l, with at least one strict inequality. If A; <  j  +  1 
then d^ = di < ei = e* for i = 1 , A: — 1, d* = di < c =  ej <  e\ for i =  A;, 
dj+1 =  c <  ej+1, and d* =  d*_i <  e*_i =  e\ for i =  j  4- 2 , s +  1. S oZ lU C r < E U C ' 
as required.
The result for general C  follows by a simple inductive argument.
Conversely, we have A < B  and must prove A \C  < B \C .
Suppose C  =  {c}. Let A  := {ai, ...,nr }, B  := {&i,...,6r}, each set listed in increas­
ing order. Since A < B, we have c = ap = bq for some p >  q. If p =  q then the result 
is immediate. Suppose p >  q. Then ^4\{c} =  { a j,..., a*_x} and B\{c} =  {&{,..., 
where a* := a, <  bi =: b* fo ri =  1, — 1, a* :=  at <bi < bi+i =: b* fo ri =  ...,p —1,
and a* := ai+i <  6»+i =: 6* for i =  p, ...,r  — 1. So j4\C  < as required.
The result for general C  again follows by a simple inductive argument. □
L em m a 3.2.2 I f  A  C 2 ^  is compressed and Z,{a ,b}  C [n], a < b ,  then |*4(Z)| <
I M I .
P ro o f. Suppose Z' 5ajb(Z) ^  Z. Letting Z"  := Z flZ ',  we then have Z  = Z"\J{b} ^  
Z"  and Z ' — Z"  U {a} ^  Z". Since A  is compressed, A afi(A]Z"[(b)]a[) C A\Z"[{ )]'[, 
So |^4]Z"[(a)]6[| >  |„4]Z"[(6)]a[|. We therefore have
\A(Z')\ -  \A(Z)\ =  (\A(Z")\ +  |.4]Z"[(a)|) -  (\A(Z")\ + \A]Z"[(b)\)
=  (\A]Z"[(a)(b)\ +  IA]Z":: -  (\A}Z"[(b)(a)\ + \A]Z"[{b)\a[I) >  0,
and hence result. □
P ro o f  of T heorem  3.1.1. By induction on n. It is easy to check the result for 
r = 2 because (^ ) is the only non-centred compressed intersecting sub-family of ( ^ )  • 
We shall now assume that r > 2. Thus, for the remainder of the proof, we are
concerned with condition (ii) in the statement of the theorem. If this condition holds
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then |v4(Z)| =  |*S(Z)| trivially, so we now prove the converse. We may assume A  to be 
such that |*A(Z)| is maximised; that is
\ ^ ( Z ) \  < |-4(Z)| for any compressed intersecting A! C (^ ) .  (3.2)
Case 1: n = 2r. So Y  — Z  ^  0.
Let Ai := [2, r  +  1] and A 2 := {1} U [r +  2, ...,2r]. Then A f  := (<S\{i42}) U {^4i} 
is non-centred, compressed, intersecting, and has size equal to |«S|. If \Z\ > r then 
|Af(Z)\ = \Af\ =  |«S| =  \S(Z)\ trivially. Suppose \Z\ < r and Z  n  [2,r +  1] ^  0. So 
Z n A j  ^  0. By (b), we have 2r G Z, and hence A 2D Z  ^  0. So \Af(Z)\ = |<S(Z)|. This 
proves the existence of a family for which (ii) holds.
Sub-case 1.1: \Z\ > r. Since A  is intersecting, if A  G A  then [ 2 r]\A £ A\ hence 
\A\ <  ^(2rr) =  ( ^ j / )  =  \S\. So the result is straightforward since here A (Z ) = A.
Sub-case 1.2: \Z\ =  r. Clearly, Z  fl [2, r 4-1] 7  ^ 0. If Z  G A  then, since [2 r ] \Z  =  
W  < Z  (by (b)) and A  is compressed, we have [2r] \Z  G A,  which contradicts A  
intersecting. So Z  ^  A. Since Z,[2r]\Z £ A (Z),  it clearly follows that |^4(^)| <  
I ( 2; )  -  1  =  \S(Z)\ (note that Z  >  [2r ) \Z  =► 1 G [2r] \Z  =* {[2r]\Z}  =  S)Z[). Thus, 
by (3.2), \A(Z)\ = \S(Z)\.
Since W  = [2r]\Z, A]Z[C {W}.  Suppose W  £ A.  Let w\ < ... < wr and 
zi < ... < zr such tha t W  =  {u/i,..., wr} and Z = {zi, ...,zr}. Since [2r] \Z  = W < Z ,  
we have wi =  1, zr — 2r and W{ < zi7 i = 1 , .. . ,r . Let W' (W\{u/r }) U {zr}. 
Since W ’ > W  £ A  and A  is compressed, W' £ A.  Similarly, [2r]\W/ ^  A  since 
[2r]\W' =  (Z \ { z r}) U {wr} > W.  Thus, since Wt [2r]\W, W' , [2r]\W ' £ A  (recall that 
[2r]\W =  Z £ ^4), it clearly follows that |^4(2’)| <  | ( 2rr) — 2 < \S(Z)\, a contradiction. 
So {W }  = A]Z[ = S]Z[. Thus, since \A(Z)\ = \S{Z)\, \A\ = |S |.
Sub-case 1.3: \Z\ < r. Let A \  U A 2 be the partition of A (Z )  defined by A \  := 
{^4 G A ( Z ) : Z \ A  7^  0} and A 2 := {A  G A ( Z ) : Z  C  ^4}. Let Si and <S2 be defined 
similarly. Let / :  A \  —> Si  be defined by f (A )  = A  if 1  G A  and f (A )  = [2r]\^4 if 1  ^  A  
(A G Ai).  So /  is injective because if 1 G C  G A u  1 £ D  G A i,  and f (D )  =  f (C )  then 
[n]\D =  C  G A, contradicting A  intersecting. Hence \Ai\ <  |«Si|.
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Now consider A 2, and suppose there exist C, D £ A 2 such that (C  D D ) \Z  =  0. 
Thus, taking E  := [2r]\D  and F  := E \ C , we have C \E  = Z  and F  C [2r]\Z. Note 
that \F\ =  |([2r]\Z>)\C'| =  |[2r]\(C U D)| =  2r -  (|C| +  \D\ -  \C fl D\) = \Z\. Since 
Y  = Z, we have W \ F  C IT C [2r -  2|Z| +  1 ,2r] by (b), and F \IT  C [2r] \(Z  U IT) =  
[2r -  2|Z|] by (3.1). So F \ W  < W \F .  If F \ W  =  IT \F  then F  =  IT, and if 
F \ W  < W \ F  then F  < W  by Lemma 3.2.1; hence F  < W .  So F \C  < IT < Z  =  C \F , 
and hence Lemma 3.2.1 gives us E  < C. Thus, since A  B C  is compressed, we get 
E  £ .4, which contradicts .4 intersecting as D £ A  and E  fl D — 0. So
(C fl D ) \Z  ^  0 for all <7, D £ A 2. (3.3)
Next, define X  := { 4 \Z : A £ A 2 } C ( ^ ) ,  where n' =  2r — |Z| and r ' =  r  — \Z\. 
Since \Z\ < r < n/2,  1 < r ' <  n '/2 . By (3.3), X  is intersecting. X  is also compressed 
because A < B £ X  => (A U Z ) \ Z  < (B U Z ) \Z  £ X  => A u  Z < B  U Z £ A 2 (by 
Lemma 3.2.1) =» 4 U  Z £ A 2 (since A  is compressed) => A £ X.  Let y  := {A \ Z : A £ 
5 2 }. If r1 = 1 then X  C y  trivially. If r' > 1 then we take Z' := [2,2r]\Z  and, since 
X  = X(Z')  and y  = y(Z'), we apply the inductive hypothesis to get \X\ < |T | with 
equality only if X  = y .  So l ^ l  <  IS2 I with equality only if A 2 = S2 . Thus, since 
l-4.il <  |5 i|, \A(Z)\ < \S(Z)\. By (3.2), \A(Z)\ =  \S(Z)\. So |A |  =  |^ i|, |A |  =  | ^ | ,  
and hence A 2 = S 2.
Suppose Z f l [ 2 , r  +  1] ^  0. Take any K  £ S]Z[. Let k\ < ... < kr such that 
K  =  {&1 , ..., kr], and let L  := {kr_\z\+i, •••, K }, K ' := (K \ L ) U Z. Similarly to F  
above, L < W.  Given that W  < Z, it follows that L < Z, and hence K  < K '. So 
K  £ A]Z[ because K ' £ S 2 =  A 2, A  is compressed, and K  fl Z  = 0. We have therefore 
shown that S}Z [C A]Z[. So |^4| > |5 [a s  \A(Z)\ =  \S(Z)\. But \A\ <  | ( 2rr) =  |S| (see 
Sub-case 1.1). So \A\ =  |<S| and A]Z[ = S]Z[.
Now suppose Zn[2,r-+T] =  0. So Z  C [r +  2,2r], and hence A* := {l}U [r +  2,2r] £ 
A 2 as A* £  c>2 =  -42. Thus, since A  is compressed and A < A* for all A  £ 5\{^4*}, we 
have S  C A.  Together with |.4| <  |*S| (see Sub-case 1.1), this gives us A  =  S.
Case 2: n > 2r. Let nf := n — 1. We have -4]n[,<S]n[c ( ^ )  and A{ri),S(ri) C (^ )>
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r' = r — 1. Note that r  <  n'/2  and r' < n'/2  (as we now have r < n/2). Also note that 
A(n) and A]n[ are compressed. We now show that A(n)  U A]n[ is intersecting.
Suppose AnBC\ [n'} =  0 for some A ,B  £ A.  So A n B  =  {n} (as A  is intersecting). 
Since \A U B\ < 2r — 1 < n', [n]\(A U B) ^  0. Let a €  [n]\(A U B). Since A' := 
(A \{n})  U {a} <  A and A  is compressed, A ' £ A.  But A' fl B  =  0, a contradiction. So 
A fl B  fl [to'] ^  0 for any A ,B  £ A,  and hence A(n)  U A]n[ is intersecting as required.
Sub-case 2.1: n ^ Z .  It is immediate from the inductive hypothesis that |*A]n[(Z)| <  
\S]n[{Z)\ and \A(n){Z)\ < \S(n){Z)\. Since \A{Z)\ =  \A]n[(Z)\ +  \A(n)(Z)\, it fol­
lows that |.A(i/)| <  \S{Z)\. By (3.2), we actually have |>A(Z)| =  \S(Z)\, |.4]n[(Z)| =  
|<S]n[(Z)| and \A(n)(Z)\ = \S{n)(Z)\. It remains to show that A  is centred.
Consider the equality \A{n)(Z)\ — |<S(n)(Z)|. Since r ' < nr/ 2, it follows by the in­
ductive hypothesis that A(n)  is centred, and hence A(n)  C S(n)  as A(n)  is compressed. 
This gives us the stronger equality A(n)(Z)  =  S(n)(Z).
Let m  := max{z £ Z j .  If r > 3 then we take F\ to be a final (r — 3)-segment for 
[n]\{l,m ,n}; otherwise, we take Fi to be 0. Let S\ := { l,m , n} UFi (recall that we 
are dealing with r  >  3). Since Z  C [2,n], if \Z\ > r + 1 then m  > r +  2. Suppose 
\Z\ < r. If Y  = 0 then m  > 2r, and if Y  ^  0 then, by (b) and (3.1), we have 2r £ Y ,  
and hence m  > 2r. So we have m  > r +  2. Suppose that A  is non-centred. Given 
that A  is compressed, we then have [2, r  +  1] £ A,  which is a contradiction because 
[2,r +  1] D Si =  0, Si £ S(n)(Z) = A{n){Z)  and A  is intersecting. So A  is centred.
Sub-case 2.2: n £ Z. Suppose Z  ^  [2, n]. Let m! := max{a £ [n]\Z} and 
Z' := 5m',n{Z). So n f  Z'. It is easy to check that Z ' also satisfies one of (a),
(b), (c). Therefore, as in Sub-case 2.1, |^4(2’/)| <  \S (Z‘)\ with equality only if A  is 
centred. Now |«S(Z)| =  \S(Z')\ and, by Lemma 3.2.2, |^4(^)| <  \A(Z')\. Thus, by 
(3.2), ^ (Z )!  =  ^(Z O I =  \S(Z')\, and hence A  is centred.
Now suppose Z  = [2,n]. Then, taking Z" := Z \{ n }  and applying the induc­
tive hypothesis, we have |^4]n[| =  |.A]n[(Z")| <  |«S]n[(Z")| =  |tS]n[| and |^4(n)| =  
\A(n)(Z")\ < \S{n)(Z")\ = |<S(n)|, and (since r ' < n'/ 2) the latter inequality is an 
equality only if A(n){Z")  is centred and hence A(n) = S{n) (as A  is compressed and 
A(n) = A{n){Z,t)). It follows by (3.2) that \A]n[\ = |5]n[| and |^4(n)| =  |<S(n)|, and
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hence A(n) = S(n). Now, since r' < n'/ 2, for any A  G there exists B  G S(n)
such that A  fl B  = 0. Since A(n)  U A]n[ is intersecting and A{n) = S(n), it follows 
that A]n[c S  and hence A C S .  □
We now come to the proof of Theorem 3.1.3, for which we need the following second 
lemma concerning ordered pairs of subsets of ( ^ ) .
L em m a 3.2.3 Let A , B e  ( ^ ) ,  1 <  r  <  n — 1. Then
A  < B  <=> [n]\5  < [n]\A
P roo f. By induction on n. The case n = 2 is trivial. Consider n > 2.
Suppose C  := A n  B  ^  0. Let X  := [n]\C. Let D := A \ C ,E  :=  B \ C  G (r *q ). 
By Lemma 3.2.1, D < E. By the inductive hypothesis, F  := X \ E  < G := X \D .  The 
result follows since F  =  [n]\A and G = [n.]\B.
Now suppose A  n  B = 0. If n = 2r then [n]\B = A < B = [n]\A  Suppose 
n >  2r. Let c €  U B)  and Y  :=  W \{c}. By the inductive hypothesis,
H  := Y \ B  < I  := Y \A .  By Lemma 3.2.1, [n]\B = H  U {c} < I U {c} =  [n]\A. □
P ro o f  o f T heo rem  3.1.3. For the same reason specified in the proof of Theorem 3.1.1, 
the case r  =  2 is straightforward. So we consider r > 3.
We start by demonstrating the lower bound |«S(Z)| +  1 <  |^4(Z)| for each of the 
cases (a), (b), (c). For case (a) (with r =  3), take A(a) •= {A  G ( " ) :  |vlD [3]| >  2}. For 
case (b), take A(j,) to be the union of A!^  := {A  G ( ^ ) : A < Z }  and A "bj := 5\{^4 G 
<S: [2r]\^4 G A!^}.  For case (c), take A(c) := N .  It is easy to check that A(a), A(b) 
and A(c) attain the required lower bound and that A(a) and A(c) are compressed and 
intersecting. We now show the less straightforward fact that A(b) is compressed and 
intersecting.
By definition of A '^ ,  if A < B  G A then A < B  < Z, and hence A  G A'^by, 
so A!^  is compressed. Now suppose A < B  G A ”by Then, by Lemma 3.2.3 and the 
definition of A"by  we have [2r]\^4 > [2r]\i? ^  A!^, and hence, since A is compressed,
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[2r]\i4 ^ A'(by  Also. A  G S  since A < B  G A!^  C S. So A  G A![by which proves that 
A ”b) is compressed. Thus, as required, A(b) is compressed because clearly, in general, 
the union of two compressed families is compressed.
Suppose A, B  G A(b)- It is straightforward that if A £ A ^  or 5  ^  A ^  then 
A  H B  7  ^ 0. Now suppose A, B  G A and A  D B  = 0. Since therefore A  < Z  and 
B  — [2r]\A, we have [2r] \Z  < B  by Lemma 3.2.3. Since B  < Z  (by definition of A '^), 
we then have [2r] \Z  < Z, a contradiction. So A '^  is intersecting, and hence A(b) is 
intersecting.
The result now follows if we prove the upper bound |A(Z)| <  |<S(Z)| +  1 and that 
equality holds only if one of (a), (b), (c) holds.
Case 1: n — 2 r. It is immediate that therefore |A(Z)| <  |«S| =  \S(Z)\ -f 1 be­
cause w  < !  (2; )  =  |<S| (see proof of Theorem 3.1.1). Suppose (b) does not hold, i.e. 
[n]\Z < Z. Then, by Theorem 3.1.1, \A{Z)\ < \S{Z)\. So \A(Z)\ = |5 (Z )| +  1 only if
(b) holds.
Case 2: n > 2 r. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1.1, A]n[C ( ^ )  (n' = n — 1) and 
A{n) C (^J) (r' = r — 1) are compressed and intersecting; moreover, A(n)  U A]n[ is 
intersecting. Also recall that r < n '/2  and r ' <  n ' /2.
Sub-case 2.1: n £ Z. By the inductive hypothesis, we have |A]n[(Z)| <  |«S]n[(Z)| +  
1. By Theorem 3.1.1, \A(n)(Z)\ < \S(n)(Z)\ with equality only if A(n)  is centred or 
r' = 2 and {2,3} C Z. So |A(Z)| < \S(Z)\ +  1 with equality only if A(n)  C S (n ) 
(as A(n)  is compressed) or (a) holds. Suppose |A(Z)| =  \S(Z)\ +  1 and (a) is not the 
case. So |A]n[(Z)| =  |«5]n[(Z)| +  1, \A{n){Z)\ =  |<S(n)(Z)| and A(n)  C S(n).  The 
last two relations yield A{n){Z) =  S (n ) (Z ), and the first relation yields A]n[$£ «S]n[, 
implying that A* := [2,r +  1] G A]n[ as A]n[ is compressed. Suppose Z  ^  A*. Then, 
since A(n)(Z) = S (n ) (Z ), we clearly have A! := A{n)(Z)\A*[ ^  0. Let A' G A'. So 
A'nA*  =  0, but this is a contradiction because A(n)UA]n[  is intersecting. So Z  =  A*, 
i.e. (c) holds. Hence we are done.
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Sub-case 2.2: n  G Z. Let m  := max{a: a G [n]\Z] and Z ' := Smtn(Z). So n £ Z' 
and clearly Z' does not satisfy (c). Thus, according to what we have shown in Sub-case 
2.1, we have |4 (Z ') | < \S(Z')\ +  1, and equality holds only if Z' satisfies (a), in which 
case Z  satisfies (a) too. The result follows since |4 (Z )| <  ^ ( Z 7)! by Lemma 3.2.2. □
3.3 An application: the EKR properties of the sun­
flower
We now start working towards the proofs of Theorems 3.1.4 and 3.1.5. We shall first 
develop some further notation.
Let W  :=  | X i  Xi. Let a :=  \W\, and let ..., wa be the elements of W.  For 
i G [p], let Vi := X j\W  and bj := |V |^, and let vn, ..., be the elements of Vj; for 
the purpose of the left-compression operation, we put the elements of Xi  in the order 
Wi < ... < w a < vn < ... < vibi.
Let fi := 11(H) and a := a(H). Fix r < fi, and let U H ^  = ( ^ ) .  For
A c U ,  let A(j) := {A  G A: A  C Xi}  and Ai := A(i)(Vi), i = 1 ,...,p.
We will use the following lemma when dealing with the extremal cases of Theo­
rems 3.1.4 and 3.1.5; we will prove this lemma later.
Lemma 3.3.1 Let A  be an intersecting sub-family o fU . Suppose p > 1 or 2r < fi, 
and A x,y(A) =  U(x) for some x ,y  G X i} x  < y, i G [p]. Then A  — U(x) or A  = U(y) 
or A  = A{i).
We will often also use the following fact.
Lemma 3.3.2 Let A  be an intersecting sub-family o f l i .  Suppose U(j)(x) C  A(j) for 
some x  G Uie[P] X* am  ^J ^  \p\- Then A C U ( x ) .
Proof. We have U(j)(x) C  4^^ ) and \Xj\ > p  > 2r. Thus, for all B  G U\U(x), we can 
find A  G A(j) such that A  D B  =  0. Since A  is intersecting, the result follows. □
Proof o f Theorem 3.1.4. We apply compressions Ax>y, x ,y  £ X i ,  x  < y, to A  
until .A(i) is compressed (see Section 2.2). We then repeat this procedure for .4(2),
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A(p) in the given order, and we observe that after the i ’th procedure we get A(j) com­
pressed for all j  G [z] (i =  1, ...,p). Clearly, A  remains intersecting, and A(i) becomes 
compressed, i =  l,...,p .
Clearly, ^4(i) U A 2 U ... U Ap is a partition of A.  Let J  :=  U(w\). Since 2r < fi, by 
taking X\  and X[  := X i\{w i} to represent [n] and Z  respectively in Corollary 3.1.2, 
we get \A(i)\ =  |^(i)(X{)| <  \J(i)(X[)\ = Similarly, for % =  2, ...,p, by taking X {
and Vi to represent [n] and Z  respectively in Corollary 3.1.2, we get \Ai\ < \Ji\. So 
M l  <  \J\.  Therefore J  G ex(U) and hence (i).
Suppose 2r < p  and A(j) i=- J(j) for some j  G [p]. Taking Z' to be X[ or Vj de­
pending on whether j  = 1 or j  > 1 respectively, Corollary 3.1.2 gives us \A^){Z')\ < 
\J(j){Z')\, and hence |^4| < \J\.  Lemma 3.3.1 ensures that if A  is initially non-centred 
then the compressions mentioned above do not change A  to J .  Hence (ii). □
P ro o f o f T h eo rem  3.1.5. We now have 2r =  n  and p > 1. We base this proof 
on the proof of Theorem 3.1.4.
Suppose p =  a  and 3 <  \W\ <  r. Note that |X i| =  ... =  \XP\ =  2r. It is easy to 
check that therefore (JA M  €.U: A C\W = M i}} U {A € U :  A n W  =  W \{tui}} is a 
non-centred intersecting family that is as large as J . Since J  G ex(U), the sufficiency 
condition follows.
We now prove the necessary condition. So suppose A  is a non-centred intersecting 
family in ex(U). Then \A\ = \J\. Let A ' be the resulting family after applying 
compressions as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.4. So \A'\ = \A\ = \ J \ .  Suppose A' is 
centred. Then, by Lemma 3.3.1, either A r is a proper sub-family of a star of U or A ' is 
a star of U. and A' =  ^4^ for some i G [p]. Since J  is a star of largest size, the former 
case immediately gives us the contradiction that \A!\ < | J | ,  and the latter case clearly 
gives us A' = U{vij) for some j  G [6*], which again results in the contradiction that 
H 'l < \J\. So A r is non-centred, and we may therefore assume that A  = A!. Since 
\A\ =  | J | ,  we have \Ai\ = \ Ji\ for all i G [2,p] (see the proof of Theorem 3.1.4). An 
argument similar to that for A{\) (in the proof of Theorem 3.1.4) yields M(*)| <  \J{i)\ 
for all i G [p].
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Suppose 2r = fi < a. So there exists j  £ \p] such that \Xj \  = a > 2r. The proof 
of Theorem 3.1.4(ii) for 2r < n  shows us that we must then have A(j) = J{j). By 
Lemma 3.3.2, A  C J ,  which contradicts A  non-centred. So 2r — (i = a.
Next, suppose r  < \W\. Let i £ [2,p]. Since 2r =  fi =  a  =  |W| +  |V*|, it follows 
that | |  <  r. Since |Aj| =  |^ | ,  it follows by Corollary 3.1.2 (with 2r = n — |X*| 
and \Z\ =  | |  < r) that A(i) =  J(i). By Lemma 3.3.2, A  C J ,  which contradicts A  
non-centred. So r > \W\.
Finally, suppose 1 < \W\ < 2 .  If A  fl W  =  0 for some A  £ A  then, since A  
is intersecting, A  C (XJ ) for some j  £ [p], and hence |^4| =  |A(j)| <  \J(j)\ < \J\- 
Suppose instead A  — A(W).  If W  = {wi} then A  C J ,  which contradicts A  non- 
centred. So W  — {wi,W2 }, and hence A(wi)]w2[UA]wi[(w2) U A(wi)(w 2) is a par­
tition of A. Since A  is non-centred, we have A(wi)]w2[ ^  0 and A]wi[(w2) ^  0. 
Thus, since A  is intersecting, A(wi)]w2[UA]wi[(w2) C (Xj) for some j  £ [p]. So 
A(wi)]w2[UA]u>i[(w2) U A(wi)(w2)(Vj) = A (j), and we know that |.A(j)| <  It
remains to consider Ai =  A(wi)(w2)(Vi) for each i £  [p]\{j}, for which we clearly have 
|*4i| < \Ji\. Thus, since A(j) U (J»e[p]\j *4* is a partition for A,  we get \A\ < \J\,  a 
contradiction. So \W\ > 3. Hence result. □
We now come to the proof of Lemma 3.3.1, for which we need the lemma below
that is often useful for determining the structure of extremal intersecting families.
L e m m a  3 .3 .3  Suppose 0 ^  A  C (x ), 2r < n := |X |7 such that if A £ A  and
B  £  (X) A) then B  £  A. Then A  =  (* ) .
Proof. Let A0 £ A  and B  £ (x ) such that 1 < q0 \A0 fl B\ < r — 1, i.e. B  ^  A 0
and B  £ (X}A)- It is required to show that B  £ A. We claim that the following
procedure takes a finite number of steps k, and we first assume the claim is true. For 
i = 1,2,...,&, choose Ai £ (X^ i_1) such that |Ai fl B\ is a minimum if i is odd, and 
| f l  B\ is a maximum if i is even, where k is the first even integer tha t gives A^ — B.
So Af £ A  for all i £ [&], and hence we are done.
We now prove the claim. Let q{ :=  |Ai fl B\ if i is even, and qi := r — \ A{ fl B\ if i is 
odd. If i is even then qi =  r — |Ai_i fl B\ =  qt_i. If i is odd then qi =  r — max{0, r  —
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((n -  \Ai-i U B|))} =  min{r, n — (2r — |Ai_i fl B|)} =  min{r, (n -  2r) +  ^_i}  > &_!. 
So the claim holds. □
P roof o f Lem ma 3.3.1. Clearly, if a; € Vi then A  =  A(i).
Now consider x  G W. Suppose y £ Xi, i G [p]. Then, since A XiV(A) = *7, we 
clearly have A(i) = *7(1), and hence, by Lemma 3.3.2 and \A\ =  |AX)y(^4)| =  1*71, 
A  — J . Therefore, we now assume that y  G X { for all i G [p]. So p = 1 or y G W. We
also assume that A ^  J .  Let JC := U(y). Our main observation is that
A\, A 2 £ JC\J , Ai  G A, A\ n A 2 — {y} =>• A 2 £ A  (3-4)
because otherwise, since Ax,y(A) =  *7, we get SX)y(A2) £ A  and A\ fl SXjy{A2) =  0, 
contradicting A  intersecting.
Suppose 2r < a. Let j  £ [p] such that \Xj\ = a. If A £ J fl/C then A = 5x>y(A). So 
J n K ,  C. A. Since A ^  J  and A x,y(A) = J , there exists B  G A  such that Sxy(B ) ^  B. 
So B e  K \ J .  Let Y  := A ;\{z} and y  := {A e  Q : y e  A}.  Let Z  := F \{y}  
and B := {A\{y}: A e  A n y }  C (rf x). Since B \{y }  G B  and A  n  y  C K \ J ,  it 
follows by (3.4) and Lemma 3.3.3 that B = ( f j .  So y  C A, and hence K(j) C A(j) as 
J  fl JC C A. By Lemma 3.3.2, A  C X. Since |/C| <  \ J \  =  |A|, A  = X.
Finally, suppose 2r = y  = a. So p > 1 and y  G W. In this case, 2r =  \Xi\
and 6  := 6 1  =  ... = bp = 2r — a. Let C  G X. We show that C  G A. As above, 
J  n  X  C A  So suppose C G X \ J .  We have C  C X j  for some j  G [p]. Since 
A xy(A) = J  A  A, there exists Bo G /C\*7 such that B 0  G A. Let Y^ =  ATi\{or}, 
i = 1  , ...,p. We can assume that B0  C Y} because otherwise we can choose B'0 c  Y} 
such that B ' n  B 0  =  {y}, and B'0 £ A  by (3.4). Let f  £ [p]\{j}. Take Bi £ (^ ')  such 
that B0  fl Bi =  {y} and |Bi fl VJ/| =  min{r — 1,6}. By (3.4), B\ G A. If b > r — 1 then 
Bi fl C  =  {y}, and hence C  G .A by (3.4). Suppose b < r  — 2 . Let B := W \{x,y} and 
B  := {(A n W )\{y}: A G An/C\*7, |An(V}UV}')| =  6 } C (^), where s = r — b — 1 =  
a — r  — 1 <  (a — l) /2  -  1 =  (|B| +  l) /2  -  1  <  |B |/2. B  ^  0 as (Bi n  W )\{y} G B. 
Moreover, D  G B  =>» B  U V}» U {y} G A for some j* G { j , /}  =>• D' U Vj~ U {y} G A
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for any D' G (U)D) , j~  G { j , j '} \{ j* }  (by (3.4)) =* D' G V  for any D' G (U)D)- Thus, 
by Lemma 3.3.3, V  =  (^). Since |C/| — |C 0  C/| >  (a — 2) — (r — 1) =  s, there exists 
D e V  such that D fl C =  0. Let B 2 := D  U U {y}, L?3 := D  U V} U {y}. So £ 2  G A  
or B s G A  Since B 2 fl C = {y}, if B 2 G A  then C G A  by (3.4). Suppose B 3 G A  We 
can take D' G (^ \D) such that D' C C. Let B A := D ' U V f  U {y}, B$ := {Yj\C) U {y}. 
Clearly, Bs fl =  i?4 fl B 5 =  B 5 fl C =  {y}. So L?4, f?5 , C G .A by (3.4). □
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Chapter 4 
Non-centred intersecting sub-families 
of compressed hereditary families
4.1 Introduction
For any pair of families A  and B , let
8 $ A  := {B  G B ^ : there exists A 6 A  such that A  C B  or B  C A}.
The following is a well-known result due to Sperner [57]:
> 1*^1 for ^  A  ^  (lr]) and T < Ln / 2 J- (4-1)
A proof of this inequality is also found in [25, 38].
A family A  is said to be an antichain or a Sperner family if all sets in A  are maximal 
in A,  i.e. B  C A  G A  implies B  £ A.
Let ~  be any of the relations < , < , > , >  for numbers. We denote the sub-family 
{Y  C X : |T | ~  r} of 2X by (*r). For a family J7, we denote the sub-family {A  G 
T \  |A| ~ r }  o f ^ b y
Erdos, Ko and Rado actually proved the following stronger version of Theorem 1.2.1.
T heo rem  4.1.1 (E rdos, Ko, R ado  [25]) I f  r < n /2  and A  C (|?J) be an intersect­
ing antichain, then |.A| <  |{A G ( ^ ) : 1 G A}| =  (”l j ) ,  and strict inequality holds if
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■An (W) 5*0.
Similarly, Hilton and Milner actually proved the following stronger version of Theo­
rem 1 .2 .2 .
Theorem  4.1.2 (H ilton and M ilner [38]) I f  r < n/2 and A  C (^J) is a non­
centred intersecting antichain, then |^ 4| <  \ {A 6 (W): 1 € / M n [ 2 , r + 1 ]  ^  0} U 
{ [ 2 , r  +  1 ]}|, and strict inequality holds i f  A  n  7  ^0.
These two versions were easily obtained from the respective weaker versions by applying 
(4.1).
In this chapter, we obtain generalisations of Theorems 1 .6 . 2  and 4.1.2 to sub-families 
of compressed hereditary families using the compression method, exploiting the fact 
that if F  C 2M is a compressed family and A C F  then A ij(A )  C F  for any i , j  £ [n],
1 < j .  We also determine extremal structures. More precisely, we prove the following 
two results, which are stated with some light notation from Section 2 .1 .
Theorem  4.1.3 Let TL C 2^ be hereditary and compressed, H(n) 0. Let 1 <  r  < 
s < p(H) — r, and let $ ^  A  C and 0 ^  B C such that A  and B are cross- 
intersecting, and \A\ < \B\ i f r  = s. Then:
(i) \A\ -f \B\ <  \Ao\ +  |B0| where Ao := {[r]} C and B0 := H (s)([r]);
(ii) if s < n  — r then equality in (i) holds only if  either A  =  {^4} and B  =  7 i^ ( A )  for 
some A  G T t ^  or r — s =  2 and A  =  B =  for some a G [n].
Theorem  4.1.4 Let TL C 2^ be hereditary and compressed, H(n) ^  0. Suppose
2 < r <  2 and A  C is a non-centred intersecting antichain. Then:
( i) \A \  <  \J\f\ where A f  is a non-centred intersecting sub-family of given by {A  G 
1 G i 4 , i 4 n [ 2 , r + l ]  ^  0} U {[2, r +  1]};
(ii) i f  r < n /2  then equality in (i) holds only if either A  = {A £ : a G A, A n  B  ^
0} U {J5} for some B  G and a G [n]\B or A =  {A £ Tt^ : \A fl C\ > 2} for some 
C £ V S Z\
Theorem 4.1.4 is proved using Theorem 4.1.3 with r = s. The two theorems make 
distinct use of a generalisation of (4.1) that is given in Section 4.3.
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We alert the reader to the fact that, in the subsequent sections of this chapter, 
heavy use is made of the notation in Section 2 .1 , especially in the proofs of the main 
results.
4.2 A consequence of Theorem 4.1.4 and a counterex­
ample
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1.4 is the following analogue of Theorem 1.3.2. 
Theorem  4.2.1 Conjecture 1.3.5 is true i f H  is compressed.
Proof. Since 7i is compressed, [^(H)] € H. Therefore,
H  compressed and hereditary => 2 ^ ^  C H. (4.2)
Let A  C be non-centred and intersecting, and let M  be as in Theorem 4.1.4. By 
Theorem 4.1.4, |.4| <  \M\. Let B := {B  e  (Mw)l\P,r+i]) : i  e  jg}. Clearly, B n t f  =  0. 
By (4.2), B  C «<r>(l). So
|W(r)(l)l >  |(V \{[2, r  +  1]}) U B\ = \U\ -  1 +  { ^ {H)r - J - 1 ) .
Thus, since r < \A\ < |7 f^ ( l) | with strict inequality if r  <  /x(7Y)/2. □
Of course, this result can be proved directly; the ’non-strict’ part can be obtained by 
employing Lemmas 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 in an inductive argument (based on the compression 
technique) similar to that in the original proof of the EKR Theorem. An improvement 
of Theorem 4.2.1 similar to that given by Theorem 1.3.3 over Theorem 1.3.2 may be 
regarded as a step worth attempting next towards Conjecture 1.3.5.
A counterexam ple. In view of the above, it is natural to ask the following ques­
tion: If H  is taken to be any hereditary sub-family of 2 ^  or to be at least compressed 
with respect to 1, does Theorem 4.1.4 still hold in the sense that for any r  <  M « ) /2
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there exist B  G 7 i ^  and a G [n]\B such that 7i^r\a ) (B )  U {£?} is an extremal non­
centred intersecting sub-family of 1-fr^  We now use a sunflower setting to provide a 
counterexample; note that this contrasts Conjecture 1.3.5.
Let m,Z,p, r  G N such that 3 < I < m, I < r <  (m +  l)/2  and p(. r £ l )  > 
(rJi) ~  Hi := [/] U [(z — l)m  +  I +  l ,zm -F I], i = 1, ...,p. So Hh fl
Hi2 = [I] for any i \ , i 2 G [p] (and hence {Hi', i G [p]} is a sunflower). Let H  be the 
hereditary family [X=12Hi. Note that Ji is compressed with respect to 1. We have 
p  := p(7i) =  |LTi| =  ... =  \HP\ = m  + I > 2r. Fix B  G and a G [pm +  l]\B, and
let A i := HSr\a ) (B )  U {B}.  Let J\f be as in Theorem 4.1.4.
We first show that |.Ai| <  |j\A|. This is straightforward if a £ [/] because then
7 ^  (a) C (i^ ') for some i! G [p]. Suppose a G [/] instead, and let j  G [p] such that
B  C Hj. Then
l A ,  =  ( W M )  _  ( 1 ^ 1 )  +  j  +  E i 6 H v w  _  ( 1 J * H B n
< pCI) - (“?-::*) + 1 -  (p - 1)(£) = m
Now let A 2 := W(r)(l)([/]\{1}) U {([/]\{1» U C: C  G for some i G [p]} C
So \A2\ = p( ( r l } )  -  (r-1) +  (r- jh))-  Our airn is to show that \A2\ > \Ai\. 
Indeed, \A2\ - \ A i \ >  \A2\ -  \Af \ = p (r^+ i) “  (r-i) +  CT-T*) “  1 > 0 (b^ choice of P)-
4.3 A Sperner-type lemma for hereditary families and 
some corollaries
The first important tool that we forge is the generalisation of (4.1) given by Lemma 4.3.1 
below. This lemma is a discovery of a very fundamental property of hereditary families. 
We prove it using the double-counting method.
Lemma 4.3.1 I f H  is hereditary, r < s < p{H) — r and A  C then
Proof. For A  G A , let M& be some maximal set of TL such that A  C M a • Then
C oro llary  4.3.2 I f  TL is hereditary and r < s < niTL) — r then \TL^\ < |W ^ |, and 
strict inequality holds if s < fJ*(TL) — r.
P ro o f. Since s < fi(TL) — r , we have (s*r) <  (M^ ~ r) with strict inequality if s < 
fi{H) — r. This result now follows immediately from Lemma 4.3.1 as d ^ T t ^  C TL^. □
?^(<r) ^  0, where r <  /j, (T L ) /2 .  Then |c ^ .4 | > |-4|.
P roo f. Set m  min{|A|: A  G A}.  So U«=m*^a^  *s a partition for A. Since A  n  
f l ( <r) ^  0, m  < r. Take \A  := (^4\^4^ml) U d ^ +1^ A ^ .  Since A  is an antichain, 
we have ( d ^ ^ A ^ )  fl A  =  0, and hence |i^4| >  |^4| since A ^ \  > |^ 4 ^ | by
Lemma 4.3.1. Also note that i^4 is an antichain. Repeating the same procedure r — m  
times, we obtain a family qA  G VSr\  q — r — m  + 1, such that \qA\ > \A\. Clearly,
C oro llary  4.3.4 Let TL be hereditary. I f  r <  n(TL)/2 and A  is a largest intersecting 
antichain sub-family ofTL^-r>) then A  C T & \
A  C 7 such that TL is hereditary and r < f-i(TL)/2, |*4| <  \TL^ r\h ) \  for some
Hence result. □
C oro llary  4.3.3 Let TL be hereditary. Let A  C be an antichain such that A  fl
A  = □
P roof. Suppose A r\V S <r  ^ ^  0. Trivially, 3 $ A  is an intersecting antichain sub-family
of Tflri. By Corollary 4.3.3, > |«4|, a contradiction. □
By the above corollary, if Conjecture 1.3.5 is true then for any intersecting antichain
h G U(TL).
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C oro llary  4.3.5 Let Li be hereditary. I f  r < ja(H ) / 2  and A  is a largest non-centred 
intersecting antichain sub-family of Li^-r  ^ then A  C L & \
P ro o f. Suppose A  fl VS<r>) 7  ^ 0. Since A* := d ^ A  is an intersecting antichain sub­
family of Lft) and |.4*| >  |.A| by Corollary 4.3.3, A* must be centred. Let a £ Oaza* 
Since A  is non-centred, a £ A' for some A' £ A. Suppose \A'\ =  r. Then A' £ A *, 
but this contradicts A* = .4* (a). So |j4'| < r. Let M  be some maximal set in Li such 
that A' C M. Since |^4'| < r < ji(Li)/2 < \M\/2  <  |M \{a}| and Li is hereditary, 
there exists A " G Li such that A' C A" C M \{a} and \A"\ =  r. So a £ A" G A*, 
contradicting A* =  A*(a). Therefore A O H ^  =  0, and hence result. □
We point out that the following corollary of Lemma 4.3.1 is much stronger than 
Corollary 4.3.2; however, unlike all the preceding corollaries, we will not need to refer 
to it.
C oro llary  4.3.6 I f  Li is hereditary and r < s <  fi{LL)—r then there exists an injection 
f :  L&^ —> H ^  such that A  C f (A )  for all A  G L & \ I f  s < //(H) — r  then f  is not a 
bijection.
P roof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 4.3.1 and Hall’s Marriage Theorem 
[36]. □
4.4 Further tools for proofs
The following is the key lemma for the main results in this chapter.
L em m a 4.4.1 Let 0 7  ^T  C 2 ^  and a £ [n\.
(i) I f  T(a)  7  ^ 0 then ii{IF{a)) > n (T )  — 1.
(ii) I f  T  is hereditary then /z(.F]a[) >  ^(J7) — 1.
(Hi) I f  T  is compressed and [n] £ J7 then > //(.7r).
P roof. Suppose T (a ) 7  ^ 0. Let M  £ T{a) be maximal in F(a). Then M '  : = M U  {a} 
is maximal in T .  So \M\ =  |M '| — 1 >  ^(J7) — 1. Hence (i).
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Suppose T  is hereditary. Then, since J7 ^  0, 0 G T .  So J7]a[ ^  0. Suppose 
M  G J^]a[ is maximal in .Fjaj. Suppose also that \M\ < So M  is not maximal
in J7, and hence there exists M' G X(a)  such that M  C M'  and M'  is maximal in 
T .  Since T  is hereditary, M "  := M '\{a}  G J7. Since M  is maximal in J7]a[ and 
M  C M" G F]a[, M  = M".  S o M ' =  M U  {a}. Therefore \M\ = \M'\ -  1 >  ^ J 7) -  1. 
Hence (ii).
Suppose T  is compressed and [n] ^ T .  Let M  G F}n[ be maximal in .F]n[. Suppose 
\M\ <  Then there exists M ' G F{n)  such that M  C M '. Since [n] ^  T ,
X  := [n]\M' ^  0. Let x  G X  and M"  := 6Xtn(M ’) = (M '\{ n »  U {x}. Since J7 is 
compressed, M " G T .  But M  C M" G , which is a contradiction to the maximality 
of M  in J7]^ .  So \M\ > n(T).  Hence (iii). □
We remark that the inequalities above cannot be replaced by equalities. An example 
for (iii) is that if n > 3 and J7 is the compressed (hereditary) family 2^ n~^ U 2^ n_35uln  ^
then ^{J7]n[) — n — 1 > n  — 2 =  jj,(.77).
We shall say that a family J7 C 2 ^  is quasi-compressed if Si, j(F) G J7 for any 
h j  £ U(F)  such ^ iaf * < j- Therefore a quasi-compressed family T  C 2 ^  is isomorphic 
to a compressed sub-family of 2 ^ ^ ^ ,  and the isomorphism is induced by the bijection 
0: U(T)  -> [\U(F)\] defined by 0(ui) := i, i = 1 ,... , |(/(J7)], where {u l f ..., u\V^ }  =  
U(F)  and ui <  ... <  u\V^ \ .
The next lemma is straightforward, so we omit its proof.
L em m a 4.4.2 I f  H Q  2 ^  is hereditary/quasi-compressed and a G [n] then 7I\a[ and 
7i{a) are hereditary/quasi-compressed.
We shall frequently use the following generalisation of Lemma 3.2.2.
L em m a 4.4.3 Let T  C 2 ^  be a quasi-compressed family such that ^ ( J 7)] >  2. Let 
Z  C [n] and {a, b} C U{J7), a <b. Then:
(i) \T[Z\\ < \T\6afi(Z)}\;
(ii) \r(Z)\ < \HKo(Z))\-
P roof. Let Z' := 5aj>{Z). Suppose Z r ^  Z.  Setting Z" :=  Z  fl Z ' , we therefore 
have Z  — Z"  U {6} ^  Z" and Z' — Z"  U {a} ^  Z " . Since J7 is quasi-compressed and
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{a, 6} C V(F),  we have ^ , b(T[Z}}a\) C T\Z']}b[ and A a,,,(^]^"[(6)]a[) C JF]Z"[(a)]6[, 
and hence |Z'[^']]6[|) >  \F[Z\\a\\ and |.F]Z"[(a)]6[| >  \F\Z"[(b)]a\\. So
\F\z'}\ -  \f [z\\= m z "  u {a, 6}]|+ \ m m
- ( |^ " U { a , 6 } ] |  +  |^ [Z ]]a [ |)> 0 ,
which proves (i), and
\T{Z')\ -  \F(Z)\  =  {\HZ")\  + \F\Z"\{a)I) -  (\r(Z'')\ + \f\Z"[{b)\) 
=  mZ"{(a ) (b ) \  +  \F\Z"[{a)]b[|) -  OTZ"[(6)(a)| +  |^Z"[(6)]a[|) >  0,
which proves (ii). □
For a set X  := { x i \ ..., x n} C N, x\ < ... <  xn, and r < n ,  call {sq, ...,x r } an initial 
r-segment of X .
Corollary 4.4.4 Let T  C 2^ be quasi-compressed. Let 0 ^  Z  C [n], and let Y  € (f^) 
such that if  Z  C\U (F) ^  0 then Y  contains an initial \Z DU  (.F)|-segment Y '  of U (X). 
Then:
(i) \7\Z\\ < \F[Y}\;
(ii) \T(Z)\ < |^ ( y ) |.
Proof. Let Z' := Z  D U(F).  Clearly, \T(Z)\  =  |^(Z')|, and T \Z \  =  % ii Z  ^  Z ' . 
So the result is trivial if Z' = 0. Suppose Z' ^  0. Since T  is quasi-compressed and 
Z ' C U(X): we can construct a composition of compressions Sa a < b, arb G U^J7), 
that yields Y '  when applied on Z'. By repeated application of Lemma 4.4.3, we there­
fore get \T\Z'\ | <  \T[Y']\ and \T{Z’)\ < \ F ( Y %  Hence result. □
The following is a well-known result that surfaced in the proof of the original EKR 
Theorem [25].
Lemma 4.4.5 (Erdos, Ko, Rado [25]) I f  A  C 2M is intersecting and p,q  G [n] 
then A Piq(A) is intersecting.
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Proof. Since 2^ is (p, g)-compressed, the result follows by Proposition 2.2.1(h).
4.5 Proof of Theorem 4.1.3
In order to prove Theorem 4.1.3, we need the lemma below. The first two parts of the 
lemma are the important ones, and parts (iii) and (iv) are only needed for obtaining 
Theorem 4.1.3(h). Surprisingly, we need to do much more work than expected to prove 
part (iv), hence the length of the whole proof.
Lemma 4.5.1 Let A  and B be as in Theorem 4A .3. Let 1 < i < j  < n.
(i) A i j (A )  and A ij(B) are cross-intersecting.
(ii) I f  A m,n(A) =  A  and AmiTl(B) = B for all m  G [n — 1] then (A fl B ) \ { n }  ^  0 for  
any A  G A  and B  G B.
(iii) I f  A i,j(A) = {A} and A itj(B) = H^S\ A )  for some A  G then A  = {A'} and 
B  =  TL^  (A') for some A' G Irfo .^
(iv) I f  A i,j(A) = A,j(B)  =  /Hf2\ a )  for some a G [n] then A  = B  =  for some 
a' G [n].
P roof. Let A'  { 4 u { n  +  l} : 4  G A}, A 7 := {.4* U {n  +  1}: A* G A itj(A)},  
B' := {£U {n+2}: B  G B}, B" := {B*U{n+2}: B* G A itj(B)}. Clearly, C := A'UB'  is 
intersecting, and hence A ij(C) is intersecting by Lemma 4.4.5. Since A ij(C) — A"UB",
(i) clearly follows.
Suppose Am)U(A) = A  and Am,n(B) =  B  for all m  G [n — 1]. Suppose A  fl B  = {n} 
for some A £ A  and B  G B.  Then, since |(A U Z?)\{n}| =  r +  s  — 2 < n — 1, 
X  := [n — 1]\(A U B)  0. Let x  G X .  Since A x>n(A) =  A , SXtU(A) G A.  But 
$x,n(A) fl B  =  0, a contradiction. Hence (ii).
Suppose A i j (A )  = {A} and Aij(B) = H^3\ A )  for some A  G Then A  =  {A} 
or A  = {(^(A)}. If A  = {A} then B = T6s\ A )  since A  and B are cross-intersecting 
and Ai j(B)  = H ^ ( A ) .  Suppose A  — { ^ (A )} . Then B  C C := H^s\ S j ti(A)). By 
Lemma 4.4.3(h), \C\ < \H^{A)\ .  So B  =  C since \C\ <  | ^ (s)(A)| =  |A itj{B)\ =  \B\ < 
\C\. Hence (iii).
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We now prove (iv). Suppose r = 2 and A i}j(A) = Ai,j(B) = 7i^2\ a )  for some 
a E [n]. Without loss of generality, suppose A  ^  A i j(A).  Let A\  E A \ A itj(A).  So 
a = i and A\ = 8jti(A'i) = { j,a i}  for some A\  =  {*,ai} E H ^ \ A ,  E [n]\{i, j} .  From 
A  and B  cross-intersecting and A ij(B) = we get B C W ^ (i4 i)flW ^ ({ i,j} ) =
HS2\ j )  U {Aj}. Let us first assume that A\ f  B , i.e. B  C TlS2\ j ) .  Since \B\ =  
|A ij(B )| =  l ^ ^ ( ?)l an<^  Lemma 4.4.3 gives us \HS2\ j ) \  <  \HS2\ i ) \ ,  we then have 
B — WS2\ j ) .  So A\  E B \A i j (B ) ,  and hence, by a similar argument, A  =  We
now verify (iv) by showing that A\  ^ B  indeed.
We first show that \H^(i)]j[\  >  3. Let Mi be a maximal set in H  such that i E Mi; 
moreover, if { i , j }  € TiS2^  then take Mi D {«, j } .  Let M i  := ( ^ ) ;  so M i  C as 
H  is hereditary. Since 2 =  r < n(H)/2 < |Mi|/2, \Mi\ >  4. Thus, if {«, j ]  £ H  
then 3 is immediate, and if { i , j }  € H  then |H^2^ (i)]j[| >  2, Suppose
=  2. So { i , j }  C Mj, |Mj| =  4 =  /z(7i) and VS2\ i )  =  Mi(i) .  Suppose 
Mi A  [4]. Let x  := min{/: I E [4]\Mi} and y  := max{m: m  E Mi}. So a: <  y. Since 
i < j  E Mi, i ^  y. So {i, a;} E H ^ ( i )  because ^x,y({^2/}) =  {i, z}, {i, y} C Mi and is 
compressed and hereditary. But {i,x} ^  Mi(i) ,  which contradicts H ^ ( i )  = Mi(i) .  So 
Mi =  [4]. Thus, since 2 =  r  < n/2, we have 5 < n  £ Mi. Given tha t 7i(n) A  we have 
> ll(H) by Lemma 4.4.1(i). So /ifH(n)) >  4. Thus, taking M n to be defined 
similarly to Mi, we have |Mn| > 4. Since 7i is compressed, M* := [|Mn| — 1] U{n} E 7Y. 
We have i <  3 as i < j  E Mi = [4]. So {i ,n}  C M*, and hence {*,n} E 7 i ^ ( i ) \ M i ( i ) ,  
another contradiction. So ]'H^{i)]j[\ > 3 indeed.
Therefore |7 i^(i)]j[]ai[| >  2. Let Hi := and H2 :=  {«, ^ 2 } be two distinct
sets in 'H^ 2\i)\j[]ai[. We have H i ,H 2 E A ^ A )  fl A ^ B )  since A ^ A )  =  A ij{B) = 
WS2\ i ) .  So H[ := 8jti(Hi) = { j ,h i}  E B  since Hi  fl A\ = 0 and A  (9 Ai)  and B  are 
cross-intersecting. Similarly, H2 := 8jti(H2) = {j, h2} E A since H 2 fl H[ — 0. Thus, 
since A[ fl H2 = 0, we obtain A[ £ B  as desired. □
P ro o f of T heo rem  4.1.3. Consider first r = 1. Let Z  := {z  E [n]: {z} E A}; 
so \Z\ = |A|. Clearly, B C ?fW[Z]. By Corollary 4.4.4(i), \B\ < |^ ( 5)[[|Z|]]|. Thus, if 
\Z\ =  1 then |A| +  |B| <  1 +  7 ^ ( 1 )  =  |Ao| +  |Bq| and the result is straightforward.
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Suppose instead \Z\ > 1. We are given that s <  p(W) — 1. By (4.2), (^ * ^ )  C H. 
Since 0 ^  B  C TfMjjJ], \Z\ <  s. Therefore
+  |{4  € ( ^ )  : 1 € A \A fl Z\ = \Z\ — 1} U W(,,)(l)(«)l 
>  \Z\ + |W(s)([l^l])l +  * > |-4| +  |S| +  Z > |-4| +  \B\, (4.3)
where
x  <
|H ^ ( l) (n ) | if p(H) < n; 
0 if p(H)  =  n.
Suppose equality holds throughout (4.3). Then s = p(7i) — 1 and x = 0. We are given 
that H{n) =£ 0. By Lemma 4.4.1(i), fi(H(n)) > %). Thus, since Tt is hereditary
and s < p(H), H^s\ n )  A  0. Let A G VSs\ n ) .  Since s > \Z\ > 1, A \{n} ^  0. Let 
a G ^4\{ft} and A1 := £ija(A). So A' G as 7i is compressed. Since x = 0, it
follows by definition of x that p(H)  =  n. Thus, since s — p(H) — 1, we have s = n — 1, 
which settles the case r = 1.
Next, suppose s = n — r. So p(H) = n , and hence [n] G H. So =  ( ^ ) ,  
p =  l ,. . . ,n , as H  is hereditary. The result now follows easily from the fact tha t for 
every A  G (^ )  there is only one set B  G (^ )  such that A  D B  =  0.
We now need to consider r  >  2 and s < nf — r, n' := n — 1, and we proceed by 
induction on n.
In view of Lemma 4.5.1 (parts (i), (iii), (iv)) and the assumption tha t 7i is com­
pressed, if Amjn(^4) 7  ^ A  or Am)n(£) 7  ^ B  for some m  G [n — 1] then we can replace 
A  and B  by A! A m,n(A) and B’ := Am>n(B) respectively, and repeat the proce­
dure until we obtain families A* C H ^  and B* C H ^  such that A mjn(^4*) =  A* 
and Am,n{B*) =  B* for all m  G [n — 1] (it is well-known and easy to see tha t such a
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procedure indeed takes a finite number of steps). We can therefore assume that
Am,n(-4) =  A  and Am,n(B) = B for all m  £ [n — 1]. (4.4)
Thus, by Lemma 4.5.1(ii),
(A fl B ) \ { n }  ^  0 for any A  £ A  and B  £ B. (4.5)
Note that ^4]n[ ^  0 and B]n[^ 0 by (4.4). Since H  is hereditary, if [n] £ H  then 
fj,('H\n[) = n — 1. Thus, if [n] £ H  then fi(H]n[) — r = n' — r > s, and if [n] ^ H  then, 
since s < //(7£) — r, it follows by Lemma 4.4.1 (iii) that s < fi(H]n[) — r. Clearly, H]n[ 
is hereditary and compressed. Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis,
\A]n[\ +  \B]n[\ < \Ao\ +  \B0]n[\. (4.6)
Let J  \= 7i{n). Clearly, J  is hereditary and compressed, and >  n f t i )  — 1 by 
Lemma 4.4.l(i). Setting r' := r — 1 and s' := s — 1, we have A(n)  C J ^ r \  B(n) C J ^ s' \  
and
t' < sr < — 1) — r < v { J )  — r <  n ( J )  — r' . (4.7)
By (4.5), A(n)  and B(n) are cross-intersecting.
Suppose A{n) ^  0, B(n) ^  0. By the inductive hypothesis, |^4(n)| +  \B(n)\ < 
|{[r 1}| +  l ^ s^(M )! w^h  equality only if |w4(n)| =  1. Since C J  (by (4.2)) and
Bo(n) = j ( s‘^ (M), we have
I5>(»>l -  | J (8,)(M )I =  U <5,)]{ l,...,r '} [(r) | >  |{B € ( M ^ ' l )  : r € B }|
and hence, by (4.7), \Bo(n)\ > \ J^'K[r'])\ +  1 > |^4(ri)| +  |B(n)| with equality only if 
s' = 1 (thus r' = 1) and A(n)  =  B(n) = {{a}} for some a £ [n']. By (4.5) and (4.6),
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it follows that |*4| +  \B\ < \Ao\ +  |#o| with equality only if A  = B =  H^2\a ) .
Suppose A{n) =  0. Let A  £ A]n[. By (4.5), \B(n)\ < \ J ^ { A ) \  with equality only 
if A]n[ — {.A}. Since J  is compressed, we clearly have U (J )  =  [/] for some I £ [n'], 
and hence |»7^(i4)| <  |<7^H[r ])l by Corollary 4.4.4(h). Since Bo{n) = J ' ^ \ [ r ] ) i it 
follows by (4.5) and (4.6) that |^4| +  \B\ <  |^4o| +  \Bq\ with equality only if A  = {A} 
and B =
We finally consider B(n) =  0. Suppose r ' =  s', i.e. r = s. Then, by an argument 
similar to the one for the previous case A(n)  =  0, |^4| +  \B\ <  |*4o| -f |#o| with equality 
only if \B\ =  1. Suppose equality holds. Since for r  =  s we require |*4| <  \B\, then 
\A\ = \B\ = 1. So |-4o|-f|#o| =  2, but this is not true for r > 1. So |.A |+ |£| <  | A )|+ |^o|-
Now suppose r ' <  s'. By Lemma 4.4.2, J] l[  and J (  1) are hereditary and quasi­
compressed. By (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.4.1, > n ( J )  — 1 and 1)) >
/i(c7) — 1. Thus, by (4.7), r ' < s' <  v ( J )  — r ' — 1 < /j, ( J ] 1[ )  — r'. By the inductive 
hypothesis,
l^ ] l[ (r,)([2,S])| +  |{[2,S]}| <  m i [ (s,)([2,r])| +  |{[2,r]}|.
Thus, since J x := J ' (r,)(M )l1[ =  «^]l[(r)([2,s]) and B0(n)]l[ =  J ]  1 [(*')( [2, r]), \Ji\ < 
|Bo(n)]l[|. Similarly to (4.7), r" :=  r ' — 1 <  s" := s' — 1 <  — r". By
Corollary 4.3.2, \ J { l ) (r^ | <  Thus, since J 2 := J7 ^ ([s ])(l)  =  J (  1 ) ^  and
B0(n)( 1) =  \J2\ <  |Bo(n)(l)|. We therefore have
= \Ji\ +  M  < \Bo{n)]l[\ +  |Bo[ ; =  \Bo(n)\. (4.8)
Now let B  £ B]n[. By (4.5), |*4(n)| <  \ J ^ r' \B ) \ .  Since U{J)  =  [/] for some I £ [n'] (see 
above), | J ^ r' \B ) \  < |J ^ ( [ s ] ) |  by Corollary 4.4.4(h). Thus, by (4.8), |-A(n)| < \Bo(n}\. 
Together with (4.6) and B(ri) =  0, this gives us |*4| +  \B\ < |^4q| -f \Bq\. □
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4.6 Consequences of Theorem 4.1.3 with r = s
The scope of the main results in this section (i.e. Propositions 4.6.2, 4.6.5 and 4.6.6) is 
to ensure that in the proof of Theorem 4.1.4 we can work with a non-centred intersecting 
family A  that is compressed. This will become clear in the proof itself.
L em m a 4.6.1 Let H  C 2 ^  be hereditary and compressed, H(n) ^  0, p{H) > 2. Let 
Z \ <  z 2 <  ... <  zn_2 such that Z  :=  { z i , ..., z n _ 2} =  H \ { p ,  </}. Let 1 <  p <  q <  n and 
2  := H{p)]q[.
(i) I f  p >  p(H)  -  1 then Z ( z p{n)- 1 ) ^  0.
(ii) I f  p < p(H) — 1 then Z ( z n- 2) ^  0.
P roof. By Lemma 4.4.2, H(n) is hereditary and compressed. Thus, by (4.2) and 
Lemma 4.4.1(i), [p(H) — 1] E H(n).  So M  := [p(H) — 1] U {n} E H(n).
Suppose p > p(H) — 1. Then ^ (h ) - i =  pifH) — 1. Also, since p < q < n  and H  is 
compressed, 5p>n(M)  € H{p)]q[(pili) — 1). Hence (i).
Now consider (ii). If [n] E H  then H  = 2 ^  (as 7i is hereditary), and hence 
Z  E Z ( z n- 2). Suppose [n] H  instead. So M  ^  [n], and hence n  — 1 £ M  and 
p(H) — 1 < n — 1. Also, p E M  as p < p{H) — 1. Suppose q = n. Since p < n — 1, 
we then have zn_2 =  n  — 1, and hence 6n_i>n(M)  =  SZn_2,q(M)  E 7i(p)\q[(zn_2) as H  is 
compressed and {n — l ,n }  fl M  = {n}. Now suppose q < n. So zn_2 =  n, and hence 
zn_2 E M'  := M\{q} .  Since H  is hereditary, M '  E TL. So M '  E Tt(p)]q[(zn^2). Hence 
(ii). □
P ro p o sitio n  4.6.2 Let I t  C 2 ^  be hereditary and compressed, 7i (n) ^  0. Suppose 
1 < p < q < n, 2 < r < fj,(H)/2, r < n/2.  Let A  be a non-centred intersecting 
sub-family o fTL ^  such that AP)1?(*4) is centred. Then |^4| <  \Hfr\ p ) { I  U {^})|, where 
I  is an initial (r — l)-segment of [n]\{p, q}.
P roof. We are given that A Pjq(A) C Tt^(a)  for some a E [n]. If a ^  p then A  C 
contradicting A  non-centred. So
Ap ,M )  £  w (r)(p),
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(4.9)
and hence A  =  A( { p ,  q}).  So
M = W ritol + H<P)MI + l^ ]P«9>l- (4-10)
A{p)]q[ and A\p[{q) are cross-intersecting. A(p)]q[ and A]p[{q) are also non-empty 
because otherwise A  C 1-fr\p) or A  C  HSr\ q )  (contradicting A  non-centred). Since 
H  is compressed and p < q, 'H]p[(q) C H(p)]q[ =: Z .  So A(p)]q[, A]p[(q) C Z^r>\  
r' := r —1. Z  is hereditary and quasi-compressed by Lemma 4.4.2, and p(Z)  > f i(H)—2 
by (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.4.1. Thus, since r  <  p (H ) / 2 , we have r’ < (p(7i) — 2)/2 < 
\ i{Z) /2. Let Z  := {^ i,..., zn- 2} as in Lemma 4.6.1. So Z  C 2Z . Let n" := n  — 2 
and p! := ^(7Y) — 1. By Lemma 4.6.1, if p > p! then Z ( z n») ^  0, and if p <  p! then 
Z (V ) 7  ^ 0* Note that r ' <  (n")/2 (as r < n/2)  and r ' <  / / /2  (as r < p(H)/2).  Thus, 
by Theorem 4.1.3,
+  +  l  (4-11)
with equality only if
(a) A(p)]q[ = {^4'} and A']p[(q) = Z ^ ( A ' )  for some A ' G Z^r' \  or
(b) A{p)]q[ = Z^r' \ B ' )  and A]p[(q) = {£ '}  for some B'  G Z^r' \  or
(c) A(p)\q[ =  A]p[(q) =  Z^r' \ z )  for some 2  G Z  if r ' =  2.
Suppose (a) holds. Then A! G A(p)]q[nA]p[(q), and hence A'  U {p }^ 4' U {q} G A.  
But this gives us A'  U {g} G A p>q( A ) \H ^ ( p ) ,  which contradicts (4.9). So (a) does not 
hold, (b) and (c) do not hold for a similar reason. We therefore have strict inequality 
in (4.11). Thus, by (4.10),
M < \n<-r)m ) \  + \z(r,)(i)\ = |Hw(p)(?)l + \nir\pM(i)\
=  | « w (p )(/U { g})|. (4.12)
□
L em m a 4.6.3 Let T  C 2 ^  be compressed. I f  A  C T ,  1 <  p < q < n, and 
A q>p(APtq(A)) n  J7 C Ap,q{A) then A p,q(A) =  A.
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P roo f. Suppose instead A \ A p>q(A) /  0. Let A G *4\AP)9(*4). So 8p>q(A) G Ap>g(.A)\.A 
and A  =  SqjP(8Ptq(A)) G A 9)P(APjg(.4))\AP)g(.A). Also, A  G T  as A  C T .  So A  G 
(A9)P(AP)(7(.A)) fl F ) \ A p>q(A), a contradiction. □
L em m a 4.6.4 Let T  C 2 ^  be compressed. Suppose B  G ^  0, 2 <  r < n, and 
a G [n]\B. Then | ^ r)(a)(B)| <  | ^ (r)(l)([2 ,r +  1])|.
P roo f. Let B := J: r^\a ) (B ) .  Since T  is compressed, we clearly have A i >a(B) C 
where
C =  <
(5 \{ 1 } )U { 4  i f a ^ l G # ;
B  if a = 1 or 1 £ B,
It is easy to see that having T  compressed and ^  0 for 2 <  r < n  implies that 
^ ^ ( 1 )  is quasi-compressed and U(J^r^(l)) =  [2,ra], m =  min{A: G [2,n]: C 2^]}.
So | ^ r>(l)(C)| <  |.F<r>(l)([2 ,r+ l])| by Corollary 4.4.4(h). Since 1 g C, | ^ ( 1 )(C)| =  
| ^ ) ( 1 )(C)|. So we have \B\ =  |A1|a(B)| <  | ^ r>(l)(C)| <  |^ ) ( l ) ( [ 2 , r  +  1])|. □
P ro p o sitio n  4.6.5 Let H, n,p, g, r be as in Proposition 4-6.2. Let A  be an intersecting
sub-family of such that
^ m  =  |H M (l)([2 ,r +  l])U {[2 ,r +  l]}| and
(ii) A  7  ^A Ptq(A) = Ti^r\a ) ( B )  U {5} for some B  £  Tft'1 and a £ [n]\5 .
Then A  = T&^(c){D) U {£>} for some D  £ and c £ [n]\D.
P roof. Let E  := {a} U B.  Let B := W<r>(a)(B) U {£}. Let Ai  £ B \A .  Since 
B  = APj9(^4), we have
p G Ai,q  ^ A\,  (4-13)
A\  7  ^A 2 := 8qjP(Ai) G A \B .  (4-14)
Since B  G AP)g(^4),
8Ptq(B) G APtg(A). (4.15)
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We now start treating all the possible cases of p and q.
Suppose p £ E. If q £ B  then 8p,q{B) £ B, but this contradicts (4.15) since 
B =  A Ptq(A). So q f  B.  Suppose q = a; then, by (4.13), we get A\  ^  B, a contradiction. 
So q £  E,  and hence A q,p{B) fl H  C B. Since B  =  A Ptq(A), it follows by Lemma 4.6.3 
that B — A,  a contradiction. So p £ E.
Suppose p £  B.  Then A b,P(B)  fl H  C B  for any 6 £ B \ { p }, and hence, by 
Lemma 4.6.3, q £ B  since B  = A Ptq(A) ^  A. Suppose q =  a. Then, by (4.13) 
and Ai £ B, A\ — B.  Hence A 2 £ 7 i^ (a ) (B )  C B,  contradicting (4.14). So 
q £ E.  Since p £ B  and A Pjq(A) = B  and A  C H is intersecting, it follows 
that B* £ A  C B* := U {r\a){B*)  U {£*} for some B* £ {B ,5q>p{B)}. By (i) and 
Lemma 4.6.4, we must have A  — B* (and hence B* =  Sq>p(B) ^  B  since A  ^  B),  and 
this proves the result for this case.
Finally, suppose p = a. So q £ B  or q £ E.  Consider first q £ B.  So Sp>q(B) ^  B. 
Thus, since B,SPtq(B) £ A p>q(A) =  B, we have B  £ A{q)]p[, Sp>q(B) £ A{p)]q[, and 
A  = A({p,  </}); moreover,
A(p)]q[nA(q)]p[ = {£}, L = B \{q}  = 8p>q{B)\{p}  (4.16)
(which again follows from A Ptq(A) = B, p = a B,  and q £ B).  As in the proof 
of Proposition 4.6.2, (4.11) holds, and equality in (4.11) holds only if one of (a), (b) 
and (c) holds. Suppose we have strict inequality in (4.11). Then (4.12) also holds, 
and hence, together with Lemma 4.6.4, this gives us |^4| < |W « (l)([2 ,r +  l])|, a 
contradiction to (i). So equality in (4.11) holds, and hence one of (a), (b) and (c) holds. 
However, by (4.16), (c) cannot be the case. Suppose (b) holds; so A]p[{q) = {B'}.  By 
(4.16), we have B ’ =  L, and hence A]p[{q) = {5}. Since A  =  A({p,q})  and A  is 
intersecting, it follows that A  C H ^ ( p ) ( B )  U {B}.  Since p = a, A  C B. Since 
B = APi9(^1), we get the contradiction that A  = A p>q(A). So (a) holds, and hence 
A  C H^r\q)(LU{p})U{LU{p}}  (by an argument similar to the one for the supposition 
that (b) holds); by (i) and Lemma 4.6.4, we have equality. So the result for q £ B  is 
verified.
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Suppose q £ E  instead. Since A P)q(A) = B, in this case we have A  = A({p, q})U{B]  
and
A{p)]q[nA{q)}p[ =  0. (4.17)
Suppose A(p)]q[ and A{q)]p[ are both non-empty. Again, as in the proof of Proposi­
tion 4.6.2, (4.11) follows; however, since (4.17) implies that none of (a), (b) and (c) 
hold, strict inequality in (4.11) holds here too, i.e. \A(p)]q[\+\A]p[(q}\ < (jg)]q[(I)\>
where I  is also as in Proposition 4.6.2. Since {p, q} fl B  =  0 and A  is intersect­
ing, \A{p)(q)\ < \H^(p)(q)(B)\.  Let J  be an initial r-segment for [n]\{p,q}; so 
J  — I  U {j} for some j  G [n]\L Note that having H  C 2 ^  compressed implies 
that H^{p)(q)  is quasi-compressed and that if H^(p)(q)  ^  0 then U(H^(p)(q))  is an 
initial segment of [n]\{p,q}. By Corollary 4.4.4(ii), \H^(p)(q)(B)\  <  \ 'H^{p)(q)(J)\. 
So |.4(p)(g)| <  \H^(p){q)(J)\.  Therefore,
\A\ =  |A({p, q}) U {B}\ = \A(p)(q)\ + (\A{p)]q[\ +  \A]p[(q)\) +  1 
< |H «(p> < 9>(7)| +  |7i«(p)]<,[(/)| +  l
=  |WW(p)(J)| -  \ H ^ ( p ) W U to l l )  +  1. (4.18)
Since A\  G W(p) and r < we have p(H(p))  >  2r — 1 by Lemma 4.4.1(i). Let
M  be the initial p(77(p))-segment of [u]\{p}. Since H  is compressed, M  G 'H(p). So 
2m C  H(p) as H  is hereditary. Since |M\{<?}| >  2r — 2 >  r = \ J\, J  C M.  So j  G M.  
Since | J  U {g}| =  r and j  £ I U {g}, there exists S  G such that S  fl (I  U {<7 }) =  0 
and j  € S. So S  U {p} G (p)(j)]I U {#}[. Thus, by (4.18) and Lemma 4.6.4, 
|,4| <  |77^(p)(J)| <  |H ^ ( l) ( [ 2 , r  +  1 ])|, a contradiction to (ii). Therefore A(p)]q[ = 0 
or A(q)]p[ =  0. If A{q)]p[ — 0 then A p>q(A) = A,  a contradiction. So A(p)]q[ = 0, and 
hence A  C  C := 7 & \q ) (B )  U {J5} (as A  =  *4({p, 9 }) U {£} and A  is intersecting). By
Lemma 4.6.4, \C\ <  |77^(l)([2 ,r +  1]) U {[2 , r +  1 ]}|. So, by (i), A  = C. □
P ro p o sitio n  4.6.6 Let H ,n ,p ,q , r  be as in Proposition 4-6.2, except that r  = 3. Let
A  be an intersecting sub-family of such that
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(i) \A\ = \T\, T  := {A e  n {3): \ A n  [3]| >  2}, and
(ii) A  ^  A p>q{A) =  { i4 e  H ^ : \A C \C \> 2 }  for some C  G .
Then A  = {A G T L ^ : \A fl B\ > 2} for some B  G
P roo f. Let C := {A  G : \ A f \ C \ >  2}. Let A* G C \A  Since C =  APig(.A), we have
Suppose q G C. Then, by (4.19), q £ A 'n C .  Since C £ C, A' ^  C. So |A 'riC | <  2. 
Therefore, if p £ C  then
n c\ =  |sp>q(A') n c\ =  p ' \M )  n c\ = \(A' n C)\{g}| =  1^' n C| - 1  <  1 ,
contradicting A* £ C. So p G C , and hence \A' n  C\ = |A* fl C |. Since A* G C, 
|A* fl C\ > 2. So |j4' ft C | > 2, and hence Af G C, contradicting (4 .19). So q £ C.
Suppose p £ C. Then A qiP(C) DTL C C, and hence, since C = AP)9(^4), Lemma 4.6.3 
gives us Ap,q(A) =  A,  a contradiction. So p G C.
Let C' := C\{p} C [n]\{p, q}, and let I  be an initial 2-segment of [n]\{p, q}. 
Since A p>q(A) =  C, A\{p,q}[C 'H^]{p:q}[[Cf]. Note that having TL C 2 ^  com­
pressed implies that TL^]{p,q}[ is quasi-compressed and that if TL^]{p, q}[ ^  0 then 
[/(H (3)]{p, q}[) is an initial segment of [n]\{p, g}. So |W(3)]{p, g}[[C"]| <  |f t (3)]{p, g}[[/]| 
by Lemma 4.4.4(i). Therefore
Since AP)9(.A) =  C and (p ,g } n C  =  {p}, A(p)(q) C H ^\p ) (q ) (C l). By the same argu­
ment for obtaining \H^{p)(q)(B)\ < \7i^(p)(q)(J)\  in the proof of Proposition 4.6.5, 
\H^{p)(q)(C')\ < \H^(p)(q)(I)\ .  Therefore
peA*,q<£ A* and A* ±  A' := 6q,p(A*) G A\C. (4.19)
<  Iw(3)]{p, «}[[/]!• (4.20)
(4.21)
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By (4.19), A]p[(q) ^  0. We now show that we also have A(p)]q[ ^  0 by establishing 
that
C' G A(p))q[. (4.22)
Suppose SqtP(C) £ H. Then 8q>p(C) £ A  (as A  C H),  and hence C  G A  as C  G APj9(*4) 
(by (ii)). Since C  fl {p, q} = {p}, (4.22) follows. Suppose 5QjP(C) G H  instead. Then
with equality only if
(d) A{p)]q[ = {D}  and A]p[{q) — Z ^ ( D )  for some D  G Z & \  or
(e) A(p)]q[ =  Z ^ ( E )  and A]p[{q) = {E}  for some E  G Z^2\  or
(f) A(p)]q[ =  A]p[(q) = Z^>{z) for some * G [n]\{p,(?}.
Let X  := {A  G H (3): \A D { / U {p}| >  2}. Since \A\ =  |*4]{p, g}[| +  \A(p)(q)\ +  
\A{p)]q[\ +  \A]p[(q)\, we have
\A\ <  |K (3)]{P, q}[[I]| +  \H^(p)(q)(I)\  +  \H^(p)}q[(I) U { / U M } | =  |J | (4.24)
by (4.20), (4.21) and (4.23).
Given that p(7i) > 2r > 4 and 7i(n) ^  0, we have fj,(7i(n)) >  3 by Lemma 4.4.1(i). 
Since H  is hereditary and compressed, 7i(n)  is hereditary and compressed, and hence 
2[^(^(n))] c  H(n)  (see (4.2)). So T  := [2,3] U {n} G 'H^ 3\ n ) .  Clearly, for any F g T '  := 
{A  G ( ^ ) : \A fl [3] | > 2} there exists a composition of compressions 5i}j, i < j , that 
yields F  when applied on T. Since H  is compressed and T  G T , we therefore have 
T  C T . Trivially, T  C T '. Therefore
5qtP(C) G C as |^p,g(G) D C*| =  2. So ^,p(C7) G AP)q,(*4.) (as C = AP)g(^4)). Also, 
C  G A Piq(A) by (ii). Therefore C,5qtP(C) G A , and (4.22) follows again.
Let Z  := K(p)]^[. As in the proof of Proposition 4.6.2, we have
(4.23)
(4.25)
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This gives us \!\ < |T |. Thus, by (i), we have equality in (4.24), and hence we also 
have equalities in (4.20), (4.21) and (4.23), the first two yielding
A]{p,q}[ =  W(3)]{p,g}[[C"] and A{p){q) = /H{3){p)(q){C') (4.26)
respectively, and the third requiring one of (d), (e) and (f) to hold. By (4.19),
A" :=  A' \{q} e  -4 ]p[<9 >- (4-27)
Since A" U {p} = A* £ A, A " £ A{p)]q[. So A(p)]q[ 7  ^ A]p[(q), implying (f) does 
not hold. Suppose (e) holds. So A]p[{q) =  {E} C A(p)]q[. By (4.27), E  =  A". So 
A" U {p} G A(p)]q[, which is a contradiction since A " U {p} =  A* ^  A.  So (d) holds. 
By (4.22), D  =  C". So we have A(p)]q[ = {C"}, A]p[(q) =  Z^2\ C f). It follows by 
(4.26) that A  = {A  G \A fl (Cl U {q})\ >  2}. By (i) and (4.25), we must have 
A  = {A  G (M) : \A H (C" U {q})\ > 2}, and hence C  U {q} G WS3\  □
4.7 Proof of Theorem 4.1.4
We finally come to the proof of the main result in this chapter, i.e. Theorem 4.1.4. 
We start by stating another well-known fact that emerged in [25], the proof of which 
is similar to that of Lemma 4.5.1(ii).
L em m a 4.7.1 (E rdos, K o, R ado  [25]) I f  A  C (M) is intersecting, r <  n /2 , and 
Aa,n(A) = A  for all a G [n — 1] then (A fl B ) \{n }  ^  0 for any A , B  G A.
P ro p o sitio n  4.7.2 Let H  C 2 ^  be hereditary and compressed, H(n) ^  0. Suppose 
2 < r < p(7Y)/2. Let A  C be compressed and intersecting, and let k >  r +  1, 
K  := [2, k], i/C.:= H ^ ( 1 ) { K )  U {K }  and 2JC := 1).
(i) I f  k = r +  1  then \A(K)\ < \iK(K)\  (=
(ii) I f  k > r  + 2 then \A{K)\ < \2K{K)\.
I f  moreover r < n/2  and A  is such that equality in (i) or (ii) holds then:
(iii) if  k = r + 1 then either A  = \JC or A  = {A G : \A fl [3] | >  2};
(iv) if  k > r +  2 then either 2 ^C(K) Q A  C 2/C or k = 3 and A  =  (^ ) .
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P roo f. Suppose r =  n /2 . Then fi(H) = 2r, and hence [2r] G 7i. So = ( ^ )  (as 
7i is hereditary). For every A  G ( ^ ) ,  A' :=  [2r]\4 is the unique set in ( ^ )  such that 
A n  A' = 0. So \A\ <  i ( 2; )  =  \iK(K)\.  Since \iK{K)\ = \2K{K)\ for k > r  +  2, (i) and
(ii) follow.
Given that A  is a compressed intersecting family, it is trivial that if r =  2 then A  — 
(? )  or A  C 7^2)(1), depending on whether A  is non-centred or centred respectively. 
So the result for r — 2 is easy to check.
We now consider 3 <  r  <  n / 2 , and we proceed by induction on n. Let n' := n — 1. 
Clearly, H]n[ and 7i,(n) are compressed hereditary sub-families of 2 ^ .  We have A]n[c  
7^]n[(r) and A(n)  C r' =  r — 1. Since H(n)  ^  0 and r  <  //(7^)/2, it follows
by Lemma 4.4.1 (i) tha t r ' < fi('H(n))/2. If [n] G H  then n = fi(H) =  fj,(H]n[) +  1, and 
hence r < fi('H]n[)/2 as r  < n/2. If instead [n] H  then r < fi(H]n[)/2 follows from 
Lemma 4.4.1(iii) and r < fi(H)/2.  Thus, by the inductive hypothesis,
\A)n[(K)\ < \JC]n[{K)\ and \A(n)(K)\ < \2JC{n){K)\,
where
£  _  J  1 ^  i f  k = r +  1 ;
) 2fC if k > r +  2.
It is clear that we therefore have
|.A(J0I =  \-*\n[(K)\ +  \A{n)(K)\ < \K\n[(K)\ + \2K(n){K)\  =  \K{K)\,
and hence (i) and (ii).
We now prove (iii) and (iv). So consider |.A| =  \K(K)\. Then |.A]n[(.ftr)| =  |/C]n[(if)| 
and |^4(n)(IT)| =  \2JC{n)(K)\. It follows by the inductive hypothesis that
(g) 2K(n)(K)  C A(n)  or
(h) k = 3 and A(n)  =  (®) ■
Suppose (g) holds. Since r' < fj,(H(n))/2, fi(H{n)) > 2r — 1. Thus, by (4.2), we
have 2f2r_1J C H (n), which gives us (^ 2rr7 ^ )(l) Q 2^{n).  Since A(n) D 2K,{n)(K) (by
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(g)) and 2r — 1 =  r -f- r ', it follows that
(l2rT:" ) (m V r - l ] \K }  ifk = r +  l;
A(n) D <
[ O V K i )  i f f c > r + 2 ,
Therefore, if H  € W ^ \(2/C U {if}) then there exists L  € n  A(n)  such that
L  fl H  =  0, and hence H  £ A  by Lemma 4.7.1. So
I 2JC(K) U { K }  = 1K  if jfe =  r  +  1 and K  6 A; _2 /C if >  r  +  2 or K  ^ A,
i.e. A  C JC. Therefore, since |.4(fC)| =  |/C(fC)|, if fc =  r  +  1 then A  =  1 AC, and if
k > r +  2 then 2/C(tf) C .4 C 2/C.
Now suppose (h) holds. So r  =  =  3. If i f  € and |i f  fl [3] | <  1 then, since
A(n) = (^ ) , there exists L  € A(n)  such that H  fl L  =  0, and hence H  £ A  by
Lemma 4.7.1. So A  C T  := { 4 g  : |An[3]| >  2}. Note tha t T  is compressed since
H  is compressed. Since |T | =  |T(iif)| <  |/C(iC)| =  |4(jFQ| =  \A\ (where the inequality 
is given by (i) and (ii)), we actually have A  =  T . □
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  4.1.4. By Corollary 4.3.5, we need only consider A  C 
The case r — n/2  follows by an argument similar to the one given in the proof of 
Proposition 4.7.2 for the same case. So we assume r  <  n/2.
By (4.2) and the given condition that fi(H) > 2r > 4, we have [3], [2,r +  1] € 
2 ^  c  H. So [3] G T  := {A  <E 7f(3): \A D [3]| >  2} and AT is a non-centred intersecting 
sub-family of
We may assume that A  is a non-centred intersecting sub-family of largest size. So
\A\ > \Af\. (4.28)
If A  is not compressed then, similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.1.3, we apply com­
pressions A P)g, p < q, until a compressed family A* is obtained. A* is intersecting by 
Lemma 4.4.5, and A* C H ^  as H  is compressed.
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Suppose A* is centred. By Proposition 4.6.2, |.A*| <  \H^(p*)( I  U {q*})\ for some
p*,q* € [n], p* < q*, where I  is an initial (r — l)-segment of Thus, by
Lemma 4.6.4, \A*\ <  |H ^ ( l) ( [2 ,r  4- 1])| = \J\f \ — 1, a contradiction to (4.28). So 
A* is non-centred, and hence [2, r 4-1] e  A* as A* is compressed. Thus, since A* is 
intersecting, we have \A*\ =  |.4*([2,r + 1])| and, by Proposition 4.7.2(i),
|X ( [2 ,r+ l] ) |< |A T ([2 ,r  +  l])|. (4.29)
Since \A\ = \A*\ and jV*([2,r +  1]) = Af, part (i) of our result follows. By (4.28) and 
(4.29), \A*([2,r +  1])| =  \Af([2,r + 1])|. By Proposition 4.7.2(iii), A* = Af or A* =  T.
By Propositions 4.6.5 and 4.6.6, part (ii) of our result follows. □
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Chapter 5
Intersecting systems of signed sets
5.1 The motivating conjecture
As was mentioned in Section 1.4, Theorem 1.4.3 with r > n /2  provides an example 
of a family T  such that is EKR but T  is not. This chapter is motivated by the 
question "Do families T  such that Sjrk is not EKR for some k > 2 exist after all?". 
We conjecture that the answer is "no", and, as is described below, we will present 
some strong evidence for this conjecture. This conjecture has some resemblance with 
the famous Chvatal Conjecture, i.e. Conjecture 1.3.1. Indeed, let T  be a family, 
and let A  be an intersecting sub-family of Sjrk. In view of a result we present later, 
stated as Corollary 5.3.2, we may assume that the any two sets in A  intersect on 
X  := (UceJ7 x PJ- Thus, by defining A! := {A fl ( X  x [1]): A e  A} ,  we may further 
assume that A  is the family of all sets in that contain a set that is a member of A'.  
Note that A! is a sub-family of the hereditary family { H x  [1]: H  C G for some G € J7}. 
So our conjecture can be vaguely described as a "weighted" version of the Chvatal 
Conjecture, where, however, the distribution of the "weights" does not seem to exhibit 
any characteristic by which we can reduce one conjecture to the other.
We are also concerned with strict and non-strict EKR cases. For this reason, it is 
convenient to introduce the following notation, using some notation from Section 2.1, 
before stating the conjecture fully and formally.
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For any u G U ^ ) ,  set
OT {u) := {u! G U { f ) :  T{v!) = T{u)}.
We call Of (u) the J7-orbit of u. Thus, two elements u,u'  G U{T)  are in the same 
.F-orbit iff they belong to exactly the same members of J7. Recall from Section 2.1 
that L(fF) is the set {u G U(T): u ) is a largest star of J7}.
Conjecture 5.1.1 Let T  be any family of sets, and let k >  2. Then
(1) Sjrik is EKR;
(ii) Sjr>k is strictly EKR unless k  =  2 and |Ojf-(^)| >  3 for some (u , 1) G L(Sjr2).
As we show in Chapter 6, it is not very difficult to prove that for an integer 
the above conjecture indeed holds if k > k ^ J 7). In Chapter 7, we go beyond this 
by showing that for k sufficiently large, an even stronger statement for ^-intersecting 
families of signed sets is true. The main result here provides a strong generalisation 
of Theorem 1.4.3 by establishing the truth of our conjecture for families J7 that are 
compressed with respect to an element.
Theorem  5.1.2 Conjecture 5.1.1 is true if  J7 C 2M is compressed with respect to 1.
We also confirm Conjecture 5.1.1(ii) for families J7 as in Theorem 1.4.2.
Theorem  5.1.3 Conjecture 5.1.1 is true if J7 is r-uniform and EKR.
We now proceed to the proofs, employing the notation in Section 2.1 and the 
notation 9k(A) and 0k(A) introduced in Section 1.4 as we go along.
5.2 An auxiliary result for the special case k  = 2
We shall generalise (1.1) in the following direction.
Theorem  5.2.1 Let I  C N. For each i G I,  let X i be a finite set and let A i C Cx{,2- 
Suppose \Ji€l Ai is intersecting. Then Ai G ex(«Sxi,2 ) holds for all i G /  iff X  := 
r w  Xi 7  ^ 0 and, for some X  G ex(«Sx,2 ) and for all i G I,  Ai =  {A  G S x i t 2 : A  D (X  x
[2]) G X} .
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P roof. The sufficiency condition is straightforward since then, for all i G / ,  A  satisfies 
(1.1). Now assume that for all i G / ,  A  G ex(Sxit2)- We prove the necessary condition 
by induction on m  min{|J*Q|: i € /} .
Suppose there exist « i,i2,Z £ I  such that Aix fl Aiz fl (Xi  x [2]) =  0 for some 
Ah G Aix and Ai2 G A 2- Let Bp := A ip fl (X { x [2]), p = 1,2. Let Y := X i \ ( X h U X i2).
If Y  7  ^ 0 then choose C  G <Sy)2, otherwise take C  := 0. Let D := B i \ ( X i2 x [2])
and E  := B 2 U 02(D) U C  G S x h2 . So £  n = 0  and 02(i?) LI A i2 =  0. Therefore 
E,62(E) £ A i , and hence, by (1.1), we have Ai £ ex(Sxh2), a contradiction. Thus,
for any A , B  G (JiGJ A  and I g / ,  i f l B f l  (X{ x [2]) ^  0. (5.1)
Let *  := {i4 n (X  x [2]): A G (X  := fW *i)- Let 3 e 7 such that
|X j| =  m.
Suppose X  — Xj .  So X  3  Aj  and, by (5.1) (with I = j ), X  is intersecting. Since 
Aj  G ex(Sxj,2), it follows that X  = A j , and hence result. It will be clear from the 
following that we have also just covered the basis of induction m  — 1.
Now suppose X  ^  Xj.  So there exists /i G /  such that X j \ X h  7  ^ 0. Let Xj G Xj \Xh-  
Let X '5 :=  X A fo } , and for each t G A O } , let X '  := X t. So If
X j  =  0 then Xj fl Xh =  0, and hence A j  =  0 or .4^ =  0, a contradiction. Therefore 
m! := min{|Xt' | : i G /}  =  |Xj| = m  — 1 > 1. For each i G AO"}, we have A{ := .4, G 
ex(Sx/,2). Let .4'- := {A \{ (x jt 1), (xj,2)}: A  G Aj}  C <SX,>2. By (5.1), for any A , B  G 
U ie /^ ,  ^ L lB n (X ft x [2 ]) 7^ 0; hence *s intersecting. Suppose .4'- ^  ex(Sx'.,2 )*
Then, by (1.1), Afj102(A'j ) £ A j  for some 4^'- G Sx'.,2 . So Aj  := 4^'- U {rr ,^ 1} £ .4j 
and ^(-4j) ^ *4j, which, by (1.1), contradicts .4j ^  ex(«Sxj ,2 )- Hence A j  G ex(«Sx'.,2 )- 
Clearly, the result follows immediately after applying the inductive hypothesis for the 
families A'i, i G I. □
C oro llary  5.2.2 I f  f  e U ( X )  and A  G ex(«S^(/)j2) then:
(i) A  = {F  G X: F  fl (O*•(/)(/) x [2]) G X }  for some X  G ex(50j7(/)(/)i2);
(m) */ |Ojr(/)( /) | <  2 then A  = 5^,2((/',6 )) /o r some (/',&) G Ojr(/) ( /)  x [2].
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P roo f. Let B  := SFt2{{f, 1)). Set n := |.F (/)|, and let X\ ,  . . . ,Xn be the sets in F ( f ) .  
For each i G [n], let Ai  := A C \ S x it2i &i & fl S x it2- So an^ UILi^* are
partitions of A  and B  respectively. By (1.1), Bi G ex(Sxit2), i =  1, and hence 
B  G ex(«SjF(/),2 )- Thus, if Ai  ex(«Sxi,2 ) for some i G [n] then |.A| < \B\, but this 
contradicts A  G ex(cVF(/),2 )- So Ai  G ex(<Sxi,2 )> i = 1 ,...,ri. By Theorem 5.2.1, for 
some X  G ex(<Sx,2 ) and f°r aM * £ W> Ai = {A £ S x {,2 • A  fl (X  x  2) G X)},  where 
X  =  fir= ix i 5 /•  So P) follows if *  =  °^ (/)( /) -  Let « € U(T{f )) .  I f x ^ X  then 
there exists j  G [n] such that x  £ Xj ,  and hence x  £ Q f(/)(/); contrapositively, if 
x  € 0 n n {f)  then x  G X. So OH f) ( f )  C X .  If x € X  then F { f ) ( ar) =  F{f) .  So 
X  C Ojr(/)(/), and hence X  =  CV(/)(/) indeed.
Suppose |0 ^ ( /)( /) | < 2 . So 1 <  |0 ^ ( /)( /) | =  |X | <  2 , and it is trivial that X  can 
only be a star in this case. Hence (ii). □
The strict and non-strict EKR cases for k =  2  in each of Theorems 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 
will be determined using Theorem 5.2.1, Corollary 5.2.2 and the following fact.
P ro p o sitio n  5.2.3 I f \ 0 F(f)\  >  3 for some ( / , 1) G L(SFj2) then S F)2 is not strictly 
EKR.
P roof. We have T ( f i )  = F ( f 2) =  F { h )  = F ( f )  for some distinct / i , / 2, / 3 £ Ojr(f)  
(possibly, f  e  {f i ,  f 2, A})- It follows that for all F  G F ( f ) ,  f i , f 2, h  € F.  Define Yi := 
{ ( / i , l ) , ( / 2, l ) , ( / 3,l)} , T2 := { ( / i ,1 ) ,( /2,1 ) ,( /3,2)}, F3 := { (/i, 1), ( /2, 2), ( /3, 1)}, 
Y4  := { (/ 1 , 2), ( / 2 , 1), ( / 3 , 1)}. Then (JFe^ { Y i U Z :  i G [4) ,Z  G £f\{ /i,/2 ,/3 },2 } ls a 
non-trivial intersecting family that is as large as <Sjf2((/, 1 )), a largest star of SFj2. □
5.3 Two compression methods
The proof of Theorem 5.1.2 will be based on two different compression methods.
The first compression operation was used in [22] for the proof of Theorem 1.4.3. 
For (a,b) G [n] x [2,k\, instead of writing (^a,i),(a,6 ) and A ^ i ) ^ )  we will write 5a$ and
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A Uyb respectively; so A ayb: 25;2[nl-fc —» 25;2ln]*fc is defined by
Aa,6(*A) := A e A } U { A e A :  5ajb(A) G A},
where Sayb: S2{n\jk —> S 2[n]yk *s defined by
SaJb(A) ■-
A\{(a ,b )}U  { (a ,l)}  if (a, b) E A; 
A  otherwise
Clearly, S2[n]yk is ((a, 1 ), (a ,6 ))-compressed. So Proposition 2 .2 .1 (ii) tells us that if 
A  C S2[n])k is t-intersecting then Aa)&(.4.) (as defined here) is t-intersecting. We now 
prove a bit more than this, and we shall also use the following result in the next two 
chapters.
L em m a 5.3.1 Let A  C *S2 H)fc and V  C [n] x [2, k] such that |(A fl 5 )\V r| >  t for any 
A , B e A.  Then \(C D D ) \ ( V  U {(a,6)})| > t for any C ,D  G Aa>b(^4).
Proof. Let C ,D  e  A a>b(A). Let C' := (C7\{(o, 1)}) U {(a, b)}, D'  := (D\{(a,  1)}) U 
{(a, 6 )}. Suppose \{C fl £>)\V| < t. So C  and D  cannot both be in A. Suppose 
C,D  £ A; then Cl,D'  G A  and |(Cf fl D')\V\  < \{C fl D )\V | < t, a contradiction. 
Thus, without loss of generality, C £ A  and D  G A. So C’ G A. If (a, b) £ D  then 
|(C" fl D )\V | =  |(C fl contradicting C ', D  G A. So (a, b) G D , and hence
8a,b(D) £  A  (otherwise D £  Aajfe(.A)). But then \(C' n 5 ayb(D))\V\ =  |(C 'nI>)\V r| <  t, 
contradicting C", 5ayb(D) G A. We therefore conclude that \(C fl L>)\V'| >  t.
Now suppose |(C fl D )\ (V  U {(a, 6)})| < t. Since \{C fl >  t , (a, 6) G C  fl D.
Hence C, 5a,b(C), D , Sa>b(D) G A  and (C  fl 5a)b(D )) \V  =  0, a contradiction. □
C oro llary  5.3.2 Let A* be a t-intersecting sub-family of <S2h  k. Let 
A  := A nyk o ... o An>2 o ... o A i)fc o ... o A i)2(.A*).
Then \A fl B  fl ([n] x [1 ])| > t for any A , B  G A.
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P roo f. By repeated application of Lemma 5.3.1, |(A fl P)\([n] x [2, Ar]) | >  t for any 
A , B  £ A.  The result follows since (A fl P)\([n] x [2, k]) = A  fl B  fl ([n] x [1]). □
We next introduce our second compression operation. We set K  := ([1] x [*])U 
{(n, 1)} and define A: <S2[„])jt <S2w,fc by
A(A) := <
A\{(n, 1)} U {(1,1)} if A  fl K  =  {(n, 1)};
fy, (n, 1)} U {(1,1), (n, 6)} if A  fl K  =  {(1,6), (n, 1)};
A  otherwise.
Similarly to Aa,b, we define A: 2 <S2 tn,-fc —> 2 5 2 [nl>fc by
A(A)  := (A(A): A  £ A }  U {A £ A:  A (A) £ A}.
At this point, we need to introduce some further notation. For A  £ Sp,k, let
7(A) := F.
For A  C Sjrtkl let T(A) be the sub-family of T  given by
T(A)  := ( 7 (i4 ): A  £ A }  = {F  £ T \  A  fl S F,k ^  0}.
L em m a 5.3.3 Let T  C 2 ^  be compressed with respect to 1. Let A  C S Fjk. Then:
(i) |A(A)| =  |A |;
(ii) A(A) C S ^ k;
(Hi) if  A n  A' fl ([n] x [1]) ^  0 for any A, A' £ A. then B  CiB' CI ([n] x [1]) ^  0 for any 
B , B ’ £ A(A).
P roo f, (i) is straightforward.
If A £ SFfk and 7 (A(A)) ^  7 (A) then n  £ 7 (A), 1  £ 7 (A) and j(X(A))  =  
(7 (A)\{n})U{l}. Since T  is compressed with respect to 1 , it follows that T(A(A))  C T .  
Hence (ii).
Suppose A f l A ' n  ([n] x [1 ]) 7  ^ 0 for any A, A' £ A.  Let P i , # 2  £ A(A). Then,
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for each pG  [2], Bp =  A p or Bp = A (Ap) for some Ap G A.  It is straightforward that
(iii) holds if Bp = Ap, p — 1 , 2 , or Bp — \ ( A P), p =  1,2. W ithout loss of generality, 
suppose Bi — j4i, B 2 = X(A2) j* A 2 and B\  fl B 2 n  ([n] x [1 ]) =  0. It follows that 
i4 ifli4 2 n([n]x[l]) =  {(n, 1)} and A\ A \{A i )  G A.  But then A(Ai)nA 2 n([n]x [1 ]) =  0, 
a contradiction. Hence (iii). □
5.4 Proof of main result
We here prove Theorem 5.1.2. In the process of doing so, we also determine the 
extremal intersecting sub-families of Sjrtk for T  as in the theorem.
T heorem  5.4.1 Let 1 G J  C [n]. Let J- C 2 ^  such that T  is compressed with respect 
to j  G [n] iff j  G J. Let A* C S ^ tk be intersecting. Then
(i) \A*\ <  |5jrffc( ( l , l ) ) |,  and
(ii) equality holds iff A* = Sjrtk((J,b)), (j,b) G J  x [Aj], or k =  2, |0^(1 )| >  1 and 
A* = {F  G T :  F  n  (0^(1) x [2]) G X } ,  X  G e x ^ i ) * ) .
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  5.4.1(i). The case n = 2 is trivial, so we assume n > 2. Let 
A! := An)fc o ... o A n > 2  o ... o A i>fc o ... o A i)2 («4*), and let A  := A(.A'). So \A\ = \A*\ and, 
by Corollary 5.3.2 and Lemma 5.3.3,
A  fl B  fl Z  A  0 f°r any A , B  G A,  (5.2)
where Z  := [n] x [1 ].
Let B := {A  G -4((n, 1))((1,1)): A  0  B  fl Z  = {(n, 1)} for some B  G A ( (n , 1))}. Let 
A\ := A({n, 1))\B. For I G [2, Aj], let Bi := {(A\{(n, 1)}) U { n ,/}: A  G B}  and Ai := 
A((n,l))\JBi. If A((n,l))C\Bi A  0 and A  G A{(n,l ))nBi  then 6nj ( A ) n B n Z  = {(n, 1)} 
for some B  G A((n,  1)), and hence A n  B  fl Z  = 0, a contradiction to (5.2). So 
A ( (n , /)) fl Bi = 0. Therefore
k k k
£  |-4((«,i))| <  (l-4((n, 1))| -  |<B|) +  X ) ( W ( n ,0)1 +  |B|) =  ^ | A | .  (5.3)
1=1 1=2 i=1
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Let Z'  := [n — 1] x [1]. Suppose that for some i G [k] and A , B e  Ai, A n B n Z '  = 0. 
It is immediate by (5.2) that i £ [2,k\. So A , B  G A \  and A D B  = {(n, 1 )}. By 
definition of .Ai, (1,1) ^  A  U B.  But A (A) G A  and A(A) fl B  fl Z  =  0, a contradiction 
to (5.2). Thus,
for any i G [k] and A , B  G Ai, A  fl B  fl Z' A  0- (5-4)
Let To T \ T ( n )  and T\  := T(n).  Clearly, To and T\  are compressed with 
respect to 1 . Let Ao := A n S Fo,k. By (5.4), Ai((n,i))  is an intersecting sub-family of 
k. The result now follows by induction on n since
k k
m  = m  = i a i + E  w (» .o)i < i a i + X )
i=l i=l
<  |5 ^ ( ( l ,  1))| +  fc|5^,t ((l, 1))| =  |5 „ ( (1 ,1 ) ) |,  (5.5)
where the first inequality is obtained from (5.3). □
We need to do more work to prove the extremal structures given in Theorem 5.4.1 (ii). 
We start with a simple lemma that we will use often.
Lem m a 5.4.2 Let A  C SFjk be intersecting. Suppose that for some (a, b) G t / (T) and 
F e T ,  S F>k((a,b)) C A. Then A  C S ^ k((a,b)).
Proof. It suffices to show that if B  G SF}k\Sjrik((a,b)) then A  fl B  =  0 for some 
A  G S F>k((a,b)). Let C  G S Fjk\ S Fjk((a,b)) such that B  n  (F  x [k]) C C. Clearly, for 
some q G [k — 1], 0qk(C) G S F>k((a, b)) and B  fl 0qk(C) =  0. □
Lem m a 5.4.3 Let T  C 2 ^ . Let A  C <SjF,fc be intersecting, where k > 3. I f  A  A  
Aa.feM) =  Sj?tk((a',V)) then A  = SFtk({a,b)).
Proof. Since A  A  Aa,b(A) =  SFik((a',b')), there exists A  G A  such that A £  
SF)k((a',b')) and 5afi(A) G Sjrtk((a',V)). This implies that (a',bf) =  (a, 1). Let 
F := 7 (A). Let A F := A  fl S Ftk. Clearly, A ajb(AF) = A atb(A) fl S Fjk = S F]k((a, 1 )) 
and \Af \ =  |A ajfr(>lF )| =  \SFik((a, 1 ))|. Thus, by Theorem 1.4.1, A F =  S Ffk((c,d))
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for some (c, d) G F  x [k]. Since A  G AF\SF,k{(a>A)) and A ^ A f ) = «Sf,jb((a, 1)), it 
follows that (c, d) = (a,b). By Lemma 5.4.2, A  C <Sj-fc((a, b)). Since \A\ =  |Aaib(^4)| =  
|£jF,fc((a} b))|, A  =  S r,k((a, b)). □
For F  G T  and f , g e  U(F),  let ^ g(F) := (F\{g})  U {/}.
P ro p o sitio n  5.4.4 Let T  and J  be as in Theorem 5.4-1. Then L(Sjr,k) = J  x [k]. 
P roo f. Let j  € J  and h G [n]. Then, since T  is compressed with respect to j ,
I S » ( ( M ) ) I =  £  h W ( M ) ) l  +  £  \SaA(h,b))\
HZ?{h){j) GeF{h)\T{j)
=  £  l ^ ( ( j , 6 ) ) |+  £  |Sfe , (G)ifc((j,6))|
He F(j){h) GQF(h)\F{j)
(5.6)
with equality iff for all F  G F ( j ) \F (h ) ,  ipfl)j(F) G F(h).  This already gives J  x [k] C 
L(F).  Now consider equality in (5.6). Suppose h £ J. So there exist F  G F \ F ( h )  
and /  G F  such that Fi := 'iphj(F) £ F(h).  Therefore f  ^  j- If j  F  then 
f 2 := i)j,f(F) G F( j) \F{h) ,  'tph,j(F2) =  Fi, and hence iphtj(F2 ) $ F (h); but this is a 
contradiction as it yields a strict inequality in (5.6). So F  G F ( j) \F ( / i) ,  and hence 
F3 := i>h,j(F ) € H h) \ F ti)- Thus> F4  := i!)jj{Fs) G F(j) .  But F4 =  £ F(/i), which
is a contradiction because h € F4. So h G J . Therefore L (F) C J  x [fc], and hence 
result. □
L em m a 5.4.5 Let A'  be as in the Proof of Theorem 5.4-1 (i)- Suppose A '  7  ^A(*A') =  
1)). Then n  G J  and A ' =  ^ ^ ( ( n ,  1)).
P roof. Since A ' 7  ^ A(.A') =  «Sj-)fc((a, 1 )), there exists A' G A'  such that A' £ 
SF,k((ci, 1)) and A(Af) G S f , jt((«, 1)), and hence a = 1. Let A := {(n, 1)} U {(a, 2): a G 
7(;4 ')\{n — 1 }}. Since A(^4') =  ^ ^ ( ( l ,  1 )), exactly one of A  and A(A) 7  ^ A  is in 
A!. Recall that we arrived at (5.2) using the fact that, by Corollary 5.3.2, A\  D A 2 fl 
(N  x [1]) 7  ^ $ f°r any Ai, A 2 € A!. Since A(A) D A' fl ([n] x [1 ]) =  0, it follows 
that A  G A! and, since A n  ([n] x [1 ]) =  {(n, 1)}, A! C Sjr,k((n, !))• Since 1 G J
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and \A'\ =  |A(A')| =  |5 jrfc((l, 1))|, it follows by Proposition 5.4.4 that n £ J  and 
A ' =  < S ^ ((n , 1)). □
Before coming to the proof of Theorem 5.4.1(h), we finally determine two nice 
properties of ^-orbits of elements j  £ U(F)  such that T  is compressed with respect 
to j .  This will be very useful when dealing with the case k = 2 of Theorem 5.4.1 (ii).
P ro p o sitio n  5.4.6 Let T  and J  be as in Theorem 5.4-1- Let j* £ J. 
(i) I f O A f ) \ { j * }  ±  0 then F(j*)  =  T  and 0 ? { f )  = J-
(ii) I f O T (j*) =  {j*} then Ojr(J) = {j} for all j  £ J .
P roof. Suppose Op(j*)\{j*}  7  ^ 0. Suppose F(j*)  ^  F.  Let F £ F \ F ( j* )  and 
j '  £ Or{j*)\{j*}-  So j '  £ F  since F  £ ^ ( j* )  = F ( f ) .  But then, since F  is compressed 
with respect to j *, for any f  £ F  we have ( F \ { f } )  U {j*} £ F( j* ) \F ( j ' ) ,  which 
contradicts F(j*) = F ( f ) .  So F(j*) = F.
Let j  £ J. Suppose j  £ O S o  F ( j )  C F(j*)  as F(j*) = F.  Let F* £ 
F(j* ) \F ( j ) .  Since F  is compressed with respect to j ,  we have {F*\{j*}) U { j}  £ 
F\F( j*) ,  which contradicts F(j*) = F.  Therefore J  C Ojr(j*). Also, Or{j*)  ^  J  
because if j  £ 0 ? (j*) then F( j )  = F(j*) =  F.  Hence (i).
Now suppose 0?(j*) = {j*} and Ojr(j)\{j}  ^  0 for some j  £ J. By (i), Oj?(j) = J. 
So j* £ Ojr(j), but this implies =  Ojr(j), a contradiction. Hence (ii). □
P ro o f o f T h eo rem  5.4.1(ii). By Proposition 5.4.4, \^^,k({j,b))\ = |«S^fc((l, 1))|
iff (j , b) £ J  x [k]. Also, if k = 2 and A* = {F  £ F :  F  fl (0^(1) x [2]) £ X }  for some
*  <= ex(50je(i)|2) then |A*| =  |<S^2((1,1))| a s ^ )2((l, 1)) = { F £ F :  F n ( 0 ^ ( l ) x  [2]) £ 
X *}, where X* = 5ojr(i),2((l, 1)) G ex(«So:F(i),2). By Theorem 5.4.1 (i), the sufficiency 
condition follows.
We now continue on the Proof of Theorem 5.4.1(i) to prove the necessary condition. 
Therefore, we now consider equality in (5.5). This gives us equality in (5.3) together 
with \Ao\ = |<S>0>fc((l, 1 ))| and \Ai((n,i))\ = |*S>ljfc((l, 1 ))|, i = 1  ,...,£ .
Since we are proving the result by induction on n, we may assume that F(n)  7  ^ 0 
and n £ 7 (A*) for some A* £ A*. If \U(F(n))\ =  1  then 7 (A*) = {n} and A* = {A*}.
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So we assume that ^ ( ^ ( n ) ) ]  > 2, which implies \U{F{n))\ >  1. Thus, for each i E [k], 
we have \Ai({n,i))\ = \S fuk({l, 1 ))| > 0.
Let J 0  := {jo € [n — 1 ]: To is compressed with respect to j 0} and J\ := {ji 6  [n — 
1]: T \  is compressed with respect to j i} .  Clearly, 1  E Jo fl J\.
Consider first k > 3. Since we have equality in (5.3), it follows that 5  =  0 and 
Ai =  A((n ,i)) , i =  1 ,...,&. Thus, by (5.2) and (5.4), A~  := .Ao U UjLx A((n, i)) is 
an intersecting sub-family of SjroU:Fltk. Now, by the inductive hypothesis and (5.4), 
A i( (n , 1 )) =  ^ ^ ( ( j i ,  1)) for some j»j E J\. Since A((n, 1 )) =  A \ t we have A ((n , 1)) =  
S r ltk(Uh !))> and hence £  S fb u f iA U i’ !)) by Lemma 5.4.2. So A  C Sjr>k((ju  1)). 
Since we have equality in (5.5), Proposition 5.4.4 gives us j i E J  and A  =  1)-
Therefore, by Lemmas 5.4.3 and 5.4.5, A* is as required.
Next, consider k =  2 and |0^(1 )| > 1. By Proposition 5.4.6(i), T  =  ^ (1 ). By 
Corollary 5.2.2(i), A* =  {F  E T :  F  fl (0^(1) x [2]) E X }  for some X  E ex(*So:F(i),2 )- 
Finally, consider k =  2 and Ojr(l) =  {1}. Suppose To =  0. Then T  =  T(n).  If 
J^nJV J^l) ^  0 and F  E T ( n ) \T ( l )  then, given that 1 E J , we have (F \{n})  U {1} E 
To, a contradiction. So T ( n ) \T (  1) =  0, and hence, since T (n)  =  T ,  T (n )  =  T{1\, but 
this contradicts O^-(l) =  {1}. So To ^  0, and hence |Jlo| > 0 as |^4o| =  |5^o 2((l, 1))| 
and 1 E Jo- It remains to consider the following three cases.
Case 1: |O^0 (l) | =  1. By the inductive hypothesis and (5.2), Aq =  <SJ-0)2 ((jo, 1)) 
for some j 0 E Jo- Clearly, Ao U A i  and Ao U A.2  are intersecting. By Lemma 5.4.2, 
we therefore have Ao U A \ , Ao U A 2 C Sjr)2((j0, 1 )), and hence A  C Sjr>2((j0,l))- Since 
we have equality in (5.5), Proposition 5.4.4 gives us j 0 E J  and A  =  <SJ-,fc((jo, !)• By 
Lemma 5.4.5, A  =  Sjrik((j, 1)), where j  E {jo,n}  fl J . Since 1 E J  and 0^(1 ) =  {1}, 
Proposition 5.4.6(ii) gives us Ojr(j) = {j}.  Since T(A*) =  T ( A )  =  T ( j ) ,  it follows by 
Corollary 5.2.2(h) that A* =  Sjrjk(j,b) for some b E [2].
Case 2: 10^(1)! =  1. By the inductive hypothesis and (5.4), we have A i{ (n , 1)) =  
|2 ((ji, 1)) for some yj E J\. Since Ao U A\((n, 1 )) is an intersecting sub-family 
of SjrQu^1>fc, Lemma 5.4.2 gives us Ao U -4 i((M )) C 5 ^0 u^1 >2 ((ji, !))• So Ao C 
^ 0 , 2 ( ( ji ,l) ) . Since |Jlo| =  |<Sj-0 )2 ((l, 1))|, it follows by Proposition 5.4.4 that j i  E Jo 
and .Ao =  SpoM ji ,  1)). As in Case 1 , this leads us to the desired result.
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Case 3: |Ojr0(l) | >  1, 10^(1)! >  1. By Proposition 5.4.6(i), ^o (l) =  F q and 
^ i ( l )  =  T \.  So T{1) =  T .  Thus, by Corollary 5.2.2(ii), A* =  S ? t2((1,6)) for some 
b G [2]. □
P roof o f Theorem  5.1.2. By Theorem 5.4.1, (1,1) G L(S?tk) and, furthermore, 
Sjrfc((l, 1)) G ex(Sjrtk)] hence Sjrtk is EKR. By Theorem 5.4.1(h), if k > 3 then Sjrjk is 
strictly EKR. Now consider k = 2. If <Sjr2  is not strictly EKR then, by Theorem 5.4.1(h) 
and Corollary 5.2.2(h), |0^(1)| > 3; the converse holds by Proposition 5.2.3 with 
/  =  1. □
5.5 Proof of Theorem 5.1.3
We now give a simple proof of Theorem 1.4.2 and prove the stronger Theorem 5.1.3. 
Thus, in the following, F  is taken to be r-uniform. Our first simple observation is that
/*  e  L (F ) 4$ ( /* ,  1) €  L (S fjc )  (5.7)
since for all /  e  U(F), V ~ '\F { f) \  =  fcr- 1 | r ( S ^ ( ( / ,  1)))| =  |S * fc((/, 1))|.
For A  C Sjrk, let 0 9(^4) :=  {0J!(j4): A  G A}. Suppose T  =  { F }  and A  is 
intersecting. If A  G A  and q £ [k — 1] then Ok{A) £ A  as 0k(A) fl A = 0. So 
A 1Q1(A),...1Qk~1{A) are k disjoint copies of the same intersecting family, and hence 
k\A\ < =  kr. Therefore
A  C Sp,k intersecting =>■ \A\ < fcr-1, (5.8)
which proves Theorem 1.4.1(i) since \Sptk((fi 1))| =  kr~l .
Proof o f Theorem  1.4.2. Let T  be EKR, and let A  C Sjrk be intersecting. Clearly,
r(^) is intersecting. Thus, for /* G L(F), |r(^ 4)| < \F(f*)\. For any F  G T(^ 4), let
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A f := A n S F)k. By (5.8), |.Af| < kr 1. Thus, for any b G [/c],
l-4| = E  \Ar\Z*r~1\WA)\Zr~l\F(r)\ = \SF*(W,b))\, (5-9)
F€T(A)
and hence result. □
P roof of Theorem  5.1.3. We continue on the proof of Theorem 1.4.2, and we now 
consider equality in (5.9). So T(^4) =  F (f*)  and for all F  G r(.4), | . 4 f |  =  kr~l . Thus, 
by (5.8),
for all F  G T(^4), A F G ex(<SF,fc)- (5.10)
Case 1: k >  3. Let F* G T(^4). By (5.10) and Theorem 1.4.1(ii), A F =  
SF,k({a*, b*)) for some (a*,b*) G F* x [k]. By Lemma 5.4.2, A  C SF)k((a*,b*)). So 
SFik is strictly EKR.
Case 2: k =  2 and for all f  G L(F), \0F{f)\ < 2. Let X  :=  n Fer(.A)F • By (5-10) 
and Theorem 5.2.1, |X | > 1. Let / '  G X ; so T{A) C F(f'). Since \T(A)\ = \F{f*)\ 
and /* G L(F), T(A) = F { f )  and / '  G L(F). So |0 F (/')I <  2. Since A  G ex(S^( n 2 ) 
(by (5.10)), it follows by Corollary 5.2.2(h) that A  is a star of «SF,2 - So 6 ^ , 2  is strictly 
EKR.
Case 3: k — 2 and |0 F ( /) | >  3 for some f  G L(F). By (5.7), ( /, 1) G L{SF^)- 
Thus, by Proposition 5.2.3, «SF , 2  is not strictly EKR. □
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Chapter 6 
Non-centred intersecting families of 
signed sets
6.1 Introduction
For r G [n], let Sn>rtk ■= fc- The main objective of this chapter is to establish a 
characterisation of the extremal non-centred intersecting sub-families of <Sn)r)fc.
In Section 1.6, we alluded to the fact that in [38], Theorem 1.6.1 was used as a 
stepping stone to Theorem 1 .2 .2 . Similarly, in Section 6 .2 , we prove the following 
signed sets analogue of Theorem 1.6.1 in order to arrive at our main result.
Theorem  6 .1.1 I f  A \ and A 2 are non-empty cross-intersecting sub-families of S n>rfk 
then \Ai \ +  l ^ l  < |{-4 £ Sn,r,k• A  H ([r] x [1]) ^  0}| +  1. Unless r = n and k = 2, 
equality holds iff either A i = A 2 =  {^ 4 G <Sn,2 ,fc: (1,1) € 4^} or Ai =  {^4*} and 
A $ -i =  {A  G <Sn,T-,fc: A n  A* 0} for some i G [2] and A* G <Sn,r,fc*
For 2 <  r < n, let Mn^k '■= {A  G Sn,ry .  (1,1) G A, A  fl Ni ^  0} U {Ni, ...,iVfc_ 1 } 
where
J [2 , r  +  i] x [1 ] if r < n ;
|  { (M  +  l)} U ([2 ,n ]x [ l] )  if r  =  re,
Note that if r < n then Ni = [2, r+ 1 ]  x [1], i =  1 , ..., k —1, and hence Afn,r,k is the ’Hilton- 
Milner-type’ family {A  G <Sn,r,fc: (1 ,1 ) G ; 4 , i 4 n ( [ 2 , r  +  l] x [1]) ^  0 } U { [2 ,r  +  l] x [1]}.
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For 3 < r < n, let Tn^k  be the triangle family {A  G S n,r,k'- |A  fl ([3] x [1])| > 2}.
In Section 6.3, using Theorem 6.1.1, we prove our desired ’Hilton-Milner-type’ ex­
tension of Theorem 1.4.3.
Theorem  6.1.2 I f  A  is a non-centred intersecting sub-family of Snir,k then \A\ < 
\Afn,r,k\- Unless r = n  and k  =  2, equality holds iff A  = Afn,r,k or A  = Tn>3tk or
A  =  % )4)fc.
In Section 6.4, we give two proofs of the fact that there exists an integer ko(F) such 
that Conjecture 5.1.1 is true if k > ko(T). The first proof is a direct proof based on an 
argument that Erdos, Ko and Rado used for proving Theorem 1.2.4, and the second 
proof is based on Theorem 6.1.2 with r = n. Comparing the two proofs, we see that 
the latter yields a much better value of k0(T).
Before starting the proofs, we point out to the reader that we will be making use 
of the notation in Section 2 .1 , especially in Section 6.3.
6.2 Non-empty cross-intersecting families of signed 
sets
This section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 6.1.1, which, like the proof of Theo­
rem 6.1.2, will be based on the compression A a>b as defined in Section 5.4 (and hence 
not as defined in Section 2.2).
Lemma 6.2.1 Let A \ and A 2 be non-empty cross-intersecting sub-families of S n^k ,  
where (2,k)  ^  (n,2). Suppose Ai ^  A a,b(Ai) =  A afb(A2) =  S n,2,k((c, d)) for some 
i G [2] and (c, d) G [n] x [k\. Then A \  =  A 2 =  <Sn,2 ,fc((a, b)).
Proof. We may assume that i =  1. So there exists A\ G *4.i\Aa)*,(,4i) such that 
8a,b{J4i) £  &a,b(Ai)\Ai; let A[ := Thus, for some (ai,6 i) G ([n]\{a}) x [k],
Ai =  {(a, 6), (ai,6i)} and (c, d) G A\ =  {(a, 1), (a i, 6 1 )} . If (c, d) =  (ai,&i) then 
A\ G «Sn)2)fc((c, d)), and hence A\ G A a>b(Ai), a contradiction. So (c, d) =  (a, 1) 
and hence, by the assumptions of the lemma, A a)&(.Ai) =  A a,&(.4.2) =  «S„)2)fc((a, 1)).
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Note that this implies that |A fl {(a, 1), (a, b)}\ =  1 for all A  G A \  U A 2. If there 
exists A 2 £ A 2 such that (a, 1) £ A 2, then, since A iC \A 2 ^ $  (as A \ , A 2 are cross- 
intersecting), A 2 can only be A\. Together with Aa){,(^42) =  S n,2,k{{a, 1))> this implies 
that A 2 contains B  := «S„)2)fc((a,6))\{.4i}. Given that (2, &;) ^  (n, 2) (i.e. k >  3 if 
n  =  2), for any A  G 2 ,*((<*> 1)) there exists B  G B  such that A  n  B  =  0. By the 
above, it follows that A i = «S„j2|fc((a, b)), which in turn forces A 2 to be «Snj2)fc((a, 6)). □
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  6.1.1. The result is trivial for r = 1. If r  =  n  and k  =  2 
then the result follows from the fact that for any A  := {(ai, k \ ) , ..., (an, kn)} £ <Sn,n,2 > 
the unique set in <Snjn)2 that does not intersect A  is {(«i, 3 — Aq),..., (an, 3 — kn)}. We 
will therefore assume that r  >  2 and (r, n) (n, 2).
Let C := A[ U A!2 C S n+i>r+i,k, where A!x := {A\ U {(n 4- 1,1)}: A\ G .Ai} and 
A!2 := {A2 U {(n +  1,2)}: A 2 G A 2}- So C is intersecting. Let
V  :=  A n>fc o ... o A n>2 o ... o A i )fc o ... o A i j2(C).
Let B \,B 2 C <S„)r,fc be given by B\ := {D \{ (n  +  1,1)}: (n +  1,1) £ D  £ V }  and 
B2 := {D \{ (n  -f-1,2)}: (n +  1,2) G D  £ V}.  By Corollary 5.3.2, we have
Di D D2 n  (([n -1- 1] x [1]) U {(n -1- 1,2)}) ^  0 for any £>1 , D2 G X>,
and hence
Bi fl B 2 fl ([n] x [1]) 7^  0 for any B\ G Bi and B 2 G B2. (6.1)
For each i G [2], let G .4, and 5* :=  {(a, 1): fl ({a} x [k]) ^  0}. It is easy to see
that B\  G B\ and B 2 G B2.
Let X  := [re] x [1], For each i e  [2], let B\q) := {B  <= B{ : \B n  X | =  q), X{ := 
[ B n X : B e  Bi}, X^q) := {.4 €  Xt : |A| =  q}. For each q €  [r], let £<«> := {,4 €  
(*): A n ([r] x [1]) ±  0} and wq := |5n_?,r_ , =  (";q)(k  -  1 )r-«. For each i € [2],
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(J o = i  B i 9  ^ 1S a partition for Bi by ( 6 .1 ) .  So we have
1-4, | +  1-4*1 = |C| =  |D| =  |B, | +  |B*I = £ (  |B?>| +  l ^ l )
q=  1
< £(l*i(,)l + l^WIK (6-2)
9 = 1
and
1 +  £  |£<«>K  =  |S„,r,t ([r] x  [1])| +  1. (6.3)
9 = 1
Let 1 <  p <  min{r, n/2}. If X ^  ^  0 and X ^  ^  0 then, by Theorem 1.6.1, we 
have \ X ^ \  +  \ X ^ \  < (”) — (n“p) +  1, and hence \ X ^ \  + \x!f>\ < \E^\ +  1 with 
equality only if p = r. Now, without loss of generality, suppose X ^  =  0. Then 
\Xf^\ +  \X®\ = \ X ^ \  < |{A G ( p ) : A f )  B  2 ^  0}| <  |£^ |»  where the first inequality 
follows by (6.1).
Therefore, we have just shown that
1 < p < min{r, n / 2 } => \ X ^ \  +  \x!jj^\ <  ^  ^  ^ ^  (6 .4 )
|£(p)| +  1 if p = r .
If r  <  n /2  then the upper bound in the theorem is immediate from (6.2), (6.3) 
and (6.4). So suppose r > n / 2 . Set w0 := 0, := X := X ^  := 0. Let
n — r < p < |n /2 j. Then,
n \  I (") if p >  n — r  +  1 ;
| £ ( n - p ) | =  J | £ ( p ) | = <  W  ’ ( 6 .5 )
I { ; ) - !  if p =  n  — r.
Also, since (r, n) (n , 2 ), an easy calculation yields
wp > wn—p with strict inequality if p < n / 2 . (6 .6 )
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By (6.1), for any A G X ^  and B  G X ^  v\  we cannot have A = X \ B \  hence
l ^ l  +  l ^ ’l < ( „ ! , , ) ■  (6.7)
Therefore,
r  [n /2jE ( I * i W I +  I * 2 ( , ) I K =  E ( ( I ^ ( ’ ’ ) I  +  I ^ 2 ( ! ’ > I K  +  ( I ^ i ( " _ p ) I +  I ^ ( " “ ! > ) I K - p )
q = n —r p —n —r
<  E  ( d ^ l  +  I ^ I K + W n "  ) - ( K <P)l +  i^ 2(p)|) )« 'n -p )  (by (6.7))
p—n —r  '  '  '  '
2  E  ( l f(P>lwP +  ( 2 ( „ ”  p)  -  lf(p)l) “ «-pj (by (6.4), (6.6))
t n J / 2
E
L n J/  /
p—n —r
. |£ (n p)\wn- p i i p > n  — r  +  1; ,
|£ « | i«p + <  P (by (6.5))
y  Q £ ( n  p )| +  l ) w n _ p i f  p  — n _ r  
r r
=  W r +  ^  \ S ^ \ w q — 1 +  \ £ ^ \ W q ( 6 - 8 )
q = n —r q = n —r
We know that if n  — r > 2  then (6.4) holds for p =  1, ...,n  — r  — 1. Together with 
(6.2), (6.3) and (6 .8 ) (recall that (6 .8 ) holds for p = n — r , ..., [n /2 j), this gives us the 
desired upper bound for |.Ai| 4 - \A21.
Now suppose the upper bound is attained. Then +  I'T^I =  |£ ^ l  — r if
n  — r >  2 (by (6 .4)), and the same holds by (6 .6) and (6 .8) if n — r <  1. For each 
i G [2], since (6.1) tells us that each set in X i  intersects each set in X h_i, it is clear that 
each single-element set in x [ ^  must be contained in the intersection of sets in X$ 
Assuming without loss of generality that | | > lA ^I, it follows by the equality
|A f |  +  \X®\ = r above that if X ^  = 0 then \ X ^ \  = r and hence X2 owns only the 
set BJ, and if instead X ^  ^  0 then X ^  = X ^  =  {a;} (a; G X )  and hence r =  2.
Suppose X2 = {B^}. Clearly, this implies B2 =  {B^} and hence A 2 = {A 3 }. So 
A i  C  S n^ k ( A l ) .  Since | A i |  -I- \A2\ =  |<Sn,r,jfe(H x  [1])| +  1, A \ =  S n ^ i A ^ ) .
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Suppose instead x } 1^ = X ^  — {#} (x  G X )  and r = 2. Then, by (6.1), B \,B 2 C 
S n ,2,k{x )-  Since l^il =  \Bi\ = l-^iI +  I'M  =  |^n,2 ,fc([2 ] x [1])| +  1 =  2|5„,2,fc(a;)|, we 
actually have B\ =  B2 = S n ,2,k {x )-  It follows by Lemma 6.2.1 that A \ — A 2 = 
Sn,2,k((a,b)) for some (a, b) G [n] x [&]. □
6.3 Non-centred intersecting families of signed sets
This section is dedicated to the proof of the main result of this chapter, i.e. Theo­
rem 6.1.2. We shall first provide a set of lemmas that ensure that in the proof we 
may work with a non-centred intersecting family A  C S n ,r ,k that is invariant under any 
compression A0)*,; this will become clear in the proof itself.
L em m a 6.3.1 Let a G [n], b G [2, k] and (r ,k ) ^  (n, 2). Suppose A  is a non-centred 
intersecting sub-family of <Sn>r)fc and A a)b(.A) is centred. Then |^4| <  \Nn,r,kl
P roo f. Since A  is non-centred and Aajb(^4) is centred, we have A  =  *A({(a, 1 ), (a, 6 )}), 
*4((a, l))](a ,6 )[ ^  0 and A](a, l)[((a, b)) ^  0. So A \  := A{(a, l))](a, b)[ and A 2 
A]{a, l)[((a, b)) are non-empty cross-intersecting sub-families of S([n]\{a}^k. Thus, by 
Theorem 6.1.1,
\ M  +  \ A 2 \ <  |< 5 n - l ,r - l ,f c ( [^  ~  1] x  [1 ] ) | +  1
<  ^ ( [r2i ni ) - fc^ 2 ,  r  +  ^  X  W ) l  +  1  =  W n ,r ,k \-
Since |^4| =  \A({a, 6 })| =  \A\\ +  \A2\, the result follows. □
Lem m a 6.3.2 Let a G [n], b G [2,k] and (r ,k ) ^  (n, 2). Suppose A  is an intersecting
sub-family of S n^k  and A  ±  Aa>6 (^4) =  Afn,r,k- Then A  = Afn>r,k-
P roof. We may assume without loss of generality that
Aa,6 (X) =  Ar  := «S„ir,fe((l,A;i))([2,min{r +  l,n}] x {fc2}) U {N[\ i G [fc]}, h , k 2 G [A;],
where N [ := [2 , 7*-+-1] x {k2} if r < n, and JV/ := { (l,i)}  U ([2, n] x {£2 }) if r  =  n. Let 
N  := [2, min{r +  1, n }] x {k2}.
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Since A a>b(A) ^  A, there exists A* E *4\Aa)6(.4) such that Af := 5a>b(A*) E 
A0)6(^4)\^4, and hence (a , 1) G A' G Af'. Suppose r  +  1 < a < n. Then, by defin­
ition of A/7, we must have (A '\(a , 1)) U (a, b) G Af' (i.e. A* G A/7), but this contradicts 
A* ^  A a)&(.4) =  Af .  So a < min{r +  1, n}.
Let Ao := >A\(.Ai U A 2), where A \  := ,A((1,1)) and A 2 A((l,b)) .  Let A[ 
^4((1,1)) and A!2 := ^ ((1 , b)).
Case I: r < n .
Consider first a =  1. By (a, 1) G A* G Af1 and the definition of A/7, we then have 
hi = 1; also, A = A\ U*42 U {A} and A* G A2. Suppose Ai ^  0. Then, A!x and A'2 are 
non-empty and cross-intersecting sub-families of «Sp,n]^  fc. By Theorem 6.1.1, we obtain 
\A\\ +  |.4'2| <  \{A C «Sn_i)r_i>fc: AD ([r -  1] x [1]) ^  0}| +  1, and hence \A\ < \Afn,r,k\’ 
which is a contradiction as \A\ =  |Aa>b(^4)| =  |Af'\ =  \Afn^ k\- So .4 ((1 ,1)) =  0, and 
hence A C Af" := 5n,r)fc((l, 6))(A) U {A} “  Af .  Since |.4| =  \Af'\, A = Af".
Now consider 2 < a < r +  1. Suppose k2 ^  1. Since (a, 1) G Af G A/7, we then get 
A' yf A, (1, k\) G A'nA*, |A*fl A | >  l./4'n A | > 0, and hence A* G A/7, a contradiction. 
So A;2 =  1. Let A ' := (iV\{(ct, 1)}) U {(a, 6)}. Since A0)b(^4) =  A/7, we clearly have 
A  C 5n)r)jt((l, &i)) U {M}, where M  G {A, A'} and M  E A.  Since A  is intersecting 
and \A\ =  |Aa>6(^ ) | =  \Afn,r,k\i A  = <Sn,r,fc(( 1, h ) ) (M )  U {M}. Since A  ^  Af', M  =  A '.
Case / / :  r = n. Since (r, A:) ^  (n, 2), k > 3.
Consider first a =  1. Suppose ki 1. Then, since (1,1) G A' G A/7, we must have 
A' = N[, and hence A* =  AJ, a contradiction to A* £ Aa)b(.A) =  AP. So k\ =  1. Thus, 
since A a>b(A) =  A/"', we clearly have Ao =  {A/: i G [fc]\{l,6 }}, .Ai U 
A iflA i =  {A}, I-AjI +  I ^ I  =  |«Sn_i>n_i>jb([n — 1] x [1 ])| +  1 . By Theorem 6.1.1, it follows 
that for some i G [2], A- = {A} and A'3_i = <Sp,n]^ fc(A). Since A  = Ao U A i  U A2, we 
thus have A  = {A  G «Sn>n,fc((l, b)): A  fl A  ±  0} U {A /: i E [k]} = Af' or A  = Af'’, since 
A  7  ^A a)b(A) = Af', the former holds.
If 2 < a < n  then, by the same argument for the corresponding sub-case 2 <  
a < r +  1 of Case I, A  =  [2,n] x [1] and A  = £„,„,*(( 1, fci))((A\{(a, 1)}) U {a, b}) U 
{A \{(a, 1)} U {(a, b), (1, i)} : i E [A;]} = A fc.
L em m a 6.3.3 Xe£ a G [n], 6 G [2, fc] and (3, A;) ^  (n, 2). Suppose A  is an intersecting
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sub-family of Snt3)k and A  ±  A0>6(,4) = Tn$tk. Then A  =  Tn^ k.
P roof. We may assume without loss of generality that
A a,b(A) =  T ' :=  { A  G <Sn,3,fc • \A n  T\ >  2 } ,
where T  := [3] x {k'} and kf € [k]. Since A  7  ^ A 0 j{,(*4), there exists A* G ,/4\Aa>&(.4) 
such that A' := 8a^{A*) G A a>b{A)\A. Since A' G T ', \A' fl T\ > 2 . Thus, since 
(a , 1) G i4', we have (a, 1) G T  because otherwise we get |A* fl T\ >  \Ar f )T \  = 2
contradicting A* £  Aa)&(.4) =  T '. So a G [3], k' =  1  and T ' =  T  := 7^* .. We may
assume that a — 1 .
Let A i  := -4 ((M )), -4'i := ^<(1,1)), A  := ^4((1,6)), A '2 := A((l,b)), Ao := 
^4\(^4i U  ^ 2 )- Let Z  := [2,3] x [1 ]. Since A i^ =  T , we clearly have 4^o =  {A G 
5ni3 )fc]{ (l,l) ,( l,6 )} [: Z  C  A}, ^  L U ' =  S (M )jfc(Z), *4'i H .4' =  {Z},  | ^ |  +  |.4 '| =  
|«S([2 ,ni) k(Z )| +  1. By Theorem 6.1.1, it follows that for some i G [2], A!{ = {Z}  and 
v4 .3 _j- =  <S^[2 ,n]^  k(Z). Since A  = Ao U  A i  U  A 2, we thus have A  = {A e  <Sn,3 ,fc: A  fl 
({(1 , b)} U  Z)  7  ^ 0} =  T  or A  = T .  Since A  7  ^A a>b(A) =  T , the former holds. □
Lem m a 6.3.4 Let a G [4], b G [2, k] and k > 3. Suppose A  is an intersecting sub­
family o fS 4,4,k and A  7  ^A a,b(A) =  % Ak. Then A  =  % Ak.
P roof. By the argument in the proof of Lemma 6.3.3, we may assume that a =  1 
and A 1 ){,(^ 4) =  T  := T4y4yk. Taking Z, Ao , A i, A!x, A 2 and A!2 to be as in the proof of 
Lemma 6.3.3, we now (similarly) have
Ao = {A  G <S4 j4ifc]{(l, 1), (1, &)}[: Z  C  A}, (6.9)
A[ U A!2 = S '  := S ^ y k(Z), (6.10)
A[ C\A!2 = {Z \J  {(4, k ') } : k' e  [A;]}. (6.11)
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For j  = 1,2, let j S f := {A' G <S': \ A n Z \ =  j }  and MS := {A\ G A ' : \A fl Z| =  j} , 
i =  1,2. By (6.10) and (6.11),
M i U M 2  =  !<S', (6 .1 2 )
M 'l =  2A '2 =  2 S'. (6.13)
Suppose M i ^  0 and M i ^  0. For each 2  G [2], let A[ G MS- Suppose that 
A[ f l A '2 fl Z  =  0. Then, for some i G [2], fci,fc2  E [2,k] and k',k'' G [k], we have 
i4J =  {(2,1), (3, ki), (4, k')} and A M  =  {(2, fc2), (3,1), (4, &")}; we may assume that 
z =  l. Since A  is intersecting, we have M i, iA^ cross-intersecting, and hence k ' =  
k". We have |[fc]\{A/}| >  2 as k > 3. Let k3,k 4 G [k]\{k'}, k3 ±  k4. By (13), 
A'z := {(2 ,1), (3, fci), (4, k3)} and A '4 := {(2 , k2), (3,1), (4, k4)} are in A[ U A 2. Since 
A 2 fl A’z =  0, we must have A 3 G A!2. Similarly, A 4 G A!x as A\  f l =  0. But this is 
a contradiction (to A  intersecting) because A '3 fl A '4 = 0. So A\ fl A 2 =  {z } for some 
z G Z, and hence, by the same argument, A" n A 2 = A 2 f l Ai =  {z}  for any A'{ G M i 
and A 2 G M 2- This gives us M i U M 2  C S '(z )> a contradiction to (6 .1 2 ).
Therefore, M i =  0 or M 2  =  0* Thus, since A  = Ao  U A \  U *42, it follows by (6.9), 
(6 .1 2 ) and (6.13) that A  = {A  G £ 4 ,4 ,*,: |A n  ({(1 , 6 )} UZ)\ > 2} = T  or A  =  T . Since 
A  ^  A a,b{A) =  T , the former holds. □
We now come to the proof of 6.1.2, in which we use the Hilton-Milner Theorem. 
As in Chapter 3, we use J\fn>r to denote the ’Hilton-Milner-type’ family ( ^ ) ( 1 )([2 , r +  
l])U {[2 ,r +  l]}.
P ro o f  o f T heo rem  6.1.2. The result is trivial for r = 2 because a 2-uniform non- 
centred intersecting family can only be of the form {{a, 6 }, {a,c}, {&, c}}. The case 
k =  2 and r = n  is also easy because for any A  := {(ai, fci),..., (an, kn)} G Sn,n,2 , the 
unique set in <Sn)Tl)2 that does not intersect A  is {(ui,3 — k \),..., (an,3 — fcn)}; hence 
an intersecting sub-family of <Sn,n, 2  can have size at most 2n~1 = |A/’n,n)2|. So we now 
assume that r  > 3 and (r, k) ^  (n, 2).
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Let Af := J\fn,r,k' We will assume that
|JV| < \A\. (6.14)
Let A* := An)fcO,..o An)2 o...o A i^ o . , . 0  A i)2(A). So \A*\ = \A\. By Lemma 5.3.1, A* is 
intersecting. By (6.14) and Lemma 6.3.1, A* is non-centred. By Lemmas 6.3.2 - 6.3.4, 
if A* = Af  or A* =  Tn^ k or A* =  %Ak then A  = A f  or A  = Tn^ k or A  = % fAik. We 
may therefore assume that A  — A*. Taking X  := [n] x [1 ], Corollary 5.3.2 gives us
A\ fl A2  fl X  ^  0 for any Ai, A2  € A. (6.15)
Define A <«> := {A  e  A: \ A n X \  = q} and A*$ :=  { A n X :  A  e  *4«}; define TV™ 
and N x  similarly. By (6.15), (X=i ■4^ is a partition for .4. Define wq as in the proof 
of Theorem 6.1.1. So
WI =  E l ^ (,)l =  E l ^ ? >K  (6.1.6)
q= 1 <7=1 <7=1 <7=1
By considering such partitions and summations, it is easy to check that | ^ , 3 ,A;| =  
l-A/Mfcl a i J 6  l^4 ,4 ,fc| =  1^ 4, k\- It remains to show that equality holds in (6.14) and that 
A  G {Afn,r,kj n^,3,fc, 4^,4,fc}.
Let A x  := Up=i A-P. Since A  is non-centred, it follows by (6.15) that
A x  is non-centred. (6.17)
An immediate implication of (6.15) and (6.17) is that
A ^) =  0  =  a 4 1). (6.18)
Consider 2 <  p <  m in{r,n/2}. If A P  is non-centred then, by Theorem 1.2.2, we 
have \AP\ < \Afn,P\, and hence \A P\ < \AfP\; note that if p = r then \Afn,p\ = I-A/^Ij 
and if p < r then \Afn#\ < W x \  unless p =  2 , A P  — ( ^ 2^ )  and either r = 3 or 
r  =  4 =  n. Now suppose A P  is centred and x  G A. By (6.17), there exists
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B  G A x  such that x £ B. Thus, by (6.15), Ap* C an(I hence |A ^ | < \AfP\
with equality only if p < r and A f  
Therefore, we have just shown that
<  \A fP l  p =  1 , ...,min{r, |n / 2J}; (6.19)
p <  min{r, n/2}, p < r, \A%]| =  \AfP\, A P  &Afp*
© •  (62°)
Case I: r < n/2  (so n > 6  as r > 3). Then, by (6.14), we have equalities in (6.19).
By (6.20), it follows that either A P  — A fP  or r  =  3 and A P  = ( 2 ) (T  G (*)).
Suppose A p  =  J ^ p -  Then A P  — (*)(x)(A *) for some set A* G (^^f^). Let 
B  := Sn,r,k{x)(A*) U {A*}. Clearly, for any C  G S njr>k\B  there exists A G Aip  such 
that A flC  =  0; thus, by (6.15), A C  B. Since B =  Af, it follows by (6.14) that A  = B.
Now suppose r = 3 and A P  =  ( 2 ) (T  G (*)). Let T ' := {A G Sn>z,k- |A flT | > 2}. 
Clearly, for any C  G S n,r,k\T' (i.e. \C fl T\ < 1) there exists A G Aip  such that 
A f lC  =  0; thus, by (6.15), A  C T7. Since |T '| =  |A/^ lj3 >fc|, it follows by (6.14) that 
A  = T .  So A  “  r n>3}k.
Case II: r > n/2. Suppose n =  r =  3. Then, by (6.17), (6.18) and A P  G {0, AT}, 
we clearly must have A P  =  ( ^ 2^ ) . By the argument in Case I, A  C T3j3yk- Since 
'13,3,k = Af3)3>k, it follows by (6.14) that A  = Af3j3,k-
We now consider n > 4. Let n — r < p < n/2. Note that since we are assuming 
(■r ,k ) A  (n, 2 ),
wp > wn- p with strict inequality if p <  n / 2 . (6 .2 1 )
By (6.15), for any A G A P  and B  G A p ~ P\  we cannot have A =  X \ B ; therefore
\ A f \  + \A<-rp)\ <  ( „  "  p)  =  K p)| +  \ M t P)\ (6.22)
(note that if p > n - r  then A fP  = ( p) ( ( l , l ) )  and Afp~p) = (n* p)( ( l , 1 )), and if 
p = n — r then A fP  = ( p)(( l, l)) \{X \([2 r +  1 ] x [1 ])} and Afp~p) = (n*p)( ( l , 1)) U
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=> p = 2, min{r, n — 1} =  3, A P  =  f  ^ J for some T  G
{[2r +  1] x [1]}). We have
|-4<”>| +  =  \A $ \w p +  \A % -p)\wn- p
< l ^ p)l” ’p +  ( f n " p)  -  IVjr’l K - p  (by (6.19), (6.21), (6.22))
=  \A f^ \w p +  W x ~ V)\u>n-P =  +  |V (n- p)|. (6.23)
Suppose n — r <  2. Then, by (6.16), (6.19) and (6.23), \A \ < |A/j with equality 
only if equality holds in (6.23). By (6.14), equality holds in (6.23) indeed. Note 
that we therefore have \Alx\ =  l-A^I by (6.21). By (6.20), either A^x — N x *  or 
m in{r,n  — 1} =  3 and A ^  =  (£) (T £ (*))• By the argument in Case I, it follows 
that A  = Af  or A  = 'Tn,T,k-> and the latter holds only if r — 3 or n = r =  4.
Finally, suppose n — r >  2 instead. By (6.16), (6.19) (for p = 1,2,..., n  — r — 1) and 
(6.23) (for p = n — r , ..., [n /2 j), \A\ < |jV| with equality iff equality holds in (6.19) for 
p =  1,2, ...,n  — r — 1 and in (6.23) for p = n  — r , ..., [n /2}. By (6.14), \A\ =  |Af\. Since 
we thus have equality in (6.19) for p = 2, it follows by (6.20) that either — N x*  
or r =  3 (note that n — 1 > 3 as n — r > 2  and r >  3) and A^x — (2) (^  £ CD)- As 
above, this yields A  =  Af  or A  = Tn^ )k. □
6.4 Conjecture 5.1.1 is true for k > H T )
Let T  be a family. It is trivial that if ol{T) — 1 then Sjr k is strictly EKR for all k. 
If afy7) =  2 , k > 2  and A  is a non-centred intersecting sub-family of S ^ jfc, then A  
can only be a triangle {A £ Sjr}k: |A fl {(ai, &i), (a2, fc2), (a3, fc3)}| =  2 } for some dis­
tinct « i,a 2 ,a 3  £ U(T), and hence the centred sub-family {{(«!, &i), (a', &')}: (a ',k ') £ 
({a2} x [k]) U ({^3 } x [&])} of Sjr f, is larger than A. This proves Conjecture 5.1.1 for 
families T  with ol{T) < 2 .
We now consider families T  with a { T ) >  3, and we give the two proofs, mentioned 
in Section 6, of the fact that there exists an integer ko(T) such that Conjecture 5.1.1 is 
true if k > ko^T). We then compare the two bounds that come out of the two proofs. 
The following is an ingredient common to both proofs.
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L em m a 6.4.1 Let n ,k  G N, k  >  3. Let bUj^  € N such that for all r G [n], the size 
of a largest non-centred intersecting sub-family of S[r]tk is not greater than bn>k. Let T  
be a family with a(E ) < n, and let A  be a non-centred intersecting sub-family of 
Then \A  fl Sx,k | <  &n,fc for all i G f .
P roo f. Let X  € T ,  and let A x  '•= AC\Sx,k• If A x  is non-centred then \Ax\ <  bn>k is a 
simple consequence of having a(E )  <  n. So suppose A x  is centred, i.e. | Hag-Ax
Case 1: | Hag.Ax =  ^  t 1^0 uni(lue member of Hag^x Since ^
is non-centred, there exists A* G A  such that (x,y) £ A*. Let A! := A* fl U(Sx,k), 
and choose A" G Sx,k such that (x, y) £ A" and Ar C A". Clearly, A x  U {A"} is a 
non-centred intersecting sub-family of Sx,k, and hence |.4x| <  bn>k — 1.
Case 2 : IHag-Ax^I -  2‘ Let 1 := HagAx and let (®i>3/i)>-»(®|/|i2/|/|) be the 
distinct elements of I. Since I  C A  for any A  G A x,  ®i, •••, x\i\ are distinct. If \I\ = \X\ 
then I  is the unique member of A x,  so suppose |/ | <  \X\. Let x* G X \{rri, ...,X|/|}. It 
is easy to see that, given that k > 3, we can choose two sets A i ,A 2 G Sx,k such that 
A i H I  = {x i ,y i} ,  A 2 n l  = {x2,y2} and A iC \A 2 =  {(x*,l)}. So A x ^  { A \ ,A 2} is a 
non-centred intersecting sub-family of Sx,k, and hence \Ax\ < bn^  — 2. □
We now give the first proof, borrowing some ideas from the proof of Theorem 1.2.4 
in [25].
T h eo rem  6.4.2 For a family T  with a(IF) >  3, l e t k o ^ )  := ([n/2j)(3w—3)n|.F |+ n + l-  
where n  := a{E). Then SjF,k is strictly EKR for all k > ko(T-).
P roo f. Let k > ko := ko(K), and let B  be a non-centred intersecting sub-family of 
<S[n],fc- We first show that there exists a set I  of size at most 3n — 3 such that \B n I \  > 2 
for any B  G B. If ^4 is 2-intersecting then we take I  to be a set in B. Now suppose 
A  is not 2-intersecting. Then there exist B i ,B 2 G B such that \B\ fl B 2\ =  1. Let 
b be the unique element of Bi D B 2. Since B is non-centred, there exists B$ G A  
such that b £ B 3. Let I  := B\ U B 2 U B 3. Since B  is intersecting, B  n  /  7  ^ 0 for all 
B  G B. Suppose there exists B* G B such that \B* fl I\ =  1. Since B\  ft B 2 =  {b} and 
B* fl Bi ^  0 for each i G [2], we must then have B* fl (B\ U B 2) =  {6}. Thus, by our
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supposition, B* n  I  =  {6 }. But then B* ft # 3  =  0, a contradiction. So \B D I\ > 2  for 
all B  G B. Now \I\ =  \Bi U B 21 -f- |F?3 | — |1 ? 3  n  (Bi U F?2 )|, and hence, by the above, 
\I\ =  (2n — 1) +  n  — ( |i ? 3  fl B\ \ +  \BS H B 2D <  3n — 3 as required.
Let J  be the smallest set such that I  C [n] x  J. So 1 <  | J\ <  3n — 3. For each 
i G [2, n], let := {B  € B: |i?n([n] x J ) | =  i}. So, by the above, (J”=2 is a partition 
for B. Let q be the quantity 2 IM  e  S[n],k '■ 1^ 4 fl ([n] x J ) | =  z}|. We therefore have
\B\ =  £  | a |  <  9 =  £  ( " )  (H l)‘(* -  I
i—2 i—2 '  '
< £  (") (3n -  3)*(fc -  ^  < (l«/2j)(3" - 3)n - 1)n-i
fc0( . F ) - n - l \  / ' l - ( f c - l ) n- 1'\ (fc- l)"-1 - !
Since n  := a (^ ')1 it follows by Lemma 6.4.1 with bnk = ((k — l)n~* — 1) j\J-\ that if A  
is a non-centred intersecting sub-family of Sjr k then \A\ <  (k  — I)" -1 — 1 and hence 
HI < kn 1. This concludes the proof because, since n := a(F') implies that there 
exists a set X  G T  of size n, the size of a largest star of Sjr k is at least as large as the 
size &n-1 of a star of Sx,k• D
We now give the second proof, which is based on Theorem 6.1.2 with r = n.
T heo rem  6.4.3 For a family T  with a (F )  >  3, let ko(J7) := ((j_(n""i)/2j) +  l-^l +  2 
where n  := a(J-). Then Is strictly EKR for all k >
P roo f. Let k > ko := ko^J7). Let A  be a non-centred intersecting sub-family of Sjr k. 
For any I g 5 ,  let A x  •'= A  H Sx,k•
By Lemma 6.4.1 with bUjk =  \Nn,n,k\ and Theorem 6.1.2 with r  =  n, we have
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\Ax\ <  |A/’n,n,fc| for all X  G J7. Therefore,
\a  -  ^ 2  \Ax\ <  Y 2  Wx\,\x\,k\ <  ^ 2
xe  T x s r  x e f
= (k" - 1 -  (k -  I f - ' + k -  1)\F\
= ((1 +  (k -  I))"’ 1 -  (k -  I )" "1 +  k -  1 ) |^ |
< { k ° -  2 )S  - kn
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 6.4.2, this concludes the proof. □
It is obviously clear that the value of koiJ7) in Theorem 6.4.3 is significantly better 
than the one in Theorem 6.4.2. As we have shown, this improvement is the result of 
removing a ‘non-delicate’ argument borrowed from [25] and applying Theorem 6.1.2 
instead.
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Chapter 7
t-intersecting families of signed sets 
and partial permutations
7.1 Introduction
A natural question that arises from Conjecture 5.1.1 is whether a similar statement for 
i-intersecting families of signed sets is true. Theorem 1.4.4 tells us that for k > t +  1, 
ex(<S[n])fc;t) contains trivial ^-intersecting families. Together with Conjecture 5.1.1, this 
seems to suggest that for any family T  and any k > t +  1, ex(Sjrk]t) contains trivial 
^-intersecting families. This is not true if t >  1. Indeed, consider (r — t+ l ) ( 2  +  ^ r )  < 
n < (r — t  +  l)( t  + 1), and let Q := {A € ( ^ ) : \A n  [i4- 2]| > t  + 1}. By Theorem 1.2.5 
(with m = 1), \g\ > |(W)[t]|. Let B := {A € 5[r|,(+1: \A n ([i + 2] x [1])| > t + 1}. 
By Theorem 1.4.4 (with n = r and m  =  0), \B\ =  |«S[r]>t_|_i[[i] x [1]]|. Taking A  to be 
the non-trivial ^-intersecting family {A G S ^  t+1: |A  fl ([t +  2] x [1])| >  t +  1}, we 
therefore get
1-41 -  % , ) , „ # ]  x [1]]| =  \Q\\B\ -  | ( [" ])  [t}\\B\ > 0,
which proves what we set out to show.
However, we suggest the following conjecture.
C o n jec tu re  7.1.1 For any t there exists ko{t) G N such that for any family T  with
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cK-T7) > t and any k > ko(t), the largest t-intersecting sub-families of k are trivial.
The example that we gave above simply proves that if t > 1 and ko(t) exists then 
ko(t) > t -f 1 . We are able to prove the following relaxation of the statement of the 
conjecture.
Theorem  7.1.2 For t <  r there exists k0(r,t) £ N such that for any family T  with
t < a (^ r) <  r and any k > ko{r,t), the largest t-intersecting sub-families of k are
trivial.
We in fact show that &o(r, t) can be taken to be (J) (t+j).
We next pose a similar problem for t-intersecting sub-families of <S£fc.
Conjecture 7.1.3 For any t there exists k ^ t )  € N such that for any family T  with 
a{F) > t and any k > k^ft), the largest t-intersecting sub-families of S ^ k are trivial.
This generalises Conjecture 1.5.3: take T  =  {[&]}, k  >  k^ft). We are able to prove the 
following analogue of Theorem 7.1.2.
Theorem  7.1.4 For t < r there exists t) £ N such that for any family T  with
t < (^{T) < r and any k > k^r^ t) , the largest t-intersecting sub-families of are
trivial.
The value we compute for k q ( r ,  t ) is (Q  (  ^  3r—2t+~l j )  (r4 ! _ i ) !  +  t  +  1. Theorem 1.5.4 is an 
immediate consequence of this result: take T  =  ( ^ ) ,  k  >  k % ( r , t ) .
We now proceed to the proofs of the two theorems above, employing the notation 
in Section 2.1 as we go along.
7.2 t-intersecting families of signed sets
We shall base the proof of Theorem 7.1.2 on the compression technique. We point 
out that this can be avoided using an argument similar to the one for Theorem 7.1.4; 
however, the compression technique enables us to obtain a neater proof and a better 
value for ko(r,t).
For (a, b) £ [n] x [2,&], let the compression A b e  as defined in Section 5.4.
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Lem m a 7.2.1 Let T  C  2 ^ , k > 3 and (a , b) E [n] x [2, A;]. Suppose A  is a non-trivial 
t-intersecting sub-family of Sjr k and A a)b(,/4) C Sjrk[Z] for some Z  E (M *^). Then
P roo f. Let Y  := {z: (z , l ) E Z  for some / E  [A:]}. Given that Aob(^4) C  «Sjr)fc[Z], 
.A C  and, since A. is non-trivial, there exists A 2 E A  such that \A2 f l  Z\ = t  — 1
and Z  C Ai := 8a^{A2). So (a, 1) E Z  and Z' := Z \{ ( a , 1)} C  A for all 4  E A  Let 
Y7 := Y \{a } .  Setting F  := {F \Y ': F  E .F[Y']} and A' := {A \Z ': A E A[Z']}, we 
then have A' C  S F>(a),k (as A  C  and Y  = Y 'U {a}) and |A | =  |A|. Since A  is a
non-trivial t-intersecting family and \Z'\ — t  — 1, Al is a non-trivial intersecting family.
For F' E F (a ) ,  let A!F, := A! DSp^k- Since A! is intersecting, A!F, is intersecting. 
Suppose A!f , ^  0. If AIf , is non-trivial then, Theorem 1.4.1 or Theorem 6 .1 .2 , \A!F,\ < 
£ |f '|-L  Suppose A!f , is trivial; so AlF, C  S F>tk((c, d)) for some (c, d) E F' x [A;]. Since A r 
is non-trivial, there exists A f E -4' such that (c, d) A'. Thus, since Al is intersecting, 
we actually have AlF, C  {A  E S Fftk((c, d )): A  f l  A f ^  0}, and hence we again get 
\A'f , | <  Aj| f '1-1.
We therefore have
w = ki= E i^ i < E *|F'hl = E fc|FM>
F'eF'(a) F'GF*{a) FeF[Y]
and the result follows since Y^FeF[Y) A^F*~* =  |^F,fc[^]|- D
P ro o f o f T heo rem  7.1.2. Let IF be a family with t < a ( F ) <  r. We may as­
sume that T  C  2 ^  for some n E N. Let A; > ko(r,t) := and let A* be a
non-trivial t-intersecting sub-family of Sjrik.
Let A  := A nik o ... o A n ,2  o ... o A ljfc o ... o A 1 j2 (A*). So A  C  Srje and \A\ =  |A*|.
Also, setting X  := [n] x [1 ], it follows by Corollary 5.3.2 that
\A fl B  fl X \ > t for any A , B e A .  (7.1)
Suppose A  is a trivial t-intersecting family, i.e. A  C <S^ fc[Y] for some Y  E (‘st ),
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S  £ Sf,k- By Lemma 7.2.1, we then have |*4*| < |5jr,fc[y]|, and hence we are done.
Now suppose A  is a non-trivial t-intersecting family. If \A' fl X\  =  t for some 
A' £ A  then, by (7.1), A' fl X  C A  for all A £ A ,  which contradicts A  non-trivial. 
So \A fl X \ > t  +  1  for all A £ A, and hence we obtain a crude bound for the size of 
A f := A n  Sp,k {F £ F )  as follows:
\AF\ <  I {A  e  S Fy .  |.4 n  (F  x [1])| >  t +  1}| < ( j 1^ 1 (7-2)
Let B  £ A. Since A  is t-intersecting (by (7.1)), each A £ A  must contain at least 
one of the sets in (^), and hence A  =  U ce(B) Choose € (f)  suc^ that
\A[C\\ < \A[C*}\ for all C £ (f ) . We then have
1-4 = 1 (J WH < E W°ll ^   ^CV^ II. (7.3)
c e (  f )  c e ( f )  V  !  W
Set Q := {F  £ F \  A[C*\ f)SF,k ^  0} and C :=  UG€a‘^ ?,fc[C'*]. Bringing all the 
pieces together, we get
ici = E*|GH * E*°M)*|GH_1 = E  0  ( / 1)*1®1"*-1
GeG GeG Ge G  '  '  '  '
> (:)e i ^ i (by (7.2»
'  '  GeG
> Q W C * ] |> | - 4 | ,  (by (7.3))
and hence \A*\ < \C\ < iSjr.fcP*]! as |.A*| =  \A\. □
7.3 t-intersecting families of partial permutations
The proof of Theorem 7.1.4 is based on ideas from the preceding section and ideas 
used by Erdos, Ko and Rado [25] for their result concerning t-intersecting sub-families 
of (^ ) . Unfortunately, the compression technique fails to work for intersecting sub­
families of S(n]k.
Let /(n, k ,t)  be the size of a largest non-trivial t-intersecting sub-family of
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and let Pj := { (m ): i G [7 ]}.
L em m a 7.3.1 F orc ,n ,t  G N , t < n ,  let k l(c ,n ,t)  :=  c ( f - ^ -7 + n + l .  Then 
for any k  >  &o(c,n,t);
l<Sf»]^[a]| >  cmax{/(n, fc, t), |<5f,) t.[Pi+i]|}.
P ro o f. The result is trivial if n  =  t, so we assume that n > t + 1 . Let k > fcj(c, n, t), and 
let .4 C k be a non-trivial t-intersecting family of size /(n, k, t). Choose Ai, A 2 G A  
such that \A\ fl A2 I < \A fl B\ for all A, J3 G A.
Suppose \A\ fl A 2I > t -f 1. Let (i* , j*) G [n] x [k] such that (i* , j*) G A\ fl 4^2- 
Let j '  G [k] such that (i, j ')  ^  A\ U A2 for all i G [n] (note that such a f  exists 
since k > k l(c ,n ,t)  > \A\ U A2|). Let A[ := (A i\{(i* , j*)}) U (i* ,j '). By choice of 
j ',  A[ G S[n]tk' Let A! := A U  A[. Since \A'X fl A2| < |Ai fl A2|, it follows by choice 
of A\  and A 2 that A[ ^  A , and hence \A'\ = \A\ +  1. Also by choice of A\ and A 2, 
we have \A fl B\ > t +  1 for all A ,B  G A,  which implies that A! is t-intersecting. 
Since A  C A! and A  is non-trivially t-intersecting, IPU'e-A'^! — 10,46.4-^1 <
A! is a non-trivial t-intersecting sub-family of «S^ k of size greater than |A|; but this 
contradicts \A\ =  l(n ,k ,t) .  We therefore conclude that |Ai fl A2| =  t. Thus, since A  
is non-trivially t-intersecting, there exists A3  G A  such that A\ fl A2  ^  A3 , and hence
|Ai n A2 n A3 I < t.
Let 7 := Ai U A2 U A3. Suppose there exists A* G A  such that |A* Dl\ <  t + 1. Since 
|Ai n A2 I =  t and |A* n Ai| >  t for each i G [2], we must then have A* fl (A\ U A2) =  
AiflA2. Thus, by our supposition, A*fl7 =  AifiA2. But then A*nA3 =  AinA2 nA3, 
which gives the contradiction that |A* fl A3| < t. Therefore
|A fl 7| >  t +  1 for all A G A. (7.4)
Now \I\ = |AiUA 2 | +  |A3 | - |A 3 n(A iU A 2)|. Since |AiUA2| =  2n - \A iC \A 2\ =  2 n —t 
and |A3 n(A1 UA2)| = lAafiAil + KAsnAaAAjI > t+Jt-IAaDAanAjI) > 2 t—(t—1) =
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t  +  1, it follows that
| J | <  (2n -  t) +  n -  (t +  1) =  3n -  2t -  1.
Taking J  to be the smallest set such that I  c[n] x  J , we then have
< | J | <  3n — 2£ — 1.
For each i G [t +  1, n], let Ai := {A e  A : \A D ([n] x J ) | =  z}. By (7.4), UiLt+i A
is a partition for A. Let x  := Y^=t+i IM  ^ ^[n]k: 1^ ^  (W x °0I =  01- We therefore
have
l (n ,k , t)  = \ A \ = £ \ A i\ < z  = E
i=t+l i=t+l '  % '  ' 71 ^
(3n  — 2t + l \ ( n \ . l ( k  — r i \ ,
< £ (  i 8> !
i=f+l v /  \  /  \  /
_  9  ^_L 1 \  -n I .
(n-i)/ 3 n - 2 4  +  l \  nl Y ' ( * _ „ ) ( '
"  U ^ J  ) ( n  -  t  -  1 ) !  ^  n)
k l (c, n, t) — n — 1 \  /1  — (k — n)n_* \  (k — n)n~* — 1
c /  V l - ( f c - n )
< 1 ^ (A; -  £)! ^ _  l^[n],fc[^]|
c \ ( k  — n)!
The result now follows since we also have |<S^ j fc[Pt+i]| < x. □
P ro o f o f T h eo rem  7.1.4. Let J- be a family with t < a(F) < r. Let &o((i)’n ’ )^ 
as in the statement of Lemma 7.3.1 with c =  Q .  Let
k > fcj(r,£) := m ax { /:J(^ ^  ,n ,t) :  n  G [r]}. (7.5)
Note that therefore k^r^ t)  = & o(Q ,r, t). Let A  be a non-trivial £-intersecting sub­
family of S ^ >k- So A  C «SJ.(>t) fc, and we may therefore assume that T  =
For any F  G T  and any family B C <S£.fc, set Bp := BC\Spk. For all F g 7 ,  choose
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F' G «S/Fn . We show that for all F e f ,  
Uh*
(7.6)
If A f  is non-trivially t-intersecting then this follows immediately from (7.5) and Lemma 
7.3.1. Now suppose A f  is a trivial t-intersecting family. Setting T  := fl.4 e.4 F 
we then have |T| > t. If \T\ > t +  1 then (7.6) again follows immediately from 
(7.5) and Lemma 7.3.1. It remains to consider |T| =  t. Since A  is a non-trivial t- 
intersecting family, there exists A\ G A  such that T  (JL A\ and hence \T f)A i\  <  t. Let 
D\ := Ai fl (F  x [k]). Let Fi be the subset of F  such that D\ G Spuk. Let E 2 be the 
subset of F  such that T  G Sp2k. Let F2 := E2\F i,  and let T' be the set in Sp2k given 
by V  :=  T  fl (F2 x [k]). If V  ^  0 and ( x \ ,y i) , ..., (x\T>\,y\T'\) are the distinct elements 
of T' then take D2 := {(%i,yi +  1 mod k): i G [IT"!]}; otherwise take D2 := 0. Let 
Fs := F \(F i  U F2). If F3 ^  0 then take D3 to be a set in Sp3 fc; otherwise take D 3  := 0. 
Now let A 2 := D\ U D2 U D3. Clearly, A 2 G S p k. Therefore A f  U {A 2} is a non-trivial 
t-intersecting sub-family of <S£fc because \ C\a'&af u{a2} -^\ =  1^ C j42| =  \T f) Di\ =  
\T fl Ai\ < t and for all A  G A f ,  \A2 n  A\ >  \Di fl A\ = \Ai fl A\ > t. By (7.5) and 
Lemma 7.3.1, it follows that Q |^ 4 f U {A2}\ < |«S^[F']|, and hence (7.6).
Now, as in the proof of Theorem 7.1.2, by choosing B  G A  and C* G ( f ) such that 
|*4[C]| <  |^4[C'*][ for all C  G (f ) , we get
Set Q := {F  G T :  A[C*} fl S p k ^  0} and C := (JG&g^G,k[(^ *]- Bringing all the
where the strict inequality and the last inequality follow by (7.6) and (7.7) respectively.
(7.7)
pieces together, we get
> id = y , 1^ 1 > E Qw £ (jV[c*ii >
Hence result. □
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Chapter 8 
The Erdos-Ko-Rado properties of set 
systems defined by double partitions
8.1 Introduction
A double partition P of a finite set V  is a partition of V  into large sets V{ ( 0  <  i < n) 
(the top partition), each partitioned into ki small sets Vh>- • • , Vi**- The family V(P) 
induced by P is the family of subsets of V  that intersect each large set in at most one of 
its small sets. Note that <S2 M,fc can be re-formulated as V(P) with ki =  k and \Vij\ = 1  
for all i G [n] and j  G [k\.
Here, we are interested in the EKR and strict EKR properties of V(P)(r) for different 
values of r, particularly for r  <  M(V(P))/2.
Let P be a double partition. Throughout the chapter, we shall assume that for 
0 < i < n, the small sets Vij are presented in non-increasing order of size: | | >  |Vi2 | >
• > \Viki\ > 1. Note that therefore m(V(P)) =  X)jL0 \Viai\ and a(V(P)) =  Yli=o l^il- 
The elements of each small set Vij are given some arbitrary ordering and denoted by 
Viji ,  • • • where = |Vij\.
The case V  = Vo,ko — I gives V(P) =  2V. The EKR properties for this particularly 
simple case are therefore given by the EKR Theorem and the Hilton-Milner Theorem 
(see Section 1.2).
The EKR problem for the case when the small sets are singletons has attracted
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much attention. Theorem 1.4.3 solves the problem completely for the case when, 
furthermore, the large sets are non-singleton sets of the same cardinality.
Theorem  8.1.1 (Theorem  1.4.3 rephrased) Let P be a double partition o f V  into 
n large sets each of cardinality k  >  2, where each small set is a singleton. Then, for 
each r  6 [n),
(i) V(P)<r> is EKR , and
(ii) strictly so unless k  = 2 and r = n  >  3.
Holroyd, Spencer and Talbot [40] extended Theorem 8 .1 .1 (i) as follows.
Theorem  8.1.2 (Holroyd, Spencer, Talbot [40]) Let P be a double partition o fV  
into n large sets each of cardinality at least 2, where each small set is a singleton. Then 
V(P)(r> is EKR for all r e  [n].
The case r  =  n is given by Theorem 1.4.1 (i), and it is easy to see that this special case
implies that V(P)a(v(p)) is EKR for any partition P.
For the case when all small sets are again singletons and at least one large set is 
also a singleton, Bey [4] and Holroyd, Spencer and Talbot [40] independently obtained 
the following generalisation of the EKR Theorem.
Theorem  8.1.3 (B ey [4], Holroyd, Spencer, Talbot [40]) Let P be a double par­
tition of V  into n large sets, where at least one large set is a singleton and each small 
set is a singleton. Then V (P )^  is EKR if r < n / 2 .
For r > n / 2, Bey [4] determined a list of families such that ex(V (P)^) must contain a 
member in the list.
A slightly stronger version of Theorem 3.1.4 of Holroyd and Talbot [41] and Theo­
rem 3.1.5 may be combined in the following statement for the case when the small sets
are not necessarily singletons but there are just two large sets.
Theorem  8.1.4 Let P be the double partition V  =  Vq U V\ with k\ >  1.
(i) I f  r < p(V(P))/2 then V(P)^ is EKR;
(ii) if  r < p(V(P))/2 then V (P )^  is strictly EKR;
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(in) if  r = /z(V(P))/2 and k0 =  1 then V (P )^  fails to be strictly EKR iff 3 < |Vo| < r 
and m(V(P)) =  <*(V(P)).
Note that if &o =  1 then we get Theorems 3.1.4 and 3.1.5. Only when n — 1, as in the 
result above, the problem immediately reduces to the one with k0 =  1; see [41]. We 
recall from Chapter 3 that for this "reduced” problem, the family (VoUVn, •••, VaUVi01} 
of maximal sets of V(P) is a sunflower.
The main contribution of the present chapter is to develop the method used in 
[41] to allow us to prove quite a general result concerning double partitions. Before 
proceeding, we note that there is a considerable difference between the case when there 
is a set V* that is not further partitioned (that is, V* is both a large and a small set, so 
ki =  1) and the case where this is not so. This requires the following modification of 
our notation.
Suppose that for some non-empty S  C [n] and for all i G S, ki = 1. Then replacing 
the large sets Vi, i G S, by the single large set [JieSVi does not alter V(P). Thus 
we adopt the following convention: The set Vo is the unique large set that is trivially 
partitioned (i.e., also a small set), and also the only large set that is allowed to be 
empty. We say that P is anchored if Vo ^  0, and unanchored if Vo =  0. A double 
partition that is given to be unanchored may, if convenient, be described by a top 
partition V  =  U£=i V% an(  ^ the empty Vo ignored.
The width of a double partition P is the number of non-trivially partitioned large 
sets.
Our main theorem concerns anchored double partitions and is as follows.
T heo rem  8.1.5 Let P be an anchored double partition of width n  >  0. Let 1 <  r <  
p(P )/2 . Then:
(i) V(P)W is EKR;
(ii) V(P)(r) fails to be strictly E K R  iff 2r =  /i(V(P)) =  a(V(P)), 3 <  |Vo| < r , n =  1.
Clearly, this result significantly generalises Theorems 8.1.3 and 8.1.4 (recall that Theo­
rem 8.1.4 follows immediately from the statement of Theorem 8.1.5 with n = 1). Unlike 
Theorems 8.1.1 and 8.1.2, this result in general does not hold for p(P) /2  < r < a(P);
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examples can be constructed easily, especially for anchored partitions of width 1  (see
[41])-
Removing the anchor condition from Theorem 8.1.5 seems to make the problem 
much harder. However, in the special case of an unanchored double partition of width 
3 where all the Vij have the same cardinality, we have the following result.
Theorem  8.1.6 Let P be an unanchored double partition of width 3 such that every 
small set is of size c. Then V (P )^  is strictly EKR for all r <  /z(V(P))/2 =  3c/2.
8.2 Crossing sets
Let y  :=  {X 0, X i , . . .  , X{\  be a family of disjoint non-empty finite sets, Y  IJ * = 0  
Xj := ( 0  <  i < /), y := |T |. A subset A  of Y  is a crossing set of y  if AC\Xi ^  0 for
i =  0,1,..., I. We denote by xy  the family of crossing sets of T; thus, for / +1  < m < y , 
x y (m) is the family of crossing m-sets of y .  We denote |XT ^ |  by (xq, . . .  ,xi)(m) or, 
where the X{ are clear from context, by y ( m ) .  These numbers mimic the behaviour of 
the binomial coefficients (^) in some respects; in particular, they have the following 
property.
Lemma 8.2.1 I f  I + 1 < m  < y/2 and m  < m! < y — m, then
y ( m ) <  y ( m ')
with equality if and only if m' =  y — m  and I = 0 .
Proof. For each A  G there are sets B  G xy ( m') that contain A  (since
every m'-subset of Y  containing A is also a crossing set). Moreover, any such set B  
has at most (™) subsets that belong to Counting in two ways the pairs (A , B )
with A G xy ( m\ B  G x3^m,\  we obtain
y ™ ( y - m ) < y W ( m \  (8 .1 )
Since ( ^ )  =  the inequality holds under the stated conditions and is strict
when m' < y — m.
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Now consider the case m! — y — m. If Z =  0 then y^m) =  (^J) =  Q0,) =  y ^ ;  
so assume I > 1 . We shall show that the inequality (8 .1 ) is strict by finding some 
B  G having an m-subset A  such that A £ xy (m\
There exists Xi G y  such that |X<| <  y/2. Let z := \Xi\. Choose B  G xy ( m‘') 
such that |B  fl Xi\ is as small as possible; that is, |B  fl X {\ = m ax{l,m ' — lY^X*]} =  
max{l, m! — y + z}. Then, since m  < y / 2, we conclude
|B fl (T \X j)| =  min{m! — 1 , y — z} >  min{m! — 1 , y / 2} > m.
Therefore, there exists A  C B  fl (Y \ X i ) with \A\ = m. Then A  £ xy ( rn\  as 
required. □
R em ark . We note that (8 .1 ) still holds if we replace xy (m) by any subset X i  of xy (m1 
and xy (m‘) by Af := {B  G xy (m‘^ : A  C B  for some A  G M } .  Thus, by Hall’s Marriage 
Theorem [36], there is an injection / :  —> xy (m') such that A  c  f (A )  for all
a  g xy {m).
Let / -f- 1 < r < y and v G Xo• We call a family x3^r)(v) a crossing r-star of y .  A 
family T  of crossing sets of y  is said to be strongly intersecting if A  fl B  fl X q ^  0 for 
any A ,B E .T .
We now prove an ‘EKR-type’ theorem for strongly intersecting families of cross­
ing sets. (The proof is actually the most technically complex part of proving Theo­
rem 8.1.5.)
T heorem  8 .2 . 2  Let y  := {Ao,. . .  , X q} be a family of disjoint non-empty sets and let
Y:= (jloX^ 2 <(l + 1< r < 1*1/2- Then:
(i) the crossing r-stars with centres in A 0  are extremal strongly intersecting sub-families
of xy V ;
(ii) these are the only extremal such families, unless 3 < |A0| <  r  =  |K | / 2  and q = 1.
P roof. Let T  be a strongly intersecting sub-family of xy ( r\  A  necessary condition 
for it to be extremal is that it be a maximal such family, and we may therefore assume 
this. Let Q := {A  n X 0: A  G fF}\ then by maximality, T  — {A  G xy ( A : A  fl X q G Q}.
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Thus, for any P  6  Q with |P | =  p and any crossing (r — p)-set Q of { X i,. . .  , X/}, 
we have P  U Q G T  so that
|{A  €  P : A  n  X 0 =  P}\ = (xu . . .  ,z 5)<r- ’,).
Similarly, let xy ^ { v )  be a crossing r-star with v € X 0 and let W := {ACiXq: A  € 
x3;(r)('«)}■ For any P  € W with |P | =  p we obtain
IM  e  y r)(« ): A  n  X 0  =  P} | =  {xu ■ ■ ■ ,x q) ^ K
We shall denote (aq,. . .  , xq) by x.
We thus have a weighted Erdos-Ko-Rado problem to solve concerning intersecting 
families of subsets of X q.
It is convenient to set w := xo and x  := y  — w. Observe that for any crossing r-set 
A  of y ,  we have s < \A fl X0| <  t , where s := m ax{l,r — x } and t  :=  min{r — q,w}. 
Thus, partitioning Q and H  by cardinality, and noting that \H ^ \  =  we need to
show that
Ig(p) |x (r-p) <  f W~ i ^  x(’' ' P) (8-2)
p= s p = s '
and that, if Q is non-centred, then the inequality is strict unless q — 1 and 3 < w < 
r = \Y\/2.
To establish (8.2), it is sufficient to show that:
1 . if either p = t = w or p <  w / 2 , then 
\g(p)\x(r-p) <
(that is, |5 (p)i <
2 . if w / 2  < p < min{t — l ,w } ,  then
Statement 1 follows easily since if p =  w then (“_J) =  1 and is either empty or 
consists of the single set X 0, and if p < w / 2  then \Q ^\ < (™~f) by the EKR Theorem.
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To prove Statement 2 , observe that the strong intersection condition implies that no 
set in Qb) can be the complement in X q of a set in g(w~p\  and hence \Q^\ -j- <
(p). Thus, for such a pair p,w  — p:
Since q < w — p < y /2  and w — p < p < y  — (w — p), the conditions of Lemma 8.2.1 
hold with I — q — 1 , m  =  r  — p, m! = r — (w — p). Since the EKR Theorem gives 
us \g(w~ri\ <  =  (^p1)) it follows that the maximum value of \Q ^\x /r~p'i -F
|^(w-p)|x (r-(«-p)) is obtained when \g ^ ~ p)\ =  (^p1) =  and \G{p)\ = (") -
(^p1) “  (p-i) =  \n ip)\’ an(* unless x^r_p  ^ =  this is the only way to achieve
the maximum. This already verifies (8.2) and hence part (i) of the theorem.
To prove part (ii) of the theorem, observe that (unless |X0| =  1, when the theorem 
is trivial) p < w/2  for at least one p G [s,i]. Thus, unless x (r - (™-p)) = x.(r~p\  we 
know that is a star, say with centre v. Then every other set of Q must intersect 
each element of Q(p\  and hence T  — xy ^ ( v ) .  So the only possibility for an extremal 
non-star occurs when:
(a) =  x(r~p) for every p G [s,t] with p < w/2 < w — p\
(b) there is no p < w / 2  with w — p > t.
By Lemma 8.2.1, (a) happens only if 2 r — w = x  (that is, r  =  |K |/2) and q = 1. Clearly 
we also require |Xo| >  3 in order to obtain a non-star for Q. Finally, (b) requires w <  r, 
and part (ii) is proved.
Finally, we note that if q =  1 and 3 < |X0| <  r  =  |K | / 2  then we may construct 
a non-star family A  of crossing r-sets such that |.4| =  |x3 ^ ( v)l (where v G Xo) as 
follows. Let B := {A  G xy^r\v):  A  D W  =  {v}}, C := { Y \ A :  A  G B}.  Then define
8.3 Double partitions and compressions
We shall now develop some further notation.
Let P be a double partition. Recall that, within each large set, the small sets are
W \ — |C/(W“P)| ) x (r_p) +  |^(u,-p)|x (r_(u;-p))
□
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ordered by size. The set Vq and the small sets Vn, 1 < i < n ,  are said to be the floor 
sets, while the remaining small sets V^ -, 1  <  i <  n, 2  < j  < ki, are said to be the upper 
sets. The union of the floor sets is said to be the floor and is denoted by F.
We now define the compressions that we will be used in the main proofs.
For i = 1, ...,n, j  =  2 define Sitj: V  -> V  by Si}j{vijp) := vilp (p =  l , . . . ,a y ), 
and Sij(v) := v otherwise. Thus, each maps an upper set to the corresponding floor 
set and leaves all other small sets unaffected.
Let A  E V(P). We may denote {Si,j(x): x  € A}  by 6itj(A)-, note that <^(^4) € V(P). 
Define the compression operation A o n  sub-families A  of V(P) by
:= { k j ( A) '■ A e A } u { A e A :  Sid(A) e A}.
The following lemma outlines the fundamental properties of A ij(A).
L em m a 8.3.1 Let A  be an intersecting sub-family o fV ( P). Then
(i) A y ( .A )  c  V(P).
(ii) =  M ,
(Hi) A itj(A) is intersecting,
(iv) if V' is a union of upper sets of V(P) such that (A fl B ) \V '  =£ 0 for all A ,B  E A,  
then (C  n  D )\(W  U Vy) ±  0 for all C , D e  A^ { A ) .
P roof, (i) and (ii) are straightforward, and (iii) follows from (iv) by setting V' = 0. 
We now prove (iv).
Let C, D E Aij(A). If C £ A, let A E A  such that 5ij(A) = C. If D E  A, 
let G := Sij(D) (note that in this case G € A); otherwise, let B  E A  such that 
8id(B) = D.
If at least one of C, D belongs to A, we may assume D E  A. If also C E  A  
then (C fl D)\(V' U Vif) D (C fl G)\V' (since G fl Vij = 0), and C, G E  A\ hence 
(C fl D)\(V' U Vi:j) £ Q . U C t A  then {C D D)\(V’ U Vj) D( ACI G)\V' ±  0.
If C, D £ A  then (A  fl B ) \V '  ^  0; moreover, C fl D =  8itj(A fl B)  and hence
(C nD )\(V 'U V 5J- )^ 0 -  D
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Lem m a 8.3.2 Let A* := A i )2  o ... o A i^  o ... o A n > 2  o ... o A n>kn(A), where A  is an 
intersecting subfamily o fV ( P). Then
(i) A* C  V(P).
(ii) |4*| =  |-4|,
(Hi) A* is an intersecting sub-family o fV ( P),
(iv) i f l B n F ^ 0  for any A ,B  E A*,
P roof. Each part follows by repeated application of the corresponding part of Lemma
8.3.1. □
Throughout the remainder of the chapter, we use .A* as in the statement of Lemma
8.3.2.
Let A  C  V (P )^  be an intersecting family. By (i) and (ii) of Lemma 8.3.1, if A  is 
non-centred and A i j (A)  is a star of largest size, then V (P )^  is not strictly EKR. Thus, 
in order to demonstrate the strict EKR property of V (P )^  by considering families that 
are obtained through compression operations, we must first show that a star of largest 
size cannot be obtained from a compression operation on a non-centred intersecting 
family. Now when P is anchored, then a star with centre in Vo certainly cannot be 
obtained through a compression operation Ay on any other sub-family of V(P)^r .^ 
Moreover, if x  E V0, y £ V0 and r <  /z(V(P)) then more sets of V (P )^  contain x  but 
not y than contain y but not x , and hence the stars with centres in Vo are precisely 
those of maximum size. Thus, for an anchored double partition, a star of largest size 
can never result from a compression operation on a non-centred intersecting family. 
However, for the more general case when the double partition may be unanchored, we 
require the following less trivial result, the proof of which also employs Lemma 3.3.3. 
(In the statement and proof of this lemma, we abbreviate V(P) to V.)
L em m a 8.3.3 Let P be a double partition, let r < fi(V)/2, and suppose that A  is an 
intersecting sub-family of such that A  Ai j (A)  = V ^ ( x )  := {A E : x  G A]  
for some x  G V  and some compression A i j .  Then \Vij\ =  |V i^| and A  = V ^ ( y )  := 
{A  G : y  G A}, where y G Vij and x  = Si,j(y) (G V^).
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P roof. Let A* G A \A i j ( A ) .  So 5{j(A*) G A ij(A ) .  Since A i,j(A) =  V ^(:r), x  G
5itj(A*). Since A* A ;j(.4) =  V^(re), x  £ A*. So x  G <5ij(A*)\A*. So re =  £ij(y) for
some y G A* O V^ j, j  >  1, and x  G Vn.
Let M  be any maximal set of V that contains A* U Vij, and let Am •— {A  G
A  n V<r>(y) : A c  M }.  Let N  := M \{ y }  and A'M := {A\{y}: A G Am } Q © ,  where 
r ' =  r  -  1  <  y(V ) / 2  -  1  <  |Af|/2 -  1 =  {\M\ -  l ) / 2  -  1 / 2  <  \N \/2 . Suppose A ' G A'M 
and B' £ A!M for some B' G Then A" := A' U {y} G Am, B"  := U {y} ^  A.,
and 5ij(B") £ A  since 5ij(B")nA"  =  0. So 5ij(B") G V(r)(re)\Aij(A), a contradiction. 
Therefore, if A' G then £ '  ^ A'M for all G Also, A*\{y} G A'M. By
Lemma 3.3.3, A!M — (£!)• Hence A m  =  { 4 g  V ^ (y ) : A  C M}.
Since 2r <  //(V), for any A  G V ^ \V ^ (y )  there exists B  G Am such that AC\B = 0. 
So A C y W ( y ) .  Since \V ^(x) \  >  |V ^(y )| (as \Va \ >  | ^ | )  and \A\ =  |Atfj-(>l)| =  
|V ^(rr)|, it follows that \A\ = |V ^(y )| =  |V ^(x ) |, and hence |Vy =  \Vu\. □
8.4 Proof of Theorem 8.1.5
Let P be anchored. In the proof that follows, we abbreviate V(P) to V.
If r  =  1  then there is nothing to prove, so we may assume r > 2  and thus fi{V) >  4. 
Moreover, |y | > 5 since V\ is non-trivially partitioned. Since a non-centred family of 
2-sets must be of size 3, it immediately follows that V is strictly 2-EKR. We therefore 
assume 3 < r <  fi(V)/2.
Now let A  be an intersecting sub-family of V ^  such that
\A'\ < \A\ for any intersecting family A! C V ^ . (8.3)
By Lemmas 8.3.2 and 8.3.3, we may assume that A  =  A *, and hence (by Lemma 8.3.2(iv)) 
that
A  n  B  D F  A  0 for any A, B  G A. (8.4)
Let re be a fixed element of V0, and let J  be the star of with centre x.
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We now develop a notation for partitioning sub-families of in accordance with 
their intersections with the upper sets.
Let U := { (L i) : 1 < i < n , 2  < j  < ki}; that is, U is the set of subscript pairs 
associated with the upper sets of P. By (8.4), each set of A  intersects at least one floor 
set and thus at most r  — 1 upper sets. This is true also of J .  Thus, let
U := { S C t / :  \S\ < r, (h , j i )  ±  fe , J 2 ) € S  implies i x ^  i2}
(note that 0 G U). Then a family 8  of elements of each intersecting at least one 
floor set is partitioned as follows: 8  =  Usew where 8 s is the sub-family of 8  whose 
sets intersect all the sets Kj, (i, j )  G S, and no other upper sets. For S  € U, let Fs 
denote the union of those floor sets that are not ‘under’ any of the upper sets of S : 
Fs = F \  U (ij)es Vi\. Then, for S  ^  0, a sub-family 8 s is a family of crossing r-sets in 
which Fs takes the role of X 0 and the upper sets take the role of the Xi  for i > 1  (see 
Section 8.2); moreover, for 8 s = .As, we have 8 s strongly intersecting by (8.4).
Therefore, by Theorem 8.2.2(i), |^4S| <  IJ^I for each S  G W\{0}. By the EKR 
Theorem, we also have I.A0 I < Thus |^4| <  \J \  (which proves (i)). By (8.3), 
|^ |  =  |*7|, and hence l ^ l  =  \ J s \  for each S  e U .
For any S  G If, if we can show that A s  = (V ^(u))s for some v G F, then it 
follows that A  C V ^(u), since for all A  G V ^]v[ there exists B  G (V ^(v))s such that 
AC\B  =  0, as every maximal set is of size > 2r. We have already noted (in Section 8.3) 
that |V ^(v)| is maximised only if v G Vo; hence, if we show that ^4s =  (V ^(v ))s  f°r 
some i / G f ,  then, by (8.3), A  = V ^ ( v )  where v G Vo.
If r < n(V)/2  or r  =  fj,(V)/2 < a (V ) / 2  = \F\/2 then by taking 5  =  0 and applying 
the Hilton-Milner Theorem we indeed obtain A s  = ( V ^ ^ s  for some v G F  (since 
\AS\ = |7s|)-
If r  =  /i(V)/2 =  a(V)/2  and n > 1  then we choose S  such that \S\ > 2 . By 
Theorem 8 .2 .2 , A s  = (V ^(u))s for some v G F.
It remains to consider the case n = 1 . Recall that we are assuming r  >  3. If 
\W\ <  3 or \W\ > r then we take S  =  { (l,j)} , j  > 1 , and again apply Theorem 8 .2 .2 .
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If 3 <  \w\ < r then the non-centred intersecting family ( ,J \{A  G J  \ A  f l  Vo =  
{ x } } )  U  {A  G V ^ :  A  f l  Vo =  V b \ { z } }  C  has size equal to 1*71. Thus the strict 
EKR property fails only in the cases stated in the theorem. □
8.5 Proof of Theorem 8.1.6
Recall that P is unanchored with n — 3, =  c (j =  1, ...,&*, % — 1,2,3) and Vo =  0.
For simplicity, we assume that fa < fa < fa. As in Section 8.3, Vn  U V2\ U V13 is the 
floor, denoted by F , and as in Section 8.4, we abbreviate V(P) to V.
Suppose 2 r  <  fi(P) (= a(P)) and A  is an intersecting sub-family of that is not 
a star. By Lemma 8.3.3, A* is not a star either. Thus, using Lemma 8 .3 .2 , we may 
assume that A  = A* and that A fl B  fl F  ^  0 for any A ,B  € A.
Let Di :=  {0 , . . . ,^ } , i =  1,2,3. For any (d i,d 2 ,d3) G D x x D2 x D3, let A dl,d2,d3 
be the sub-family of sets A  G A  such that A n  Vidi ^  0 for all i such that di 7  ^ 0, and 
A  fl Vj = 0 otherwise. So the families A dud2,d3 partition A. Let J  be the star of 
with centre vn i  and partition it similarly. Note that J  is a star of largest size.
By Lemma 8.3.2(iv), for any (di,d 2 ,d3), (d'^d^dg) G D\ x D2 x D 3 such that 
A dl,d2,d3 7  ^ 0 and A d>1}d'2)d>3 7  ^ 0, we must have d* = d\ =  1  for some i G [3]. We now 
consider two cases.
Case 1: {i G [3]: dj =  1} =  {z'} for some A dl,d2,d3 7  ^ 0. Then dv = 1  for any 
Adud2,d3 7  ^ 0- Thus, let Q be the double partition obtained from P by deleting the 
small sets Vi2, . . .  , Vi^; then A  is a subfamily of Q :=  V(Q). Now Q is an anchored 
partition of width 2 , and hence, by Theorem 8.1.5, Q ^  is strictly EKR. So \A\ <
\ W ( v i ' n ) \  <  \ J \ .
Case 2: |{i G [3]: di = 1 }| > 1  whenever A dl,d2,d3 7  ^ 0. So the non-empty classes 
can only be A w , A d 1 ,1 ,1 , A i ^ i ,  and A i)M3, di G D{ (i = 1,2,3).
Let Ao := ^ 1 ,1 , 1  U A ,i,i U A i)0,i U A iXo and, similarly, J 0 :=  U J 0 ,i,i U *7i(0)i U 
i7i,i,o- (These are the sub-families of A  and J  that consist of r-subsets of F ). By 
Theorem 1 .2 .1 , |^4o| <  \J0\.
Now, for d2 > 1, A\,d2,\ is a family of crossing r-sets for y  := {Vn  U V3 1 , Vd2},
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obeying the conditions of Theorem 8.2.2. Thus, for all d2 G [2, /c2], we have |.Ai,</2 ,i| < 
|xT (r)(vm )| =  |Ji,d2 )iU J i )d2)0|. Similarly, if d3 > 1 then \Aiti,d3\ <  | J\,\,dz U J i to,d3|- In 
particular, we note that if fc3  > k\ then IA i.i^I <  |«7ili>d3 U J i>o,d3| for ki + l  < d3 < fc3.
The remaining sub-families Adl,d2,ds need to be compared with sub-families of 
J  are {.4 1 ,1 , ,^ A /,i,i: 2  <  d < ki}. Our strategy is to show that |^4i,i,d| +  |A/,i,i| < 
|J i f0 td| +  |i7 i,i,d\ +  \ Ji,2,d\i d =  2 ,..., ki, from which the result clearly follows, since we 
shall have made comparisons linking all the sub-families of A  with sub-families of J , 
and at least one of these comparisons involves a strict inequality.
Let us fix d G [2 , &i] and define A ' := A\,\,d U A/,i,i- We now define two bijections,
: V3 1  —> Vn  and 52: Vu  —> V3d, as follows.
Si(v3ip) = vnp (p =  1 , — , c);
^ l d p )  =  vMp ( p = l , . . . , c ) .
For any X \  C V31, X 2 C Vu, we may denote {^(a:): x  G Xi} and {52 (:e): x  G 
X 2] by ^i(Xi) and S2(X 2) respectively. Now define an injective mapping 5: Ad, 1 ,1  —*
^VxiUV i^UVadj k y
6(A) = &!(/i n  V31) u  ( A n  v2l) u 52{An  Vld) (A e A d,M).
Define the compression A on A ' by
A(A') = A\,\,d U {£(-<4): A  G A / , 1 , 1 }  U {.<4 G A / , 1 , 1 : £ A \ ,1 ^}.
Now let B  := A(A'). Thus, B  =  # 1 ,1 ,</ U #d,i,i where #i,i,d =  Ai,i,d U (# \A ) and 
= B \B 1)hd.
Claim 8.5.1 (i) \B\ = \A\.
(ii) A n  B n  (Vn U V2 i) 7  ^ 0 /o r arzy A ,B  € B.
P roof, (i) is straightforward.
We now define / :  A' —> B  by f (A )  =  £(A) if A  G A / , 1 , 1  and A,i,d> and
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f ( A ) =  A  otherwise. So /  is a bijection. We prove (ii) by showing that
f_(A) fl f ( B )  n  (Vii U V2 1 ) 7  ^ 0 for any A ,B  G A!. (8.5)
We recall that, by Lemma 8.3.2(iv), A  fl B  fl F  7  ^ 0 for any A , B g A .  If A, B  G •Ai.i.d 
then (8.5) is immediate. If A G A \xd  and B  G Ad,1,1 then f (A )  fl f ( B )  fl V2 1  =  
A n B n V 2i 7  ^0, and hence (8.5). Suppose A, B  G Ad,i,i- Since t IO - B O ^ i  U V3 1 ) 7  ^ 0, 
if 6(A ),8 (B) £ -4i,i,d then (8.5) is straightforward. Suppose £(>!) G A \ ti td and 8(B) ^  
-4i,i,d. Since 8(A) O B  O V2 1  7  ^ 0, we have A  O 8(B) O V2 1  7  ^0, and hence (8.5). Finally, 
suppose 8(A ), 8(B) G A i titd- So A  O B  O V2 1  7  ^ 0 because A  O 8 (B) O V2 1  7  ^ 0; hence 
(8.5). □
By Theorem 8.2.2,
|5i,i,cf| < \Ji,o,d\ +  \Ji,i,d\- (8 .6 )
By Claim 8.5.1(ii), we have A  O B  O V i^ 7  ^ 0 for all A ,B  G Bd,i,i- By Theorem 8 .2 .2 ,
|#d,i,i| <  I J i,2,d\- If |#d,i,i| < 1^1,2 ,d\ then we are done.
Suppose \Bd,i,i\ = \J\,2,dV By Theorem 8 .2 .2 (ii), there exists v' G V2i such that
Bd,1,1 = fcd,i,i where K, := V ^(v '). Let C := {A G Bd,i,\: A  O V21 = v'}. C 7  ^ 0 since 
2r < n(G) =  3c. Let C G C. If there exists A G Bi,i,d such that v' £ A  then A n C  = 0, 
a contradiction. So Bitijd C )1 (d, and hence \B \^d\ <  =  l*7i,i,dl- Since 2r  <  3c,
we have |Ji,o,d| > 0, and hence a strict inequality in (8 .6 ). It follows that |.4| < \j \ - °
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Chapter 9 
An extension of the Erdos-Ko-Rado 
Theorem and multiple 
cross-intersecting families
9.1 Introduction
For the purpose of this chapter only, we define families A* and A! on a family i  C 2 ^  
as follows:
A* :=  {A  G A: A  D B  A  0 for all B  € A },
A! := A \A *  = {A  G A: A  fl B  = 0 for some B  E A}.
Here we first show that the elegant cycle method by which Katona [42] obtained 
a beautiful short proof of the EKR Theorem extends to a proof of the significant 
extension of the EKR Theorem that was revealed in Section 1 . 1  and that is stated 
formally as Theorem 9.2.2 below. We then demonstrate the usefulness and importance 
of Theorem 9.2.2 by showing that it yields a slight extension of Theorem 1.6.3 almost 
immediately.
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9.2 Results and proofs
If a is a cyclic ordering of the elements of a set X , and the elements of a subset A  of 
X  are consecutive in a, then we say that A meets a.
L em m a 9.2.1 Let r < n/2. Let a be a cyclic ordering of [n], and let B C C  := {B  G 
( ^ ) : B  meets a}. Then
m  +  - \B '\  <  r,
71/
and if  r < n /2  then equality holds iff either \B*\ =  r  and B' =  0 or B* =  0 and B' =  C.
P ro o f. Clearly there are n  r-subsets of [n] that meet a, i.e. |C| =  n. So the result 
is straightforward if B* =  0. Suppose B* ^  0. Let B* G B*, and let x \ , . . . ,x r be 
the consecutive points in a  such that B* =  {aq, ...,xr }. For i G [r], let C* be the 
r-set in C beginning with x{ in cr, and let C[ be the r-set in C ending with x { in 
a. Let V  := {C i,...,Cr} U {(^,...,(7 '} . Note that B* =  C\ — C'r and hence V  — 
{5*}U{C2, ...,Cr}U{CJ, ...jC '.j} . By the definitions of B* and B', we have B*UB' C V  
(because B* G B*) and, since r  < n /2 , Cj_x f  B* U B' for any j  G [2, r] such that 
Cj G B *. It follows that there are at least \B*\ — 1 sets in V\(B*  U B'), and hence 
\B'\ < \V\ -  \B*\ -  (\B*\ -  1) =  2r  -  2 \B*\. So
|F1 + I|B'| < |B*| + i|S'| < |B*| + 1(2r -  2|B*|) = r,
and it is immediate from this expression that if J  <  |  then equality holds throughout 
iff \B*\ =  r  and B' = 0. Hence result. □
T h eo rem  9.2.2 Let r < n /2  and A  C ( ^ ) .  Then
(;:!)■
and if  r < n /2  then equality holds iff either \A*\ = (”l j )  a,nd A ' = 0 or A* = 0 and 
A ’ = (W ).
P ro o f .  If A! = 0 then the result is trivial, so we consider A! ^  0. Let S  := (^ ) .  For a 
cyclic ordering a  of [n], a family T  C S  and a set E  G S, let Tv := {F  G F  meets cr}
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and
, 1 if E  meets a:
$(f7, E)  :=
0  otherwise.
Note that
M * )a U ( ^ )<T =  (A r)*U (A r)' and ( A ') .  C ( x r .  (9.1)
Let N  be the set of all (n — 1)! cyclic orderings of [n]. Note that any r-subset of [n] 
meets r!(n — r)! cyclic orderings of [n]. We therefore have
r!(rc — r)! H— 1*47|) =  r\(n — r)l + — r!(n — r)!
71 A *eA * n  A 'eA '
=  E  E
A -e A *  a e N  A 'eA ' a € N
=  e ( E  + £  E  * ( ^ 0 )
a-eN \A * e A *  A 'eA ' )
=  E  (lM *)-l +  jjlM 'W )
c rg N
-  E  ( i W ' l  +  ^ K ^ O 'l)  (by (9.1)) (9.2)
c r£ N
< ^ r  (by Lemma 9.2.1) (9.3)
a e N
= r(n  — 1 )!,
which yields the inequality in the theorem.
Now suppose r  <  n /2  and we have equality in the theorem. So we have equality in
(9.2) and (9.3). The former equality and (9.1) clearly give us
( A m)a = ( A ffy  and ( A %  = (Aay. (9.4)
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The equality in (9.3) and Lemma 9.2.1 give us that for any a  G IV, if (AA)' ^  0 then 
(A ay  = 8a (and (Aa)* = 0)- Thus, by (9.4),
for any a  G N ,  if (A ')a ^  0 then (^4')CT =  8 a. (9.5)
Let A  be any set in A f; recall that we are considering A! ^  0- Let B  be any set 
in ( ^ i4). We can choose ga,b € N  such that both A  and B  meet ga,b- Since 
A  G (A')aA B and B  G 8aAB, we have B  G (^4')cmiB by (9.5). So B  G A'. Therefore 
A '  =  8  by Lemma 3.3.3. Hence result. □
For convenience, we state our slightly extended version of Theorem 1.6.3 in full. 
Note that the slight improvement is given by parts (ii) and (iii) below.
T h eo rem  9.2.3 (E x tension  o f T h eo rem  1.6.3) I f r <  n/2,  k >  2, and A i, ..., Ak
are cross-intersecting sub-families of ( ^ )  then
* f  O  i f k < A
y  \Ai\ < i  KrJ j -  n
( * ( - ; )  i f k >
Suppose equality holds and A\ ^  0*
(i) if k < n /r  then A \ =  ( ^ )  and Ai =  0 for i =  2 ,..., k;
(ii) if k > n /r  then A \ =  ... =  Ak and |.Ai| =
(iii) if k =  n /r  >  2  then A i, ...,Ak are as in (i) or (ii).
P roof. Let A  := \Jl=lA -  Clearly A* — (J?=iA* an^ A! = U?=i Suppose 
Ai f) A'j ^  0, i 7^ j .  Let A  G A\ fl Aj. Then there exists Ai G A[ such that AC\Ai =  $, 
which is a contradiction because A  G Aj.  So A[ fl A j  =  0 for i ^  h  and hence 
|*4'| =  1*^ 51- Applying Theorem 9.2.2, we therefore get
k k k
^ iai = E i^ i+ E ia*i < k i + ^ * i < r )  + ( * - - ) w .  (9-6)
i—1 i= 1 i= 1 \  /  r
Suppose k < r). Then Yli=1 \ Ai\ < ("), and equality holds iff A* =  0 and A  =  A ' = 
(W). If A  G A i  and B  G (NrXj4) \ ^ i  then B  $ Ai, i = 2 ,. . ,  k, and hence B  G ([7)]) \A .
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Thus, if A  =  ( ^ )  then the conditions of Lemma 3.3.3 hold for A \ (recall that A i ^  0),
and therefore A \ =  A  =  (^ ) .  Hence (i).
Next, suppose k > Then, by (9.6) and Theorem 9.2.2,
and equality holds iff A\ =  ... =  A*k =  A* and |*4*| =  (”“J) =  |^4|. Hence (ii).
Finally, suppose k  =  J . Then, by (9.6), 1^1 ^  l^ 'l +  ^  (”)• Suppose
k > 2. Thus, since k — J , r  < Therefore, if *4* =  0 then .A is as in the case 
k < s , and, since |A '| +  ^|A*| < (”) implies |A*| +  J |A '| < it is immediate from
Theorem 9.2.2 that if A* ^  0 then A* is as in the case k > Hence (iii). □
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Chapter 10 
Erdos-Ko-Rado with monotonic 
non-decreasing separations
10.1 Introduction
For a monotonic non-decreasing (mnd) sequence of non-negative integers {d*}*^ (he. 
0 < d\ < d2  <  ...) and a set X  C N, we define
^ (M )ie n ) •= { { a i,- ,« r}  C N: r  G N ,ai+i > ai + dai1i =  l , . . . , r -  1}, 
^x({di}ieN) :=  V {{di}i€n) fl 2X.
If X  = [n] then we also write Vn({di}i^)-  For convenience and neatness of notation, we 
assume that is some fixed mnd sequence, and we drop the argument ’ ( { d j} ^ ) ’
from any of the notation for the families defined above unless we consider a different 
sequence.
In this chapter, we are concerned with the extremal intersecting sub-families of Vn^- 
Due to some fundamental differences, we will treat the case d\ > 0 separately from the 
complementary case d\ = 0 . One difference has to do with the extremal structures. 
Another difference is that, as we will show, the EKR property holds for all r  if di >  0, 
whereas it is not guaranteed to hold for d\ =  0 and a(Vn) /2  < r < a{Vn)/2. A simple 
example for the latter case is that if di =  0  for allz  € N and n / 2  < r < n  then Vn^ 
is non-centred, intersecting, and of course larger than the star of Vn^ with centre 1 ;
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other examples with 0  =  d\ < dn_i can be easily constructed.
For the case d\ > 0, we determine every single extremal structure and exactly when 
it arises (i.e. for which sequences it is extremal); the proof is self-contained.
For the case d\ =  0, we determine precisely the cases when Vn^ has the strict and 
non-strict EKR property for r  <  a(Vn) / 2. The proof is based on the EKR Theorem, 
the Hilton-Milner Theorem and Theorem 9.2.3. Although we do not give an extensive 
list of all the extremal structures for the non-strict EKR case, we give a characterisation 
in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions that their sets must satisfy.
The answer to the EKR problem for the case when di =  d for all i E [n — 1] is 
known. If d =  0  then Vn^ = ( ^ ) ,  and hence we know precisely what are the extremal 
intersecting sub-families of Vn^\ see Section 1 .2 .
Theorem  10.1.1 (Erdos, Ko, Rado [25], H ilton, M ilner [38]) Suppose 
di = 0 for all i E [n — 1]. Let A  be an extremal intersecting sub-family of Vn^ ■
( i ) I f r  < n / 2  (which is equal to a(Vn) / 2) then A  is a star ofVn
(ii) I f  r = n /2  then for any A  E Vn^ = ( ^ ) ,  exactly one of A  and [n]\A is in A.
(iii) I f  r > n / 2  then A  = { 7 ^ } .
Holroyd, Spencer and Talbot proved the EKR property for d > 0 , but they left the 
problem of determining the whole set of extremal structures open.
Theorem  10.1.2 (Holroyd, Spencer, Talbot [40]) I f  di = d > 0 for all i E  [n —
d — 1 ] then the star ofVn^ with centre 1  is an extremal intersecting sub-family o f V n \
To be able to state our main results, we need to develop some further notation and 
definitions. We point out to the reader that, for various purposes (such as statements, 
proofs, explanations) in this chapter, the notation in Section 2 . 1  will also be used, and 
heavily so for the proofs of the main results.
10.2 Further notation, definitions and main results
For a finite set A  C N, let
1(A) := min{a E A}, u(A) := max{a E A}.
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For i , r  G N, define Pi>r :=  {p i, . . . ,p r } G V  by p i :=  i and p j+1 :=  p j  +  dPj +  1,
j  =  1 , ...,r — 1 (if r  > 1). We need to define P*fo := 0.
For r  <  a (P n), let
fcnjr : =  m a x { r .  u(Pi>r) < n}.
For i > 2, let
Ei {a G [i -  1 ]: a +  d a > i}, e* := |P i | .
Clearly, since {di}t€N is mnd,
E% — [ i ,« — 1] for some j  G [i — 1].
For any 2 G Z : =  {0} U N U {—n: n G N}, let s z : P  —> 2N be defined by
s 2(-A) =  {q T  z cl G -d.}*
We will often use the fact that
A e V , /(A) > 2, a; G [/(A) -  1] => s_x(A) G P ,
which is again a consequence of {d*}i(EN being mnd.
We say that P[x,y\ is symmetric if V[x,y\ =  P[x,yi({d* =  d}i6N) for some d G NU {0}, 
otherwise we say that P[x,y] is asymmetric. Note that if a(P[x,y]) >  1 then V[x,y} is 
symmetric iff ey =  dx.
Suppose di =  d3  =  1, y G P 3 ,r =  S i ( P 2)T.) ,  r  >  2, and for
m := <
max{a G [p]: da =  1} if P y is asymmetric; 
y if Vy is symmetric,
m  =  2t +  1 for some t G N. Then we say that Vy * is £ppe /, and we say that A  C P yr  ^
is special iff A  =  {^4i, A q} U (Pyr^ ( l ) \{ P i , ..., B q}) for some q G [J], where
^ 1  : =  P $ ,r  — P s , t  U  P m + 2 ,r —ti  B t  : =  P \ , t  U  P m + l , r - t >
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and for all i G [t — 1] (if t  >  1),
^4i+i •— {2j : j  € [«]} U {2j  -f 1: j  G [i +  l,t}}  U Pm+2,r- t , Pi •= S-i(^i+i)-
Clearly, a special family as above is VyT\ y )  iff q = t and Vy is symmetric. Also note 
that
A  ( c  V ^ )  special; Vy asymmetric or A  A 'Pyr\ y )
=> 'Plr)W (v )  U {Pl,„ P 3 ,r} C A.  (10.1)
That a special family is intersecting is not difficult to check; however, for the sake of 
completeness, this is proved in Section 10.4 (Lemma 10.4.4).
If Vy is asymmetric, y  G Pk,r — Sfc-i(Pi,r), k  := kVtr, and k <  d\ +  1 then we say 
that Vy * is type II. Note that PfcjT. = sfc_1)r(P1)T.) implies Pi)7. =  ^(P*.^,.), i = 2,..., A; 
(if k > 1). An example of a type II family is P i?({^i }»gn) with d\ = d*2 = d \ = 2 and 
d% =  dl = d*6 = 3.
This brings us to our first and main result.
T heorem  1 0 .2 . 1  Suppose di > 0 and 2  < r <  a(Vn).
(i) I f Vn'* is type I  then ex(Pn^) =  {Pn^(l)} U {A  C V n *: A  special }.
(ii) IfVn^ is type II, or Vn is symmetric but Vn^ is not type I, then ex(Pn^) =  { V n \  1), 
A r\n ) } .
(iii) In any other case, ex(Pn^) =  {Pn^(l)}-
Clearly, this immediately yields the strict and non-strict EKR property for d\ > 0.
C oro llary  1 0 .2 . 2  I f  d\ > 0  and r < a(Vn) then Vn  ^ is EKR, and strictly so unless 
Vn  ^ is type I.
The following is our result for the complementary case d\ =  0.
T heo rem  10.2.3 Suppose d\ =  0 < dn- \  and r < a(Vn)/2. Let m  := min{z G 
[n]: di ^  0}. Let A  C V n .^
(i) I f  n  G Pi,2 r and m  =  2r — 1 then A  G ex(Vn^) iff
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(a) A]{2r -  1 ,2 r ,...,ra } [  =  ([2rr 2]) \ { [ 2r  -  2]\A: A  G A (2r -  l)(n)}, A ( 2r -  1 )(n) 
intersecting,
(b) A ®  n  (l2; - 21) =  -4(«) n  C t f )  6  ex((l2; - 2!)), i = 2r -  X, ...,n  -  1, and
(c) A(n) fl ({2rr: 2]) and A(2r  — l)(n) are cross-intersecting.
(ii) I f  n G P it2 r and r + 2 < m < 2 r  — 2 then A  G ex(T 'n^) iff for some j  G [m — 1] 
an d  C .A =  H o  U ( ^ r)( j ) \ { P i i2r \^4: A  G H 0} ) .
(iii) I f  n £ Pit2r or m  < r  + 1 then A  G ex (P n ^ ) iff A  =  V n \ j )  for some j  G [ m - 1 ] .
This result and Theorem 10.1.1 give a characterisation of the extremal structures for 
the case di =  0. It is easy to see that they yield the following.
C oro llary  10.2.4 I f  di = 0  and r <  a(Vn)/2 then Vn  ^ is EKR, and strictly so unless
n  G P\}2r and max{« G [2r — 1]: d, =  0} > r  +  1.
10.3 The key fact and the compression operation
An interesting key fact is that the ’forward’ mnd separations separations di induce 
’backward’ mnd separations e* with the following additional property.
P ro p o sitio n  10.3.1 For i > 2, e, <  e,+i <  e, +  1.
P roo f. If Ei — [i — 1] or Ei =  0 then e,+i <  e, +  1  trivially. Suppose E i ^ [ i  — 1] and
E{ 7  ^ 0. Then Ei =  1] f°r some j  G [2,« — 1 ]. So (j  — 1) + dj_i <  i, and hence
Ei+1 C EiU {i}. Therefore ei+1 <  e, +  1.
If Ei = 0 then et- < ei+i trivially. Suppose Ei ^  0. Then Ei = [j, i — 1 ] for some 
j  G [i — 1]. Since dj+ 1 >  dj, we thus have (j +  1) +  dJ+i >  j  +  dj +  1 >  i +  1. So 
[j +  l,i]  C Ei+1 , and hence \Ei\ < \Ei+i\. Therefore ei < e^+i. □
Using the above result, we can now prove the compression lemma for our problem. 
For p,q 6  N, let AP j(7 : 2V —> 2V be as defined in Section 2.2.
L em m a 10.3.2 Let A “ be an intersecting sub-family of V. Let p, q G N such that 
dp >  0  and dq >  0 . Let A  := A p>q(A*).
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(i) I f  p — q — 1 then A(q) and A]q[ are intersecting.
(ii) I f  p = q — 1 and ep < eq then A{q) U A]q[ is intersecting.
(iii) I f  p = q H- 1  and dv =  dq then A{q) and A]q[ are intersecting.
P roo f. By Proposition 2 .2 .l(i), A]q[ is intersecting.
Note that if p = q — 1  or p =  <7 -f 1  then, since dp > 0  and dq > 0 , P[{p, g}] =  0. 
Suppose p = q — 1. Let w := max{l, q — eq — 1}, and let P G V]w[(q). Then 
P  n[w,p] = 0, w = m ax{l,p  — eq}. If p  — eq > 1 then 1 < w < p — ep since ep < eq 
by Proposition 10.3.1. Since P fl [w,p] =  0, we thus have P D [max{l,p — ep},p] =  0, 
implying (P \{q})  U {p} G V. So V]w[ is (p, g)-compressed. By Proposition 2.2.1(iv), 
(i) follows.
Suppose p =  q — 1 and ep < eq. Let P  G P(^). Then P  fl [max{l, ^ — eq},p] =  0. 
Since q — eq =  p +  1 — e9  <  p — ep, we thus have P  fl [max{l,p — ep},p] =  0, implying 
(P \{q }) U {p} G P . So V  is (p, g)-compressed. By Proposition 2.2.1(iii), (ii) follows.
Suppose p =  q +  1 and dp =  dq. Let w := q +  dq +  1 , and let P  G P]w[(<7 )- 
Then P  fl [p,p +  dp] =  P  f)\p,w\  =  P  fl [p, w — 1] =  P  fl [g +  1, g +  dq] — 0, and 
hence (P \{ q }) U {p} G P . So P]il>[ is (p, g)-compressed. By Proposition 2.2.1(iv), (iii) 
follows. □
10.4 The case d\ >  0
Throughout this section, we assume that d\ > 0 and a(Pn) > 2. We set
n' := n — en — 1 .
Note that n' > 1  since a (P n) > 2 . So n' +  dn> < n, and hence
dn> ^  en.
Lemma 10.4.1 fcnr =  kn>,r- \ .
P roof. Let k := kUtr and k' := kn>>r- 1 . So u(Pkjr) < n < u(Pk+i,r) and u{Pk',r- i )  <  
n' < n(Pfc/+iir_1). Thus, since u(Pfc/ir_i) +  du(pfc, r l) +  l <  n ' +  dn/ +  l <  n ' +  en +  l  =  n,
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we have u(PkrjT) <  w, and hence k' <  k. Now,
— l) =  ^(Pfc,r) ^u(Ffc.r)  ^ — ^(Pfc,r) (&n (jl ^(Pfc,r))) 1  =  H ,
where the first inequality follows by n  — u(Pkjr) applications of Lemma 10.3.1. So
k < k'. Since k' < k, the result follows. □
L em m a 10.4.2 Suppose 1  <  q < a(Vy- i)  and either Vy is symmetric or Vyq>i is type
II. Then Si(A) G Vy1^ for any A  G V yq\ .
P roo f. If q =  1  or Vy is symmetric then the result is straightforward. So consider 
q > 2  and Vyq* type II. Setting k := kVfq, we then have y G Pk>q =  Sk-i(Pi,q) and 
k < di +  1. For each i G [di +  1], let piA < ... < p^q such that P^q =  {piti, ...,pi>q}. By 
definition of Pi>q, pitj = pU- i  +  d p . ^  +  1 for each j  =  [ 2 ,g]. Since Pk,q =  sk- i(P hq), 
Pk,j =  Pi,j +  k -  1 for each j  G [g]. Thus, for each j  G [2, g], pkJ_i + dPkj_1 +  1 =  pkj  = 
(p ij- i  +  dpij_x + 1 ) +  k - 1 , and hence dPk i _ 1 =  dPl i _ 1 + p ij_ i  +  fc -  1  - p kj - i  =  dPl ^ • 
Therefore, for each j  G [<7 — 1], dPA;i =  dPhj, and hence, for each i G [&], dPi j = dpi j (as 
dPl j <  dPi j <  dPk j =  dPl j ).
Now let A  G Pyq2i, and let <  ... <  aq < y — 1 such that A  =  {ai, ...,a9}. Let 
h G [g], and let A h := {aq_h+1, ...,aq}\ so \Ah\ =  h. Since y G Pk>q and k := ky,q, we 
have PkyMh =  {Pfc.q-ft+i, and pktq = y. Since aq < y -  1  =  pktq -  1  and {di}ieN
is mnd, it follows that aq - k + 1 <  Pfc,g-/i+i — 1. So aj < pk)j — 1 for all j  G [q]. It is 
straightforward that we also have p i j  < aj for all j  G [g]. So p i j  < aj < pkj  — 1 for all 
j  G [g]. Since we established that dPi j =  dPl j for any i G [&] and j  G [q — 1], the result 
follows. □
L em m a 10.4.3 Suppose V n is asymmetric, Vn{n) (=  TV) is symmetric and either 
Vn{l) (=  V[di+2,n}) is symmetric or d2 > d\. Then ct(Pn) <  3.
Proof. Since Vn is asymmetric, we have di < en, and hence d\ =  ... =  dp < dp + 1 for 
some p G [n'\. Since Pn> is symmetric, it follows that (p 4 - 1) + dp+1 > n!. Let pi < 
P2<P3< P4 such that PiA = {P1,P2,P3,P4}- S° Pi = 1» P2 = ^1  + 2, p3 = p2 + dp2 + 1, 
Pa = Ps + dp 3 + 1.
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Suppose p < d\ +  1 . Then p +  1 < p2, and hence p 3  >  (p -f 1 ) +  dp+i +  1 > m! +  1, 
p4 > (n' -f 1 ) +  dn >+ 1 +  1  > n 4-1. So m(Pi>4) >  n, and hence a(Vn) <  3.
Now suppose p > di +  2. So d2 =  di as cfo < d2  <  dp and di =  dp. Thus, by the 
conditions of the lemma, 7 ?[d!1 +2 ,n] is symmetric. Since d\ +  2  <  p and d\ = ... =  dp, 
ddi+ 2  =  ^ 1 - So ddl+2  < en, but this contradicts P[d1+2,n] symmetric. □
Lem m a 10.4.4 Let A  C Vy'* be a special family as defined in Section 10.2. Then A  
is intersecting.
P roof. We are required to show that for any q £ [£], the sets that do not intersect A q 
are members of { P i , ..., B q}. Recall that di =  1 for all i £ [m] (m =  2t -f- 1).
Consider first q = 1. So Aq = P3>r. Let B £ V y \ l )  such that B fl Aq = 0, and let 
S' := S\{1}. Since B D S 3 ,r = 0 and di =  1, /(S') > 4. So B" := S' U {2} € 7 ^ ,  as 
di = 1. Now, given that y € S3,r = Si(S2l,.), P2jt- is the unique set in ^  and hence, 
since B n P3,r = 0 implies n £ B", we have P" — P2>r. So B = (P2)r\{2}) U {1} = Pi, 
and hence A is intersecting.
Now consider q >  1. So A q = {2j :  j  £ [q -  1 ]} U ({2j  +  1 : j  £ [q,t] U Pm+2,r-t) = 
P2,q- 1 u  P2q+i,r-q+i- Now P2 q + l i r - q + 1  =  P 3 ,r\P 3 ,q-i. Since y £ P3jT. =  Si(P2,r ), we 
have y £ P2q+i,r- 9+i =  Si(P2 qir_q+i), and hence C P2qir- q+i is the unique set 
in P[2~y l^] ■ Note that C  fl A q — 0. Let D  be a set in Pp9l91+^ \{C f} such that 
D n  A q = 0. Then y £ D  (since y  £ A q) and 2q — 1  £ D (otherwise D  £ ip  
which leads to the contradiction that D — C). Now d2q =  1  and, since 2q +  1 £ A q, 
2q +  1 £ D. So E  := (D\{2q -  1}) U {2q} £ V $ ~ ^ J ,  and hence E  =  C. So 
P  =  (C \{ 2 <7 }) U {2g — 1}. Since P2,q- i  C Aq, Pi,q_i is the unique set in P 2 ql2^  that
does not intersect A q. Therefore Pi := Pi,q_i U C  and P 2  :=  Pi,9- i  U D  are the only
/r\
sets in Vy ’ that do not intersect A q. It is clear from the above that Pi =  Pg_i and 
F2 = Bq. Hence result. □
Lem m a 10.4.5 I fV y is symmetric orV y  ^ is a type I I  family then \ V y \ y ) \  = |Py^(l)|-
P roof. If r = 1  then the result is trivial, so we assume r  >  1  and prove the re­
sult by induction on r. If Vy is symmetric then the result follows immediately by
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symmetry, so suppose V y * is a type II family. Clearly, y > u(Pi,r). If y — u(P\,r) 
then VyT^ = {P\,r} =  'P y \] )  — P y \y ) -  We now assume that y > u(P ijr) and 
proceed by induction on y. Since V ^  is type II, we have y G = Skyir~i(Pi,r) 
and kyiT < d\ +  1 ; note that this implies y € Pky,r\{K ,r}  =  sky,r-i(Pi,r\{^})  and 
d\ +  2  =  l(Pijr\ { l } )  < l(Pky>r\ { k y,r}) <  (d\ +  1) +  dd 1+J +  1 <  ddl+2 +  {d\ +  2 ). Since 
Vy( 1 ) =  V[dl+2,y], it follows that either Vy{l) is symmetric or P y(l)(r_1) is isomorphic to 
a type II family in the obvious way. Also, it is fairly straightforward that either Vy]l[ (=  
V[2,y]) is symmetric or Vy] l[^  is isomorphic to a type II family in the obvious way. 
Therefore, by the inductive hypotheses, we get |'Py(l)^r_ 1 ^(y)l =  l^y(l)^r - 1 K^i +  2)| 
and |Py]l[M(j/)| =  So |V<% )\ = +  2)| +  l n ] l [ M(2)l =
|7>»T’^ (l)(di + 2 )| +  |P,jr*(l)]{2 , 3 , ...,d2 + 2 }[|, and hence the result follows if =  di- 
Since u(P\jT) < y G PfcVir, ky>r > 1. Thus, as we showed in the proof of Lemma 10.4.2, 
^ 2  =  di indeed. □
We now come to the proof of Theorem 1 0 .2 .1 . Recall from Section 1 0 . 2  that
S-X(A) G V  if A  G Vj 1{A) > 2 and x  G [1(A) — 1]; this tool will be used often in
the proof.
P ro o f  of T heo rem  1 0 .2 .1 . Let J  := V n \  1)- If Vn  ^ is type I and A* C Vn  ^ is 
special then trivially |.4*| =  \J\, and Lemma 10.4.4 tells us that *4* is intersecting. 
Lemma 10.4.5 tells us that \Vn\n)\  =  \J\ if either Vn is symmetric or Vn  ^ is type II. 
Thus, taking
A -  6  ex (P « ) , (1 0 .2 )
the result follows if we show that \A*\ =  \J\ and that \i A* ^  J  then one of the 
following holds:
- VrP is type I and A* is special;
- A* = V n \r i)  and either Vn is symmetric or Vn^ is type II.
Given that r <  a(Vn), we have Vn  ^ ^  0 and hence A* i=- 0.
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Suppose r = 2 and A* is centred. Then A* = V n \ i )  for some i G [n]. If e* < d\ 
then, since is mnd, we clearly must have i < d\, in which case n > i + di as
A* ^  0. So
|*4*| =  i — 1  — e* +  max{0 , n — (i -f di)}
i — 1  — ei if ei > d\, n < i +  d
=  n — i — di if ei < d\, n > i +  df,
rt — 1 — di — ei if e, >  d\, n > i +  di,
and hence |4*| <  n  — 1 — d\ — \J \  with equality iff either i =  1 or i =  n  and en = d\. 
Thus, by (1 0 .2 ), either A* = J  or 4.* =  V n \ n )  and Vn is symmetric.
Next, suppose r  =  2  and A* is non-centred. Then A* can only be of the form 
{{ai,a 2 } ,{n i,a 3 },{a 2 ,a 3}} (ax ^  « 2  7  ^ « 3  ^  «i), which implies {ai,a2,a3} G V n. If 
0 3  >  « 2  +  2 then \V n \a i) \  > h G [a2 ,a 3]}| >  4 > |*A*|, which contradicts
(10.2). So a 3  =  a 2  +  2 , and hence da2 < 1 . Since 1  <  d\ < da2, da2 = d\ =  1. So 
\J \  =  n  — 2 , and hence, since |*A*| =  3, n  <  5 by (10.2). Also, n  > a3 > a2 + 2 >  
(ai +  2) +  2 >  5. So n  = 5, and hence ai =  1, a2  =  3, a 3  =  5, di =  d3 = 1. Together 
with the above, this clearly settles the result for r = 2 .
We now consider r  > 3. Since n > w(-Pi>a(pn)) and r < a(Vn), n > u(P \fT). If 
n — it(Pi>r) then the result is trivial since we get A* = Vn'* =  so we assume
that n > u(P\tT) and proceed by induction on n.
Let A  := An_ijTl(^4*). Since A(n)  C A*(n), we have
A n_ i,n(A(n)) C  A*(n)\ (10.3)
and since A* is intersecting, the following holds:
A G *4]n[, A fl B = 0 for some B G A(n) =$■ n — 1 G A, (A) G A*. (10.4)
Note that Vn(n) = Vn>. Since we are considering 3 <r< a(Vn) and n > u(P\,r), we 
clearly have 2 < r -  1 < a{Vn>) and 3 <r< a(Vn- 1). So A(n) C V^,-1  ^^  0, J(n) =
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Vn' A]n[c Vnli  7  ^ 0, 7  ^ 0- Now, by Lemma 10.3.2(i), ^4(n)
and ^4]n[ are intersecting. So the inductive hypothesis yields |^4(n)| < \J(n)\  and 
|*4]n[| <  |»7]w[|, and hence |^4| <  \ J \ .  Since |^4| =  \A*\ and A* £ ex('Pn^), we obtain 
\A\ = \J \  and
J e e x ( V ^ ) .  (10.5)
So |.A(n)| =  \J(n)\, \A]n[\ =  |J"]n[|, and hence, since the inductive hypothesis gives us 
J ( n )  £ ex(Vn~1^ ) anc* 3 ln I€ ex(^n-i)> we Lave
A(n) e  e x ^ ' r 1*), (10.6)
■4]b [€ e x ^ j ) .  (10.7)
Thus, by the inductive hypothesis again, the following must hold:
.A(n) =  3{n)  or A{n) =  or A(n)  is special; (1 0 .8 )
A]n[ =  7^ ]n[ or *4]n[ =  V ^ \ ( n  — 1 ) or A]n[ is special. (10.9)
Suppose A(n) =  jT'(n). Then J { n  — 1) C An_i>n(^4(n)), and hence J ( n  — 1) C A* 
by (10.3). Suppose ,4*]l[(n) ^  0. Let A  £ .4*]l[(n) and B  := (s_i(.4\/(y4))) U {1}. 
Then B  £ J { n — 1 ), and hence B  £ A*. But A O B  = 0, contradicting A* intersecting. 
Next, suppose A*]l\\n[£ 0. Let C  £ ,4*]l[]n[ and D  := (s_i(A\(/(^4) U u(^4))) U {1}. 
So D  £ *4(n), and hence E  := D  U {n} £ A*. But C C\ E  = 0, contradicting A* 
intersecting. So .A*]l[|n[ =  0. Since we also established *4*]l[(n) =  0, .4*]1[ =  0. So 
A* C J .  By (1 0 .2 ), A* = J .
We now consider A(n)  ^  J (n ) .  Thus, by (10.8), A(n) — 'P ^- 1 ^(n') or A(n)  is 
special. We also keep in mind that A]n[ is as in (10.9).
Suppose fcn',r_i =  1. If A(n) is special then kn>>r- i  = 3, so A(n) = By
(10.6) and the inductive hypothesis, either Vn> is symmetric or is type II. So
M(^ fcn'>r-i.r-i) =  n'• Together with Av»/>r—i =  1, this gives us A(n)  =  {Pi>r_i} =  J (n ) ,
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a contradiction. So
kn'tr—i > 2. (10.10)
Thus, by Lemma 10.4.1,
kn,r > 2 . (1 0 .1 1 )
We will consider the case Vn symmetric separately from the case Vn asymmetric.
Case 1: Vn symmetric. So \Vn\n) \  =  \J\ ,  and hence V n \ n )  G ex(Pn^) by (10.5).
Now, in this case, we clearly have n G Pkn>r,r• By (1 0 .1 1 ), kUtr > 2 . The case kn>r = 2  
is trivial since then ViP = P n \ l ) ( n )  U {Pi,r ,P2tr} and either A* = V n \{ P 2 , r }  — J  
or A* =  P n \ { P l , r }  =  V n \ n ) .
Consider next kn>r =  3 and d\ =  1 . Since Vn is symmetric, n  =  2 r  +  1. Note 
that this is the unique case when Vn is symmetric and Vn  ^ is type I. Let A\ := Pzjr, 
A r+1 := P2,r and A i+1 := {2j :  j  G [«]} U {2j  +  1: j  G [i +  l,r]} , i = 1 , . . . , r  -  1. 
Let B r + 1 := {1} U Pz,r- i  and Bi :=  s_i(Ai+1), i =  l , . . . , r .  For each i G [r], let Si 
be the special family { A \ , ..., A{} U { J \ { B X, ..., £*}). Since |<Si| =  ... =  |<Sr | =  \J \ ,  it 
follows by (10.5) that «Si,...,5r G ex{Pn )^. For each i G [r +  1], |.4* fl {4i,i?i}| <  1 
as Ai fl Bi = 0. Since \A*\ =  | (by (1 0 .2 ), (10.5)) and V n \ j  =  -jyfi, ..., Ah-i}? we 
actually have |.A* fl {Ai, B i}| =  1 for all i G [r +  1 ]. Suppose A* ^  J .  Then A q G *4* 
for some q G [r +  1]; assume that q is the largest such integer. Suppose q >  1 and 
there exists p G [2 , q] such that Ap G A* and i4p-i £ A*\ then, since £?p_x fl A p =  0, we 
get the contradiction that |.4* fl {4p_1 ,B p_i}| =  0. So 4 P G A* for all p G [<?]. Since 
Ai f) Ar+i =  0, q < r. Therefore A* is the special family Sq.
Now suppose that either dx = 1 and fcn>r >  4 or di > 1  and kn>r > 3. Then, by 
Lemma 10.4.1, Vn~^  is not tyPe and hence A{n)  is not special. So A(n)  =  V n ~ l\ n')i 
and hence A x := Pkn, r_1>r- i  U {rc} G A*, A2 := (A i \ l (A x)) U { l (A x) — 1} G A* (we have 
l(A2) > 2  because, since l(Ai) = kn>^i  and kn r^ > 3, l (Ax) > 3 by Lemma 10.4.1). 
Let A' := A 2 ,i(*4*). By Lemma 10.3.2(iii), A!{1) and ^4']1[ are intersecting. By an 
argument similar to the one for A  above, A!{I) and *4']1[ must obey conditions similar
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to (1 0 .8 ) and (10.9); in particular, A '(n) must be P |^ ! 2n](di +  2 )  or nj(n) (note 
that, since Vn is symmetric, A'(n) cannot be isomorphic to a special family just like 
A(n) cannot be special). Suppose A '(l) =  P [^ !2n](di + 2 ). Taking A  := s_ i(A ), we 
then have A  := ( A \ 0 ( A )  A A V (A 3))}) U { l,d i +  2 }  G A*. If /(A )  =  d\ +  2 then 
A  n A4 — 0, otherwise Ai fl A  = 0; a contradiction. So A '(l) = P^ +^ njO1)* Since 
P n is symmetric, we can use an argument similar to the one we applied for the case 
A(n) = J (n )  to obtain A* = P n \n ) .
Case 2: P n asymmetric. Note that therefore en > 1. As we showed above, the following
are the cases that must be investigated.
Sub-case 2.1: A(n)  =  T>^ _ 1 ^(n/). Thus, by (10.6) and the inductive hypothesis,
either Vn> is symmetric or P^/-1  ^ is type II. So
n  £  Pkn, r_1,r-l =  Sfcn, r_1- l ( P l ,r - l ) ,  (10.12)
where fcn ' iT— 1 > 2  by (1 0 .1 0 ).
Suppose A]n[ is special but not Pn-i(n ~  *)• By definition, we have fcn_i>r — 3, 
di = 1 , u(Pz,r) =  7i — l, and hence u(Pi>r+i) = r*({l} U P3>r) =  n  — 1 . So u(Pi,r) =  
(n — 1) — en_i — 1 < n — en — 1 =  n', where the inequality follows by Proposition 10.3.1. 
Since fcn',r-i =  &n,r >  kn-i,r =  3 > d\ +  1 (where the first equality is given by 
Lemma 10.4.1), is not type II. So Vn> is symmetric with en> — d\ =  1. Suppose
u(Pi,r) < nr. Since P n/ is symmetric, we then get P2,r =  si(Pi,r ) and u(P2,r) < n'. So 
A  •= P 2 ,r-2 U{n/} G A(n). By (10.1), Pi,r G A]n[. Since A n P i )r =  0, (10-4) gives us 
n — 1  G Pi>r, which contradicts u(P3)r) =  n —1. So u(Pitr) =  n'. Since P3>r_i =  P i)T.\{ l}  
and A(n) — P ^ _1 ^(n'), we therefore have P3>r_i G A(n), and hence A  := P 3 )r_iU{n} G 
A*. Since P3>r =  £n-i,n (A ), we obtain P3>r G A* by (10.3). Now, since A]n[ is special, 
P$,r = «si(P2,r) and, by (10.1), A  • -  {1,n — 1} U (P2 ,r_ i\{ 2 }) G A)n[. So A  D A  = 0, 
and hence A  := £n,n-i(A) G A* by (10.4). But then P3>r fl A 4 = 0, a contradiction. 
We therefore conclude that A]n[ =  v/]n[ or A]n[ =  ~  !)•
Sub-sub-case 2.1.1: A]n[ = J]n[. Let A\  := (Pkn, r_1-i,r- i \ { n r — 1 }) U {n'}. Note 
that n '—l  G Pkn, r l_ iir_i by (10.12). Since A(n) =  Pn>~l\n ' ) ,  we thus have A\  G A(n).
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Suppose Av.r-i > 2- Then A 2 := (Pfcn,>r_1-2Ir-i\{&n',r-i -  2 } )  U { l,n  -  2 }  6  A]n[. By 
( 1 0 . 1 2 ) ,  we have Pkn, r l _ i jr_ i =  si(Pfcn, r_1_2 ,r - i) , and hence Ax f l  A 2 =  0. But then 
(1 0 .4 )  gives us n — 1 G A2 , a contradiction. So /c„')r_ i <  2. By ( 1 0 .1 0 ) ,  fcn',r -1 =  2 ,  
and hence u(P2<r- 1 ) =  n ' by ( 1 0 . 1 2 ) .  Thus, A3  :=  P2jr- \  G A(n) and, by ( 1 0 .1 2 ) ,  
n' — 1 =  u(P1(r_i). Suppose dn/_i < en. Then (n' —l) +  dn/_! 4 - 1  < n ' +  en — 1 =  n —2,  
and hence A4 := P i)r_iU{n—2 }  G V  (as n '—l = w(P1)r_!)). So A 4 G A]n[. Since ( 1 0 . 1 2 )  
implies A3  f l  A 4 =  0, ( 1 0 .4 )  gives us n  — 1 G A4, a contradiction. So 1 =  dn/ =  en. 
Thus, since u(P i)r_i) =  n ' — 1 and P2 ,r- i  =  Si(Pi,r-i) (by ( 1 0 . 1 2 ) ) ,  we have P\%r =  
Pi,r-iU {(n/ — l)4-en4-l} =  Pi,r-iU{n — 1}, P2iV =  P2)r_iU {n'4-en4-l} =  P 2 )r_iU{n}, 
and hence P2>r =  Si(Pijr_iU {n — 1}) =  si(Pi,r). So ViP is type II. Now u(Pi>r) =  n — 1 
implies A]n[ =  {Pi,r}- Since P 2,r- i  6  P ^ - 1 *(n') “  -4(n ) ^  ^ ( t i )  and P\,r ^ P 2,r-\ — 0, 
it follows by ( 1 0 . 4 )  that A*]n[ = 0 and A*]n'[(n) =  {(Pi,r\{rc — 1 } )  U {n}}. So 
A*]n'[(n) = Vn^n'Kn)  as u(P i)r\ { n - 1}) =  u(Pi,r_i) =  n' — l. Since A(n')(n — l)  =  0, 
we have A*(n')(n) — A(n')(n), and hence A*(nf)(n) =  V n \n ') (n ) .  Therefore A* = 
V%\n).
Sub-sub-case 2.1.2: A]n[ = P ^ ^ n —l). Suppose dn> < en. Then A\ Pkn, r_1>r_ iU  
{n — 1 }  G A]n[. Recall that A(n) = P ^ - 1 ^(n'). Thus, by ( 1 0 . 1 2 ) ,  A2  : =  Pkn, r_ ljr- 1 U 
{n} G A(n), and hence A2  G A*. Since Ai = 5n-i,n(A2), A\ G A* by ( 1 0 . 3 ) .  By 
( 1 0 . 1 0 ) ,  kn >i r - 1 — 1 >  1; so let A3  := Pkn, r l _ i >r_ i  U {n — 1 } .  We have A3  G A]n[, and 
A2  n  A3  =  0 since A2  =  si(A3) by ( 1 0 . 1 2 ) .  Hence A 4 := Sn,n-i(A3) G A* by ( 1 0 . 4 ) .  
But A\ fl A 4 =  A2  D A3  =  0, a contradiction. So dn> =  en, which implies en_i =  en.
Let A G A]n[. Since n  — 1 G A  and (n — 1) — en_i — 1  — n — en — 2 <  n ' — 1, 
we have in' £ A  and B  := A \{n  — 1} G P ^/Ip . Since Vn> is symmetric or P ^ -1  ^ is 
type II, Lemma 10.4.2 gives us Si(P) G . So C := (s i(B )\u (s i(B )))  U {n! ,n}  G 
V n \n ') (n ) .  Since Pn^(n')(n) =  A(n)  C A*(n), C G A*. Since A  fl C — 0, it follows 
by (10.4) that A £ A* and 5n)„_i(A) G A*]n'[(n). We have therefore shown that 
A]n[(n') =  0, A*]n[ = 0 and A*]n'[(n) = An)n_i(A]n[) =  An>n_i(P£?i(n  -  1)) =  
Pnr)]n'[(n). Since A]n[(n') — 0 implies A*(n')(n) =  A(n')(n), we have A*(n')(n) — 
V n\n '){n ) .  So A* = V n \n ) .
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We now need to show that Vn* is type II. Since en_i =  en and Vn is asymmetric, 
V n - 1 is asymmetric. Since A]n[ =  V ^li{n  — 1) G ex(7 ?^ 1), it follows by the inductive 
hypothesis that V ^l\  is type II, and hence kn- i <r < d\ + 1 . By the inductive hypothesis 
for A{n) =  V ^ ~ l\ n ' )  G ex(P^~^), either is type II or Vn> is symmetric. If
Vrf~l* is type II then, by definition, A:n/,r_i < dx + 1 . We now show that this inequality 
also holds if Vn> is symmetric.
So suppose we instead have Vn< symmetric and kn>,r- 1 >  dx +  1 . Then { l,n}  U 
Pkn, r_ ltr - i  £ 'Pn+l\  and hence r  <  a(Vn). If Vn(l) is symmetric or d2 > d\ 
then Lemma 10.4.3 gives us a(Vn) <  3, and hence r < 2 ; but we are now con­
sidering r > 3. So V n{l) is asymmetric and d2 =  dx. Let A! := A 2 ,i(*'4 *). By 
Lemma 10.3.2(iii), ^ ( l )  and «A']1[ are intersecting. The inductive hypothesis gives 
us |.4'<1)| <  |7>„<l><r- 1>(di +  2)1 =  |P jr>(l)(di +  2)1 and |.4']1[| <  |P„]l[(r)(2)| =  
| ^ r)( l) ]{ 2 ,3 ,..,d 2 +2}[| <  | ^ r)(l)]{2 ,3 ,...,d 1 +2}[|, and therefore \A'\ <  |7 # )(l)(di +  
2)| +  |T,ir)( l ) ] { 2 , 3 , +  2 }[j =  |’P,(,r*(l)|. Since |.A'| =  |«4| and A  6  ex(Vn^), it 
follows that |*4'(1)| =  \Vn(l)(r~l\ d i  +  2 )| and |^4']1[| =  |Pn]l[(r)(2)|. Since the in­
ductive hypothesis gives us P n( l) (r_1)(^i +  2) G ex(Pn( l) (r_1)), we therefore have 
.A'(l) G ex(Pn(l)(r_1)). Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, one of the following holds:
(a) ^4'(1) =  Vn(l){d\ +  2 )(r-1\  (b) 4^;(1) =  Vn(l){n)^T"'1\  (c) A!(l)  is isomorphic to 
a special family. Suppose (a) holds. Then Pd1+2>r_i G «A'{1), and hence Pi,r G 
So Pitr G A* as A'(I)  C A *; but this clearly contradicts A* = V n \ n )  and (1 0 .1 1 ). 
Suppose (c) holds. Since P n(l) is asymmetric, (1 0 .1 ) then gives us Pdi+2,r-i € ^4'(1); 
but, as we have just shown, this leads to a contradiction. Hence (b) holds. Since 
P ( l)  is asymmetric, it follows by the inductive hypothesis that P ^ l ) ^ -1) is isomor­
phic to a type II family, and hence, by definition of a type II family, we must have 
r — 1 =  o;(Pn(l)); but this clearly contradicts r < a(Vn).
Therefore, as we claimed earlier, kn^r^i < di + 1. So kn,r < d\ +  1  by Lemma 10.4.1. 
Now, since V%lx is type II, n - 1  G Pfcn_1>r,r =  Sfcn_i,r-i(Pi,r)- Since en- i  =  en, it follows 
that n' — 1  =  (n — 1 ) — en- i  -  1 G Pjtn_1>r)r- i =  Sfc„-i>r-i(P i,r-i)- Since either V „ ~l* is 
type II or Vn> is symmetric, m! G Pkn,tr_1>r- i  =  Therefore Pkn, r_vr-i =
Si(Pfcn_i,r)r- i)  and kn-i,r = kn\ r- i  — 1 . Since dn> = en, we have n' +  dnt +  1  =  n, and
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hence Pkntr,r = Pkn, r_!,r-i U {n} as n' =  u(Pkn, r_1 >r_i). Bringing together the relations 
we have just established, we get
p kn,r,r =  S l ( P f c n_ lir>r - l )  U {n} =  Si(Pfcn_l rir_i U {n -  1}) =  5i(Pfcn_ i >r,r)  
s l ( s fcn_ l , r - l ( P l , r ) )  Skn-i,r{Pl,r) ~  sknr r_1—l{Pl,r)'
Together with Lemma 10.4.1, this gives us Pfcnr)T. = Skn,r-i(Pi,r)- Since we also estab­
lished kHjr < d\ - f 1 and n  G Pkn,r,n Pn  ^ is type II.
Sub-case 2.2: A{n} special, A{n) ^  P n ' ^ i 71')- definition and (10.1), n ' G 
P3)f._i =  Si(p2,r-i) an<i Pi,r—1} Pj.r—i € A (n ) . Taking Qi := Pi>r-i  U {n} and Q3 := 
P3)i—i U {n}, we then have Q\,Qz  G A*(n) (as A(n)  C A*(n}).
Suppose A]n[ -  V n \ ( n  -  1 ). So Ai := s_i(Q 3) =  P2,r- i  U {n -  1} G A]n[ and
A 2 := Pifr- iU { n  — 1} G A]n[. Since A2 = £n-i,nW i), it follows by (10.3) that A 2 G A*. 
Since A\C\Q$  =  0, we have A 3 := P2>r_ 1 U {n} G A* by (10.4). Now, by (10.7) and 
the inductive hypothesis, we should have V ^li  type II or Vn- i  symmetric, and hence 
p2tr — «i(Pi,r); but then A 2 fl A 3 =  0, a contradiction. So A\n{ ^  P n -iin ~  !)•
Next, suppose A]n[ is special. Then A\ := Si(P2>r) =  P3,r =  P3,r_i U { n — 1} G A]n[ 
and, by (10.1), A 2 := { l , n  -  1} U (P2 >r_i\{2}) G A]n[. Since A x = 8n_hn(Q3), 
(10.3) gives us A\ G A*. Since A2  fl Q3 =  A 2 fl £n,n-i(Ai) =  0, (10.4) gives us 
A 3 := 5n,n- i{A 2) G A*. But A\ n  A3 — 0, a contradiction.
Therefore A]n[ =  J]n{. Suppose dn/_ 1 < en. Then (n' — 1) +  dn/_i +  1 < n' +
en — 1 =  n - 2 .  Now n' — 1 G P 2 ,r- i  as n ' G P3,r_i =  si(P 2 ,r—i)- Taking Ai :=  
{ l , n  — 2} U (P2)r_i\{2}), we thus get A\ G A]n[f)A*. However, since Q3 3  n' < 
n — 2 -  dn>-\ < n  — 3 implies n -  2 ^  Q3, we also get Ai fl Q3 =  0, a contradiction. So 
dn/_i =  en, and hence dn'- i  =  dn/ =  en (as dn> < en). Thus, since w(P2)r_ 1 ) =  7 1 ' — 1 
and u(P3,r_i) =  7i', u(P2>r) = (n ' — 1) -f dnr_ 1 -f-l =  7i ' - fen =  7i — 1  and similarly 
u(P3,r) = n. So P3)T. =  P3>r_i U {ti} =  Si(P2 ,r- i  U {n — 1}) =  si(P 2,r ). Given that A(n)  
is special, d\ =  d3  =  1 . Since P n is asymmetric, we therefore have en > 1 , and hence 
m  := max{a G [rc]: da =  1} < n'. Thus, since A{n) is special, m  = 2t +  1 for some 
t G [n']. So Vn  ^ is type I.
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It remains to show that A* is special. Let us take Ai,Bi, i =  1  to be as 
in the definition of a special family with y — n  in Section 10.2. Since n  G P^r =  
P z , t  u  P m + 2 , r - t  =  Si(P2>r) =  S i ( P 2,t u  P m+ l,r-f), We have n  G P m + 2 , r - t  =  Sl(Pm+l,r-i)» 
and hence n e  Ai and n — 1 G Pm+i)r_* C  Bi for all i G [£]. For each i G [i], let 
A\ := Ai\{n}, P ' := P i\{n  -  1}, P "  :=  P- U {n}. If r =  t +  1 then Pm+2,r_t =  
Pm+2,1 == {m  +  2 }, and hence n =  m  +  2 , which clearly contradicts m  < n' and 
dnt =  en > 1  (which we established above). So r  > £ +  2 , and hence Pm+2,r -t - i  7  ^ 0> 
Pm+i |r-t_i 7  ^ 0. Clearly, for all i £ [t], A [  = ( A i \ P m +2)r - t )  U Pm+2)r_ t_ i and B[ =  
(P i\P m+i,r-t)UPTO+iir- t- i  (recall that Pm+i)r_f C  Pi). Therefore, since A(n)  is special, 
A(n) -  { i4 i,...,i4 'J U (P ^ - 1 )(1 ) \{ P ;,... ,P '} )  for some q G [*]. So A \  := .A(n) =  
{i4i, ...,i4g} U (P ^ ( l) (n ) \{ P " , ...,P"})- Since A(n)  C .A*(n), A.J C .4*. Now, we also 
have A]n[ =  *7]n[ =  P,£?i(l)- So .AJ := P n -i(l)]n ~  1[ =  •A]n[]j'i “  1[C A*. Finally, 
consider A  G A]n[(n — 1) =  P ^ i ( l ) ( n  — 1). If A  =  P* for some i G [9 ] then, since 
Ai fl Bi — 0 and A* G .AJ, we must have A  £ A* and (A \{n  — 1}) U {n} G A *. 
If A 0 { P i,. . . ,P q} then (A \{n — 1}) U {n} G .A}, and hence 4  G 4* by (10.3). 
Setting .A3  := A*\(A}[ U A*£), we therefore have .A3  =  {Vnli{l){n  — l) \{ P i ,  . . . ,P g}) U
{ B ? , B " } .  So .4* =  A t  U A i  U ^  =  { 4 X, 4, }  U (7><r)( l ) \ {Bx, B , } ) .  So A '  is
special. □
10.5 The case d\ =  0
We start with a lemma concerning sets in hereditary families.
Lem m a 10.5.1 Let T  be hereditary. I f  there exist Pi, P2  G T  such that F\ fl P 2  =  0 
and |Pi| =  |F2| =  a(F ) then for any F  G T  there exists F' G T  such that F  fl P ' =  0 
and |F | +  |F '| > a (F ) .
P roof. Let P  G P . If P  C  F\ then the result follows immediately by taking 
F ’ e  U P  £  Pi then |Bx\B| >  |F ,| -  (|B | -  1 ) =  a(F) + 1 -  \F\,
and hence the result follows by taking P ' G n
The converse of this result is not true; to see this, take T  to be 2 fn+1^\{[n +  1]}.
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Also, in a sense, the conditions on Fi and F2  cannot be improved; by considering 
F  = 2Fl U 2Fa and F  = { /} , it is easy to see that we can neither allow Fi and F2 to 
have non-empty intersection nor allow F\ or F2 to have size less than a(F).
L em m a 10.5.2 I f  di > 0 ,  a(Vn) > 3 and n E Pi,a(pn) then for any A E Vn]2[ there 
exists A ' E Vn(2) such that A  fl A' — 0 and \A\ -f \A'\ > a(Vn)-
P roof. Let 1  =  p x < p2 < ... <  pa(vn) such that Pi>a(vn) = {Pii-»Pa( 7>n)}- We 
have Vn{2) C 2^ a,n\  where a := 2 +  d2  +  1- Let a =: qx < ... <  qa(vn) - 2 such that 
Pafa{Vn) ~ 2  =  {q i,‘~,Qa(Vn)-2}- So
p2 — l  +  di +  l < 2 - | - d 2  +  l =  <7i < p 2  +  dP2 +  1  =  p 3 , (10.13)
and if a(Vn) >  4 then, proceeding inductively, we also get
Pi  =  P i - i  +  dVi_x +  1 <  q{-2 +  dqi_2 +  1 =  qi—i < P i  + dp.+  1 =  pi+u  (10.14)
i =  3,...,a (P „ ) -  1 . Let Fi := PP3,a{vn)~2  =  P\{pi,.p2}, F 2  := Pa>a(p„)-2 - By (10.13) 
and (10.14), F i,F 2  € Pn(2) and Fi fl F 2  =  0- Since |Fi| =  a (P n) -  2, a (P n(2)) >  
ot-ifPn)—2 . By definition of a, Pa,a(vn{2 )) € P n(2 ) (for the same reason that Pi,a(^n) € Pn, 
being that {di}ieN is mnd). So u(Pa a(pn(2))) <  n. Now n =  pa(vn) as we are given that
n  € Pl,a(Vn).
Suppose a(P„(2)) >  a(P„) -  2 . Then qa(vn ) ~ 2  € Pala(p«<2 ) ) \M P a >a(p„<2 >))}. To­
gether with (10.13) and (10.14), this gives us u(Paia{Vn{2))) > Qa(vn)-2 +  dqa(rn)_2 +  1  >  
pa(Vnb contradicting u(PaMTn{2))) < n  = pa{vny So a{Vn{2 )) =  a(Vn) -  2 =  |F i| =
l^l-
Let A E Vn]2[. Suppose A E P n(2). By Lemma 10.5.1, there exists A" E P n(2) 
such that A f\ A” = 0 and \A\ -f- \A"\ > a(Vn(2 )) +  1 =  Oi(Vn) — 1. Hence A' := 
A" U {2} E Pn(2), A fl A! — 0 and \A\ +  \A'\ > a(Vn). Now suppose A £ Vn(2). We 
have A* := A fl [a, n] E P n(2) U {0 } . If A* ^  0 then we apply the argument for A 
above to get \A*\ +  |A'| > a(Vn) for some A' E P n(2) such that A* fl A' =  0, which 
clearly yields the result. Suppose A* =  0. Let A' :=  F\ U {2}. So A fl A' =  0 and
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\A\ +  |-4'| >  1 +  (oi{Pn) — 1) — oi(Vn). □
P ro o f  o f T heo rem  10.2.3. We start with (i), for which we have ckr- 2  =  0 and 
d2r- \  =  n  — 2r. We first consider A  G ex(Vn^) and prove the necessary condition. 
Let B  := p£r)(l). Let Aq =  A n  ([2rr"2]), A 2 := A (2r -  l)(n) and A hi := A ( i ) \A 2, 
i = 2r — 1, ...,n. Define B0> # 2, and B iti similarly. Note that since (2r — 1) +  o?2 r - i +  
1 =  n  (and di > d2r_i for all i > 2r), if A  G *4 and |i4 fl [2r — l,n] |  > 1 then 
A  fl [2r — l,n] = {2 r — l,n } . So Ao U A 2 U Ur=2 r - 1 a partition for A.  Let
A i  := A ( 2r -  l)(n)  C (I2; - 2') and A!u  := A{i) D (i2r- 2>) =  A 1:i{i), i =  2 r  -
Define B2 and B[j (i = 2r — 1 , ...,n) similarly. So
1 4  =  1 4 1  +  1 4 1  +  E  M i.il. |B | =  |B o| +  I 4 I +  E  lB U  (10-15)
t=2j— 1 i= 2 r —l
Clearly, Ao and A!2 must be cross-intersecting. So
IM , [2 r  -  2]\i4} n  {Ao u  4 ) 1  < 1  for all A  € U r  ^  > (10'16)
and hence
|A | +  \A!2\ < ^ r  ^ =  |B0| +  \B'2\. (10.17)
Let us now consider A!xi, i =  2 r  — l , . . . ,n.  These families must also be cross- 
intersecting. Thus, by Theorem 9.2.3, we have
E  1 4 , il <  (»  -  2r +  2) P E  3)  =  E  IB'wl- (10-18)
i = 2 r —l  ^  7  i=2i— 1
By (10.15), (10.17) and (10.18), we have |.4| <  \B\. Thus, since A  G ex(Vn )^, 
we actually have \A\ =  \B\. It follows that the inequalities in (10.17) and (10.18) are 
actually equalities. By Theorem 9.2.3 and the EKR Theorem, an equality in (10.18) 
yields A!lt2r_x = ... =  A!hn G ex(([2rr“l21)); hence (b).
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Since dn_i > 0  and 2r < a(Vn), n > 2r + 1 . So the sets of Ai,2 r do not intersect 
with those of A 2 on [2 r  — l,ra], and hence A'12r and A '2 are cross-intersecting. By the 
equalities in (b), (c) follows.
Since we established equality in (10.17), we also have equality in (10.16), which 
implies that Aq =  (^ 2 r7T^)\{[2 r  — 2 ]\A: A  G A'2}. Thus, to obtain (a), it remains to 
show that A!2 is intersecting. Suppose there exist A \ ,A 2 G A!2 such that .4x0 712 =  0. 
So [2r — 2]\(Ai U A 2) =  {#,?/} for some distinct x ,y  G [2r — 2]. Let A3  := Ai U {x} 
and A 4 := A2  U {?/}. So A3  f l A2  =  0 and At O Ai =  0. Since A'12r and A 2  are 
cross-intersecting (see above), we therefore get A3, A4  f  A'12r. Since A 4 = [2 r  — 2 ]\A 3, 
this implies that A!l2r ^  ex( (^ 2r“^ ) ) (see Theorem 1 0 .1 . 1  (ii)), a contradiction to (b). 
So A!2 is intersecting. Hence (a).
We now prove the sufficiency condition in (i). So let A  be a sub-family of V n * that 
obeys (a), (b) and (c). Define Ao, A 2  and Ax,*, i = 2r — l , . . . ,n,  as above. As we 
showed above, Ao U A 2  U U?=2 r- i a partition for A. By definition, Ao, A 2  and
Ai,i, i = 2r — 1 , ...,n , are intersecting. By (a), Ao U A 2  is intersecting. By (b) and (c), 
A 2  U UI==2 r— 1 ,* intersecting. If A  G U!=2 r- i * 1^ ,* then A  H [2 r  — 2 } =  r — 1  and
hence A  intersects each set in (^rrT2^ ); so Ao and U?=2 r- i are cross-intersecting. 
Therefore A is intersecting. Now, it is immediate from (a), (b) and (c) that the bounds 
in (10.17) and (10.18) are attained. So A G ex(vi^).
We now prove (ii) and (iii) by induction on n. We first consider A* G ex(Vhr)) and 
prove the necessary conditions for A*. Unlike we did in the Proof of Theorem 1 0 .2 .1 , 
we do not use An_i>n because if a (V n) / 2 =  r  >  a ( V n- i ) / 2  (which is possible) then we 
cannot apply the inductive hypothesis. Instead, we work with A := Am)Tn+1 (A*). By 
Lemma 10.3.2(ii), A]m-M [UA(m +l) is intersecting. We have A ]m + l[c  Vn^]m+1[  — 
Vn]m 4- lp r) and A(m +  1) C V n \ m  4 - 1 ) =  Vn(m 4-1 ) ^ ,  where r" — r — 1 . Since 
m ,m  + 4  + lG  P\,a{vn) € V n, we have a (V n) =  a ( V n]m 4 - 1 [) and
r" < {a(Vn) ~  2)/2 =  a(Vn(m)(m  4- dm 4 - 1 » / 2  <  a(Vn(m  4 - 1»/2 . (10.19)
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Observe that Vn]m+l[  and Vn{m + 1) are isomorphic to Pn'({dJ}ieN) and P n"({d"}j6 n) 
respectively, where n' = n  — 1 , n" =  max{m — l ,n  — dm + 1  — 2 }, and mnd sequences 
{ d -} i6 N and {d'{}ieN are given by
Therefore, we can apply the inductive hypothesis or Theorem 10.1.1 to each of A ]m + 1[ 
and A (m  +  1 ) to get
\A]m +  1 [| <  | +  1 [(1 )|, |A{m  +  1 >| < \V^r)(m  +  1 )( 1 )|, (1 0 .2 0 )
and hence |*4| < | 'P ^ ( 1 )|. Since \A\ =  |^4*| and A* G ex(7f f l ) ,  A  G ex('Pn^)- So we 
actually have equalities in (1 0 .2 0 ), and hence
r < a(P n) / 2 , for any A  G V n \ m + l ) ] a [  there exists A' G *4]m+l[ such that AC\A' =  0.
So A  = V n \ a )  as A  G ex('Pn^)- l i  a = m  then *4(ra +  1) =  0, and hence \A\ =
1[ such that A n[m , n] ^  0. Then there exists A' G 'P n \ j ) ( m + 1) such that A f \A '  —
P ro o f. Let Q := Vn fl 2 fm,nl  So Q is isomorphic to P n-(m-i)({^i+m-i}ieN)- Clearly, 
w £ -Pl,2 r implies n G Pm,a{Q) and a(Vn) =  2 r. Since m  < 2r — 2  and o(Q ) =  
a (P n) — (m — 1) =  2r — (m  — 1), o(Q) > 2r — (2r — 3) =  3. Let B := 4^ fl [m, n] G 
Q]m +  1[. By Lemma 10.5.2, there exists B r G Q(m  4-1) such tha t B  fl B' = 0 and
.A]m +  1 [G e x (V ^]m  4- 1[), A (m  4-1) G ex(V j{ \m  4- 1)). (10.21)
Claim 10.5.3 Suppose a G [m] and A]m  4-1[ =  Vn^]m+  l[(a). Then a G [m — 1] and 
,4 = P£V).
Proof. Suppose ^4]m +  l[ =  Vn^]m-{-l[(a), a G [m]. Then, since a G P ita(vn) € an^
Since *4]m 4- l[lL4(ra 4- 1) is intersecting, it follows that A (m  4- 1) C V n \ m  4- l)(u).
|Vn^]m +  l[(a)| < |Vn^]m 4- 1 [(1)| <  |Pn^(l)|, contradicting A  G e x (P ^ ) . □
Claim 10.5.4 Suppose n G P\^r andm  <  2r —2. Let j  G [m — 1]. Let A  G Pn^]i[]m +
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\B\ +  \B'\ = a(Q). Let A' := B' U ([m -  1  )\A). So \A‘\ =  \B'\ +  |[m -  1]V4| =  
(o;(Q) — |P |)  +  ((m — 1 ) — (r — |P |)) =  a(Q ) -f ra  — 1 — r — r. Since j  £ A, j  e  A'. 
The truth of the claim is now clear. □
Note that P i)2r £ Vn since 2r < a(Vn).
Consider first n  ^  P\,2r- Since m  £ Pi,2 r, m -f 1 ^  Pi,2 r . So P i)2r £ P n]ra +  l[]ri[. 
By ( 1 0 .2 1 ) and the inductive hypothesis, it follows that A]m  +  1 [ =  P ^ J ra  -f l[(j) for 
some j  6  [ra] (note that if dm = 1  then d'm =  0 and d'm+l > 0 ) .  By Claim 10.5.3, 
A  -  V n \ j )  and j  € [m -  1 ].
Now consider n 6  Pi^r and m < 2r — 2. Let ra =: pi < p2  <  ••• < Pa(Q) •= w such 
that Pm,a{Q) — {Pi, ■■■,Pa{Q)}, where Q is as in the Proof of Claim 10.5.4 and hence 
a(Q ) >  3; note that P\$r =  [ra — 1] U Pm,a(Q)• Let ra" := (ra -f 1 ) -f dm + 1 -f 1 . Let 
ra" =: qx < ... < gQ«2 ) - 2  such that Pm"MQ)-2 = { Q i , <7a(Q)-2 }- Similarly to (10.13) 
and (10.14), we have
p 2  =  ra +  dm +  1  <  (m -f 1 ) -f dm+i +  1  =  qi < P2 P dP2 +  1  =  p^, (1 0 .2 2 )
and if a(Q) > 4  then
Pi — Pi-i +  dPi_x -f 1 <  qi- 2 +  dq i _ 2 -f 1 =  qi-i < p2 -f dP2 +  1 =  Pi+i, (10.23)
i = 3 ,...,a(Q) -  1. Let P ^ , ,  := {p'/, ...,p'2'r//} £ P(W}i<=n ) ,  where pi' := 1 and 
rf+i :=  r f  +  dp’> +  1 =  •••»2r" “  L Clearly, p? =  j ,  j  =  1, ...,ra  -  1, and p" =
qi-m+i ~  dm+ 1 — 2 , / =  ra, ..., 2 r". Note that 2r" =  2 r  — 2  =  (m — 1 ) -f a(Q ) — 2 
(as P i)2r =  [ra -  1] U Pm,a(Q))- Now, by (10.22) and (10.23), qa(Q)~2 < Pa(Q)- So we 
have p'2'r„ =  p ^ +a(Q)_ 3  =  g«(e) - 2  -  dm+ 1 -  2 < n -  dm + 1 -  2 =  n". By the inductive 
hypothesis, it follows that A { m P  1 ) =  V n \ m p  l )( j )  for some j  £ [m — 1 ]. Therefore
A (m  +  1) =  V n \ r n  +  l)( j) . (10.24)
Let Hq U Hi  U H 2 be the partition of A]m  +  1[ given by Ho := A]m  -f l[n(^m“ 1^ ),
H\  := {A  E A]m  +  1 [: Pm,a(Q) -  ^ 2  •= A]m  +  l[\(Wo UHi) .  Define a partition
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Jo u  J i  U J 2  of Jn^]m  +  l[(j) similarly. Since *4 is intersecting, it follows by (10.24) 
and Claim 10.5.4 that
H i C J j ,  H 2 C 1 2. (10.25)
Suppose m  < r+ 1 . If m  < r+ 1  then Ho =  0, and if m  — r+ 1  then Ho — {[m—1]} E 
Vn^]m +  l[(i). Together with (10.24) and (10.25), this gives us A  C V n \ j ) .  Since
A e e x ( v i % A  = vLr\ j ) .
Now suppose m  > r +  2. If A  E Ho\Po then P i)2 r\j4 E T \\H \ ,  hence \Ho\ +  \H\\ < 
|J0| +  |J i | as Tfi C  X\ (by (10.25)). By (10.20), (10.21) and (10.25), it follows that 
H 2 — T2 and \ H q \  +  \H\\ — |Jo| +  |Ti|. We now prove that A  = ( V n \ j ) \ { P i , 2r \ A :  A  E 
H o } ) \ J H o  by showing that for any A  E , P i .  |2r\ A  is the unique set in V n  ^ that does
not intersect A .  Indeed, let A '  E V n   ^ such that A n A '  = ®. Then A ' =  A ' - ^ X J A ^  for some 
A [  C  [m — 1 ]\j4  and A ' 2 E Q. Suppose A [  ±  [m — 1]\^4 or \ A 2 \ <  a(Q) ( =  2r —  m  + 1); 
then \ A ' \  <  ( m  — 1  — r) 4- (2 r  — m  +  1 ) =  r, a contradiction. So ^  =  [m — 1]\^4 and 
1-^2 1 =  a (Q)- Clearly, since n  E Pm,a(Q) =  Pi,2 r\[ra ~  1]> Pm,a(Q) is the only set in Q of 
size a(Q). So A 2 = Pm,a(Q), and hence A f =  P i ) 2 r \ A .
We conclude the proof of the necessary conditions in (ii) and (iii) by showing that 
A* =  A. Suppose A* ^  A  instead. Then there exists A* E A * \A  such that A := 
^m,m+i(-4*) E A \A * . Now we have shown that for some j  E [m — 1] and Ho Q 
A  =  ( v £ \ j ) \ { P h2r\A: A E Ho})  U H 0 (where H 0 =  0 if n <£ Ph2r or 
m  <  r +  1). Thus, since m  E A, A E V n \ j ) ( m ) .  Therefore 4^* E V n \ j ) ( m  +  1)VA, 
but this is a contradiction because, since m  +  1  £ P i)2r, V n \ j ) ( m  +  1) C  A.
It remains to prove the sufficiency conditions in (ii) and (iii). We have shown 
that for any intersecting family A  C V n \  \A\ <  |Jn ^ (l) |. This already proves the 
sufficiency condition in (iii) because for any j  E [2,m — 1], V n \ j )  is isomorphic to 
7 ^ (1 ) .  Therefore the sufficiency condition in (ii) follows from the already established 
fact that if n E P i)2r, r +  2 <  m  < 2r — 2 and A  E then Pi>r\A  is the unique
set in Vn  ^ that does not intersect A. □
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Chapter 11
Graphs with the Erdos-Ko-Rado 
property
11.1 A graph-theoretical formulation and result
A graph G is a pair (V(G),E(G))  such that E(G)  C V(G) and E(G) are called
the vertex set and the edge set of G respectively. If v ,w  G V(G) and { v , w }  G E(G) 
then v and w are said to be adjacent and edge vw is said to be incident to v and w. If 
G has no edges incident to a vertex x  then x  is said to be a singleton.
In the following, we represent an edge {v,iu} of a graph by the abbreviation vw.
A set I  C  V(G) is said to be an independent set if the vertices in I  are pair-wise 
non-adjacent. We denote the family of all independent sets of vertices of G by To- We 
shall abbreviate a(Xo) and /x(Xg) to a(G) and /i(G) respectively; so a(G) denotes the 
independence number m ax { |/ |: I  G Xq\  and fi(G) denotes the minimum cardinality of 
a maximal independent set of vertices of G.
A graph G is said to be connected if for any G (V^ ) \ E ( G )  there exist
vi,...,vp G V{G) such that vv\,vpw G E{G) and if p > 1 then ViVi+1 G E{G) for 
i = 1, ...,p — l. If G is a disjoint union of connected graphs Gi,. . .,Gq then Gj (j  G [g]) 
is said to be a component of G.
It is interesting that many EKR-type results can be expressed in terms of the EKR 
or strict EKR property of X^ q for some graph G and r  G X  C  [ a ( G ) ] .  Before coming
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to the crux of this chapter, we give a brief review of such results, recalling certain 
well-known classes of graphs and also defining new ones as we go along.
Let En denote the empty graph on n  vertices, i.e. the graph consisting of n single­
tons. By the EKR Theorem and the Hilton-Milner Theorem, we have the following.
Theorem  11.1.1 Let r < n/2. Then X^  is EKR, and strictly so if r < n/2.
Theorem 1.5.2 for permutations and partial permutations can also be phrased in a 
graph-theoretical form as follows.
Theorem  11.1.2 Let G be the graph defined by V(G) := [n] x [n] and E(G) :=  {{(i, j) , 
^ (^ 2 ^ ) : 2  =  ^  or 3 ~  j ' } ’ Then X ^  is strictly EKR for all r E [n].
Note that the case r = n is actually Theorem 1.5.1.
Suppose G is a graph whose vertex set has a partition V(G) = ViU...UVJ, into partite 
sets such that any two vertices are adjacent iff they belong to distinct partite sets. Such 
a graph is said to be a complete multipartite graph of order p. If |V1| =  ... =  \VP\ = 1 
then G is called a complete graph, and it is denoted by K p.
Theorem 1.4.3 can be rephrased as follows.
Theorem  11.1.3 Let r  <  n and k > 2 .  Let G be a disjoint union of n copies of K fc. 
Then is EKR, and strictly so unless r — n and k = 2.
Similarly, Theorem 8 .1 . 2  can be rephrased as follows.
Theorem  11.1.4 I f  G is a disjoint union of complete graphs each of order at least 2 
then T^ q is EKR for all r < n .
In [41], parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 8.1.4 were actually phrased in the graph- 
theoretical form and hence along the following lines.
Theorem  11.1.5 Let G be a disjoint union of two complete multipartite graphs. Let 
r < fi{G)/2 . Then is EKR, and strictly so if  r < p,(G)/2.
Similarly, Theorem 8.1.5 can be rephrased as follows.
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T h eo rem  11.1.6 Let G be a disjoint union of k complete multipartite graphs and a 
non-empty set Vo of singletons. Let 1  < r <  p(G)/2. Then:
(i) is EKR;
(ii) fails to be strictly EKR iff I t  — fi(G) = a(G), 3 <  | Vo| <  r, k =  1.
We now introduce the first of two definitions that are crucial for achieving the target 
of this chapter, which is revealed towards the end of this section.
Definition 11.1.7 For a monotonic non-decreasing (mnd) sequence {d *}^  of non­
negative integers, let M  := M ({di}i€fi) be a graph such that V (M ) — N and for 
a,b E V (M ) with a < b, ab G E (M ) iff b < a + da. Let Mn := Mn({dj};<=n) be the 
sub-graph induced from M  by the subset [n] o fV (M ). We refer to Mn as an mnd graph.
Suppose Mn = Mn({di = d } ^ ) ,  d € N, and G is a copy of Mn. Then G is called a 
d }th power of a path, and if d =  1  then G is also simply called a path.
Let Tn({di}iGN) be as defined in Chapter 10, and let Vn := 'Pn({di}iGN)- Note that 
Vn  ^ = TmI- Thus, by Theorems 1 0 .2 . 1  and 10.2.3, we have the following.
T heo rem  1 1 . 1 . 8  (i) I f  d\ > 0  and r < a(XMn) then is EKR, and strictly so
unless Vn  ^ is type I  (see Chapter 10 for definition).
(ii) I f  d\ = 0  and r < a(lMn) / 2 then 2 5  EKR, and strictly so if  r < a{lMn)/^-
Note that Theorem 10.1.2 gives the "non-strict part" in (i) above for the special case 
when Mn is a power of a path; see [40].
We now come to our second important definition. First of all, a directed graph (or 
digraph) D  is a pair (V(D ),E(D ))  such that E(D)  C V(D)  x V(D).
Definition 11.1.9 (i) For n > 2, 1 < k < n — 1, 0 < q < n, let qD%k+1 be the digraph 
({Vi: i G [n]}, E) such that if  1  <  i < q then (vi,Vi+s (mo(j n)) € E  iff s € [k 4 -1], and if  
q + l < i < n  then {vi,vi+s (mod n)) G E  iff s G [k].
(ii) Let qCk,k+1 be the graph such that vw  € E (qCk,k+1) iff iy,w)  G E (qD k,k+1) or 
(w,v) € E (qD k,k+1). oC k’k+1 is called a k }th power of a cycle (or simply a cycle if  
k = 1) and also denoted by Ck. I f  q > 0  then we call qC k,k+1 a modified k ’th power of 
a cycle.
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A nice EKR-type result of Talbot [58] for separated sets can be stated as follows. 
Theorem  11.1.10 (Talbot [58]) Let r < ct(Ck). Then x£} is EKR, and strictly so
n
unless k = 1  and n =  2r  +  2.
The clique number c^G) of a graph G is the size of a largest complete sub-graph 
of G. Hilton and Spencer proved the following.
Theorem  11.1.11 (H ilton and Spencer [39]) Let G be a disjoint union of graphs 
P ,  Ci, ...,Cn such that cl( P )  < min{cl(Cj): i E [n]}, where P  is a power of a path and 
C{ (i E  [n]) is a power of a cycle. Then X^f) is EKR for all r < a(G).
As we explain later, the work in this chapter is inspired by the following result.
Theorem  11.1.12 (Holroyd, Spencer, Talbot [40]) Let G be a disjoint union of 
n components consisting of complete graphs, paths, cycles, and at least one singleton. 
Then I .P  is EKR for all r  <  n / 2 .
Note that, unlike all the preceding theorems, this result does not live up to Con­
jecture 1.3.4 because (for any graph G) p(G) is at least as large as the number of 
components of C, and there is no bound as to how much larger it can be.
The idea of the graph-theoretical formulation we have been discussing emerged in
[41], in which Holroyd and Talbot in fact initiated the study of the general EKR problem 
for independent sets of graphs and made Conjecture 1.3.4. By proving Theorem 11.1.5, 
they provided an example of a graph G such that G obeys the conjecture and, as we 
demonstrate in a stronger fashion below, X ^  may not be EKR if fi(G) /2  < r < a(G) 
(it is easy to see that for such a graph G, X ^  is EKR for r  =  a(C )). They gave 
various other examples of graphs H  and values r  > p (H ) /2  for which X ^  is not 
EKR, and one particularly interesting example of this kind has r  =  a(H).  The idea 
behind Conjecture 1.3.4 is that if I  is any maximal independent set of a graph G with 
fi(G) > 2r, then, since \I\ > p(G), it holds by the EKR Theorem that Q  is EKR, and 
strictly so if p(G) > 2r.
We now show that there are graphs G such that p(G) < ol{G )  and X^O is not EKR 
for all p{G) /2  < r < a(G). Indeed, let G be the graph consisting of a 3-set Vo of
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singletons and a complete bipartite graph with partite sets V\ and V2 of size 5 and 4 
respectively. So 7 =  p(G) < a(G) =  8 . For r  G [«((?)], let J r be a star of X^ fO with 
centre x  G Vo, and let Ar := ( J r\ { A  G J r : A  n  Vo = {a;}}) U { 4  G X q A  ft V0 =  
Vo\{a;}}. Clearly J r is a star of X^ q of largest size. For all p(G ) / 2 < r < a(G), we 
have \Ar\ > \Jr\. This proves what we set out to show.
Conjecture 1.3.4 seems very hard to prove or disprove. However, restricting the 
problem to some classes of graphs with singletons makes it tractable. Theorem 11.1.1 
and the example that we gave above demonstrate the fact that when an arbitrary 
number of singletons are allowed in a graph G, X^) may not be EKR for r > K G )/2 .
We now come to the objective of this chapter, which is to provide an improvement 
of the techniques in [40] that enables us to confirm the conjecture for the class of 
graphs in Theorem 1 1 .1 . 1 2  and even larger classes. The key idea that leads us to 
this improvement is to consider a suitable larger class of graphs, namely to allow 
copies of mnd graphs and modified powers of cycles in the disjoint union specified in 
Theorem 11.1.12. Since the proof goes by induction, we will need to perform certain 
deletions on the original graph. When a deletion is performed on a power of a cycle, 
which is the most difficult component to treat, we obtain a modified power of a cycle 
(mpc) or a power of a path, and if a deletion is performed on an mpc then we obtain an 
mnd graph or another mpc. So the idea is that every time a deletion is performed, the 
resulting graph is in the admissible class. Although not necessary for our main aim, 
we show that our method allows us to include trees (connected graphs that contain no 
cycles as sub-graphs) as components; the scope is to illustrate the fact that the method 
we employ works for many classes of graphs.
T heo rem  11.1.13 Conjecture 1.3.4 2 5  true if  G is a disjoint union of complete multi­
partite graphs, copies of mnd graphs, powers of cycles, modified powers of cycles, trees, 
and at least one singleton.
As from the next section, we employ the notation in Section 2.1.
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11.2 The compression operation for independent sets 
of graphs
For v G V(G), let N g (v ) be the set of neighbours  of v in G, i.e.
N g (v ) : =  {w G V{G )\{v}: vw  G E(G)}.
As in [40], we use G — v to denote the graph obtained from G by deleting v G V(G) 
(and hence edges incident to v), and G [ v to denote the graph obtained by deleting 
also all vertices in N g (v ). Note that
2 g (v ) =  I g i v , Xg ]v [ =  T g - v
For u ,v  G V'(G), let A U)V: XG —> Tg be defined as in Section 2.2.
L e m m a  1 1 . 2 . 1  Le t  u v  G E(G). Le t  A* c  4 ’ be an in tersec t ing  fa m i ly ,  a n d  let  
A  := A UiV(A*).
(i) I f  N g {u ) C N g (v ) U {v } then  ^4(n) U^4]n[ is  intersect ing.
(i i)  I f  | N g (u ) \ ( N g (v ) U {v})| <  1 then A(v) a n d  A\v[ are intersect ing.
Proof: Since uv G E(G), T g [ {u , v }] =  0.
Suppose N g {u ) C N g (v ) U { i/} . Then, for any independent set I  G Xg ]u [{v ), we 
have N g (u ) fl (I \ { v }) C N q (v ) fl { I \ { v } )  = 0, and hence (I \ { v }) U {w} G XG. So XG 
is (u,  u)-compressed, and hence (i) follows by Proposition 2.2.1(ii).
Now suppose \N g (u ) \ ( N g (v ) U { v } ) |  < 1. Then N g (u ) \ ( N g (v ) U { v } )  =  {u;} for 
some w G V’(G)\{i;}. So N g - w(u ) \ ( N g - w (v ) U {i>}) =  0, and hence, similarly to the 
above, (I \ { v }) U {iz} G XG- W for any independent set I  G Xg - w]u [(v ). Thus, since 
Xg \vo[ =  2 (5 - 1 0 , Xg \w [ is (u,  u)-compressed. So (ii) follows by Proposition 2 .2 .1 (i),(iv).
11.3 Graph deletion lemmas
The following property of graphs will have a very important role in our improvement 
of Theorem 11.1.12.
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Lemma 11.3.1 Let G be a graph, and let v G V(G). Then
min{p(G  |  v),p(G  — v)} > p(G) — 1 .
P roof: The inequality p(G  |  v) > p(G) — 1  follows by Lemma 4.4.l(i) since Tg(v) =  
Tqiv  The inequality p(G —v) > p{G) — 1  follows by Lemma 4.4.1(ii) since T q[v [ = Tg-v 
and Tg is a hereditary family. □
C oro llary  11.3.2 Let r < p(G)/2, and let v ,w  G V(G). Then:
( i ) r - K p ( G  [ v ) f 2;
(ii) r — 1  < fi(G — v j, w )/2.
P roof. By r < p(G ) /2  and Proposition 11.3.1, we have
(i) r  — 1  < (p(G) — l ) / 2  <  fi(G J. v ) /2  and
(ii) r  — 1  <  {p(G) — 2 ) / 2  <  (p(G — v) — l ) / 2  < p(G — v J, w )/2 . □
One of the various properties of non-singleton trees (i.e. trees containing at least 
two vertices and hence at least one edge) is that they contain vertices which have 
only one neighbour. To see this, consider picking any vertex in a graph G and then 
traversing vertices without visiting any vertex twice until no new vertex can be visited; 
if G is a non-singleton tree then, since a tree contains no cycles, this procedure stops 
when a vertex with one neighbour has been visited.
Lem m a 11.3.3 Let T  be a tree with IV’(T)! > 2, and let w G V(T) such that N t{w ) 
consists only of one vertex v. Then
p ( T - v )  > p(T).
P roof. Let Z  be a maximal independent set of T  — v. Since w is a singleton of T  — v, 
we must have w G Z. So Z  is also a maximal independent set of T  because vw  G E(T). 
Hence result. □
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Lem m a 11.3.4 Let Mn({di}ien) be as in Definition 11.1.7, and let Mn :=  Mn({di}i€M). 
I f  d\ > 0  then
n(M n -  2) >  n(M n).
Proof: Let Z  be a maximal independent set of Mn — 2. Then 1 E Z  or l z  E E (M n — 2) 
for some z  E Z. Suppose 1 E Z. Since o?i > 0, we have 12 E E (M n), and hence Z  is a 
maximal independent set of Mn. Now suppose l z  E E (M n — 2) for some z  € Z. Then, 
by definition of M n, z  <  1 +  d\ < 2 +  d2, and hence 2z  E E (M n). Thus, Z  is again a
maximal independent set of Mn. Therefore n(M n — 2 ) >  ii(Mn). □
Lem m a 11.3.5 Let qC k,k+l be as in Definition 11.1.9. I f  q > 0 then
ri<,cknM 1  -  vk+2) > rtqc kn’k+1).
Proof. Let C := qCk'k+1 and V  := V{C). If NCM  =  V ^ t/i}  then trivially 
fi(C — Vk+2) = ^(qCn'fe+1) =  1. So suppose Nc{v  1 ) 7  ^ v \ { v x}. Let Z  be a maxi­
mal independent set of C — vk+2, and let s := min{i: Vi G Z}, t := max{i: Vi E Z}. If 
s < k  +  1  then vsvk+2 £ E(C), and hence Z  is also maximal in C. Suppose s > k  +  3. 
Suppose also that Vk+2VS £ E(C). Then vk+ivs E (C  — vk+2 ) and, since q < n  (by
definition of C ) and s < t  <  n, vtvk+i £ E (C  — vk+2). So Z  U {vfc+i} G %c-vk+2> hut 
this contradicts the maximality of Z. So vk+2vs G E (C ), and hence Z  is also maximal 
in C. Therefore fi(C — vk+2) > fJ,(C). □
Lem m a 11.3.6 Let Ck be as in Definition 11.1.9. I f  n > 2k +  2 then
v(Cn ~  vk+ 1 -  v2k+2) > v{Ck).
Proof. Let Z  be a maximal independent set of C k — vk+\ — V2k+2• If Z  contains 
z  G {vah_2, •••, v2k+i} then zvk+i ,z v 2k+2 G E (C k), and hence Z  is also maximal in Ck. 
Now consider Z  n  {vk+2, ...,v2k+i} — 0- Thus, if zvk+i ,z v 2k+2 £ E (C k) for all z  e  Z  
then Z  U  { v }  is an independent set of C — vk+i — v2k+2 for all v G {vk+2, ..., V2k+i}, 
but this is a contradiction. We therefore have zw  G E(C k) for some z  G Z  and 
w G {vk+i,v 2k+i}. Suppose w =  vk+i and Z  U  {v2k+2}  is an independent set of Ck.
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Then zv2k+\ £ E(Ck — Vk+i — V2k+2), and hence Z  U {v2 fc+i} is an independent set of 
Ck — Vk+i — V2k+25 a contradiction. By symmetry, we can neither have both w = V2k+2 
and Z  U {^jt+i} an independent set of Ck. Therefore there exist z i , z 2 £ Z  such that 
2 iVfc+i, z2V2k+2 £ E{Cn), and hence Z  is maximal in C k. So JJ,(Ck -  Vk+l -  V2k+2) >
n(ck). □
11.4 Proof of result
We shall now use the lower bounds obtained for p(qCk,k+1 — Vk+2), l*(Ck — Vk+i — 
^2 fc+2 )» and p (P k  ^—v2) in terms of p(qCk,k+1), p{Ck), and p (P k^) respectively to prove 
Theorem 11.1.13.
L e m m a  1 1 . 4 . 1  Let G be a graph containing an edge vw and a singleton x. Suppose 
2 < r <  p(G). Then \Tq\v)\ < \Tq\x)\.
P roof. Since a; is a singleton, ^4\{?/} U {x} 6  X ^  for any A  G X ^]x[ and y G A. 
Setting J  {^4\{u} U {x}: A  G X^(u)]x[}, it follows that J  C Tq\x))v[. Given 
that vw G E{G ), we have Xg (u) ( u;) =  0, and hence actually J  C T q \x )]v[ \L q \x )(w )\  
also, T q \x ){w )  C X ^ ( x )]v [, and hence \ J \  < |X^(x)]v[| — \Tq\x){w)\. We therefore 
have
i4r 4 ) i  =  i4r > ( « ) ( * ) i  +  i4r ) ( * M  =  i4r > ( » ) ( * ) i  +  \j \
< \ l £ \ x ) ( v )I +  p $ \ x ) M \  -  \4 \x ) (w )\
=  |4 >(x)| -  \ l£ \x )(w ) \ .
Now, since {x, w} G X ^  and 2 < r < p(G), there exists I  G X ^  such that {x, w} C I, 
i.e. Tq \ x)(w ) 7  ^0. Hence result. □
L e m m a  1 1 . 4 . 2  Let G be a graph, and let r <  (i{G)/2 . Let A  be an intersecting 
sub-family of such that A(v) = T o ^ \ y )  7  ^ 0 for some y  G V(G  j  v). Then 
^ C 4 > ( y ) .
P roof. Suppose there exists A  G A]v[ such that y £ A. We are given that X ^ ^ \ y )  7  ^
0, and so Xc(v)(y) 7  ^ 0. Therefore there exists a maximal independent set Y  of G
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such that v ,y  G K. Given that 2r < fi(G), we have 2r < |K|. Since y ,v  G Y \A ,  it 
follows that ( r ^ ) [ { ? / , v } ]  ^  0. Let A' G ( y ^ ) [ { 2 / , u } ] .  So A'\{u} G Z ^ vl ) ( y ) ,  and 
hence A' G .A (u ) .  But A  f l  A' =  0, which contradicts .A  intersecting. Hence result. □
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  11.1.13. By induction on \E(G)\. If |i£((x)| =  0 then the 
result is given by Theorem 11.1.1, so we assume that \E(G)\ > 0. This means that 
G contains a non-singleton component. If G consists solely of complete multipartite 
graphs and singletons then the result is given by Theorem 11.1.6. We now consider 
the case when G contains a component G\ that is neither a singleton nor a complete 
mulitpartite graph.
Let G2  be the graph obtained by removing G\ from G. Note that
fi(G) = fi(G\) + fi(G2). (11-1)
By our definition of component, G i is connected, and hence G\ contains no sin­
gletons. Thus, since G contains at least one singleton, G2  contains some singleton 
x.
Let r < fi(G)/2, and let A* G e x (Z ^ ) .  Let J  := Z q \ x ). So \J \  <  |.4*|. By 
Lemma 11.4.1, J  is a largest star of Z q \  and for any v G V{G\), J ( v )  and J]v[  are 
largest stars of Z q ^  of Z^l_v respectively.
Now G\ is a tree or a copy of an mnd graph or a modified power of a cycle or a 
power of a cycle. We consider each of these four possibilities separately and in the 
order we have listed them. We will actually show that in each of the first three cases, 
Zq * is in fact strictly EKR even if r  =  ji(G)/2.
Case I: G\ is a tree T, \V(T)\ > 2. So there exists u G V(G\) such that N c 1(u) 
consists solely of one vertex v (see the preceding section). Let A  := AU)V(^4*). Since 
N g ( u ) =  =  {u}, it follows by Lemma 11.2.1 (i) that A{v) U^4]u[ is intersecting.
Since G\ contains no cycles, G\ — v and G\ j  v contain no cycles, and hence G\ — v 
and G\ I v are disjoint unions of trees and singletons. So G — v and G [ v belong to 
the class of graphs specified in the theorem.
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By Corollary 11.3.2(i), r  — 1  < p(G  J. v ) /2 . By Lemma 11.3.3, fi{G\ — v) > p{Gi)\ 
so fi(G — v) = n(G\ - v )  + p(G2) > v(Gi)  +  h(G2) =  y(G) >  2 r.
Therefore, since A{v) C Xq^  and *4]u[c XG}_V, inductive hypothesis gives us 
\A(v)\ <  |J(v} \  and |.A]v[| <  \J]v[\. So \A\ < \J \.  Since |^4*| =  \A\ and A* £ 
ex(Z ^), |-4(u)| =  \J(v)\  and |-4]u[| =  |v7]u[|. Since r — 1  <  fi(G j  u ) / 2 , it follows 
by the inductive hypothesis that A(v) — XGiv(y) for some y € V(G I v). Thus, by 
Lemma 11.4.2, A  C x £ \ y ) .  If y is not a singleton of G then Lemma 11.4.1 gives us 
\^g \ v)I < l^l> this leads to the contradiction that |.4*| < \J \ .  So y  is a singleton 
of G , and hence A* C XtG\ y )  (as A  C X ^ \y ) ) .  Therefore X^G is strictly EKR.
Case II: G\ is a copy of an mnd graph Mn := Mn({di}ie^). We may assume that 
G\ —  Mn. Since G\ contains no singletons, n > 2  and d\ > 1. Let v := 2  and u := 1, 
and let A  := AUjV(*4*). By definition of Mn and d\ > 1, N Gl(u) C N Gi {v ) U { v } .  Since 
N g (u ) =  N Gl(v), it follows by Lemma 1 1 .2 .1 (i) that A(v) U A]v[ is intersecting.
Clearly, G\ — v is a copy of Mn_i({dJ}i€N), where d\ =  d\ — 1  and d\ = di+i for all 
i > 2 . Also, if n  <  2  +  d2 then Gi [ v =  (0,0), and if n >  2 -f d2 then G\ J, v is a copy 
of Mn_2 -d2 ({d/}iGN)> where d” = di+2+d2 for all i > 1 . So G — v and G j  v belong to 
the class of graphs specified in the theorem.
The rest follows as in the preceding case, except that we get p(Gi — v) > p{G\) by 
Lemma 11.3.4.
Case III: G\ is a modified k }th power of a cycle qCk'kJrl. So q > 0. Let v ^ i  =  1,..., n, 
be as in Definition 11.1.9. Let u := Vk+i and v :=  Ufc+2, and let A  := A U>V(A*). 
Since q < n  (by definition), (vs,u) £ E (qD k'k+1) for all s > k  +  1 . Since q > 0, 
(vs,v ) £ E (qD k’k+l) for all s < k + 1. Therefore N G(u) = N Gl(u) C NGl(v) U {u}, and 
hence, by Lemma 11.2.l(i), A{v) U ^4]u[ is intersecting.
Clearly, if q < k  +  1  then G\ — v is a copy of n_ (fc+i_q)C£_i1,fc, and if q > k  +  1  
then Gi -  v is a copy of q- k- \C ^ '- t1- If N Gl{v) U {u} =  V{G\) then Gi I v = (0 ,0). 
Suppose N Gl(v) U {u} ^  V(G\). Then V(Gi |  v) = {vm, ...,un}, where
2k +  3 if q < k -f 2;
m  =
2k T 4 if <7 >  A; +  2.
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Let n' := n — m  +  1 . By considering the bijection (5\ V{G\ j  v) —> [n'] defined by 
P{v{) = n — i +  1 (i 6  [rri, ri]), it is easy to see that Gi |  v is a copy of Mn>({dj}jen), 
where
k if j  < n — (q +  k  4 - 1 ); 
k  +  1  if j  > n  — (q +  k -f 1 ).
So G — v and G j  v belong to the class of graphs specified in the theorem.
The rest follows as in Case I, except that we get n(G\ —v) > n(G\) by Lemma 11.3.5.
Case IV: G\ is a power of a cycle C*. Let Vi, i = 1 , ...,n, be as in Definition 11.1.9, 
and let u := Vk and v := Vk+i. If n < 2k + 2  then N Gl(v)U{u} == N Gl(v)\J{v} =  V(Gi), 
G\ |  v =  (0,0), Gi -  v is a copy of n- k- iC kZ\'k, fi(Gi -  v) = //(Gi) =  1 , and 
hence, by the same line of argument for each of the preceding cases, we conclude 
that Xq^ is strictly EKR. Now suppose n  >  2k  +  2 . Let A  := AU)V(.4*). Since 
N (u)\(N (v)  U {u}) =  {vn}, it follows by Lemma 11.2.1 (ii) that A(v)  and A]v[ are 
intersecting.
Clearly, G\ f v is a power of a path. As in Case I, it follows that |A(u)| <
Now G\ — v is a path (if k =  1 ) or a copy of n^k- iC kZi’k (if k > 1 ); however, we 
are not guaranteed that /z(Gi —v ) ~  fi(Gi) (this is the case if, for example, Gi =  C\). 
Let B* := A\v[. Let u' := v2k+i and v' := v2k+2, and let B := Au'y(B*). Clearly, 
N G- V(uf) — NGl- v(u') C N Gl(v') U {v'}. Thus, by Lemma 11.2.1(ii), B(v') U B]v'[ is 
intersecting.
If k =  1 then G\ — v — v' is a disjoint union of a path and a singleton, and if k > 1  
then Gi — v — vr is a copy of n^2k-2CkZ2 k- It is easy to see that G\ — v |  vf is a power 
of a path. So G — v — v1 and G — v I v1 belong to the class of graphs specified in the 
theorem.
By Corollary 11.3.2 (ii), r  —1 < fi(G — v j  v')/2. By Lemma 11.3.3, f i(G \—v — v') > 
//(Gi); so fi(G -  v -  v') =  fi(Gi -  v -  v') + n(G2) > /J>(Gi) +  pt{G2) = /^(G) > 2 r.
Therefore, since B{v') C XqZI\v> and B)v’[C XqI v_v,, the inductive hypothesis gives 
us \B{v')\ <  |J7']v[(v/)| and \B]v'[| <  |J7']r'[]i;/[|. So \B*\ — \B\ <  |i7]u[|. Since \A\ = 
|A(u)| + \B*\ <  | J{v )  \ +  we have \A\ < |J7j, and hence 2 ^  is EKR.
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Now suppose r  <  y (G ) /2 . Since |„4*| =  \A\ and |.A*| G ex(Z ^), we must have 
|*4(u)| =  \J{v) \ and \B*\ =  |i/]u[|. By Corollary 11.3.2(i), we have r  — 1  < y,(G I v ) /2, 
and hence, by the inductive hypothesis, A{v) =  Tgiv(Vi) f°r some yi G V(G  j  v) C 
V (G )\{u ,v} .  Since \B*\ = |*7M|, we have \B(v')\ =  |v7M(u')| and \B]v'[\ = |J]v[]?/[|. 
Since r < fi(G)/2, r — 1  < (n(G) — 2 ) / 2  < fx(G — v I v’) / 2  by Lemma 11.3.1. Thus, 
by the inductive hypothesis, B(v') = ^a-vlviv^) f°r some y2 G V(G — v j  v). By 
Lemma 11.4.2, B C x£}_v(y2). If y2 is not a singleton of G — v then Lemma 11.4.1 gives 
us | < |JM I, but this leads to the contradiction that \B*\ < |J7 ]u[|. So y2 is a 
singleton of G — v, and hence, since G \ —v contains no singletons, y2 G V (G )\V  (G\) C 
Vr(G)\{u, v}. Note that, by definition of B, B(v') C B*. Thus, since B{v') =  (2/2 ),
' I g - v M W )  £  A v l  Suppose yx ^  y2. Let A x G Z g - v M W ^ u ,  yx}[. So A\  G A]v[, 
{u,v}  f l  A\ =  0, and hence A\ G ^4*. Let Y  be a maximal independent set of G 
containing yi and v. Since 2r  <  fi(G) <  |K| and {2/1 , u} fl yli =  0, (Y^rAl)[{2/i, v}] ^  0. 
Let A2 G Since A v) =  (2/1 ), A 2 G ^4(u). N o w ,  by definition of
A, A(v) C  A*. Hence A 2 £  A*. But Ai f l  A 2 =  0, which contradicts A* intersecting. 
So yi = y2. Since y2 £ {u ,v}  and B  C X^_v(y2), we clearly have B* C xjZ}_v(y2). So we 
have A* = A(v)  U B* C X ^ \ y 2). This proves that x f f  is strictly EKR. □
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